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FOREWORD 
 

 

There are many factors that contribute towards teaching of mathematics but 

teachers’ competence and knowledge play pivotal in the teaching process. Its 

common perception that mathematics teachers are competent in content, but the 

situation varies as per level of teaching. Knowing to teach mathematics is one other 

factor that depends upon the content knowledge of the teacher. The teachers’ 

conceptual understanding of mathematics influences classroom instruction in a 

positive way; therefore, it is important to have mathematics knowledge for teachers.  

Teachers’ interrelated knowledge is very important as well as procedural rules. They 

also emphasize the importance of knowledge of mathematical representations, 

because mathematics is seen as a composition of a large set of highly related 

abstractions. Teachers should be adept in translation of abstractions into a form that 

enables learners to relate the mathematics to what they already know. Therefore, 

for a teacher it is highly significant to understand the concepts of mathematics and 

nature of instructional techniques.  Teachers should be able to plan and implement 

instructions in such a way that it provide mathematical background of content and 

skill to teach these concepts. The development of this course intends to strengthen 

the content knowledge of prospective teachers in mathematics, this is fifth book of 

this series of mathematics content and focus important concepts Sets properties of 

integers and Congruency, Fibonacci numbers and Pascal Triangle, Gama and Beta 

Functions, Graphs, directed Graphs and binary trees. This course has been divided 

into four parts where first part involves topics related to number theory. The Second 

part consists of cardinal numbers and cordiality.  The third part consists of finite 

difference methods and proportional logic. The fourth part explains different 

concepts of Graph Theory. 

 

The competence achieved during the course may help prospective teachers’ in the 

classroom for translation of abstract ideas in mathematical concepts.  

 

In the end, I am happy to extend my gratitude to course team Course Development 

Coordinator, Dr. Muhammad Tanveer Afzal, Unit Writers and Reviewers for the 

development of this course book despite of the time constraint. I am also thankful 

to editing cell for the timely editing of the course. Any suggestions for the 

improvement of this course will be warmly welcomed. 

 

 

 

August, 2020 Prof. Dr. Nasir Mahmood 

   Chairman/Dean 
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INTRODUCTION OF THE COURSE 
 

Professional development of mathematics teachers have increasingly focused on 

deepening teachers’ content knowledge, keeping this point in mind a series of 

mathematics courses based on content related to elementary and secondary level 

curriculum. Researchers pointed out that teachers’ mathematics content knowledge 

makes a difference in their professional practice and their students’ achievement. 

Therefore, there is a need that prospective teachers should be provided reasonable 

exposure to content of mathematics during program of studies.  

Fifth course of the series is in your hands, we have already discussed the basic 

concepts in the initial four courses. This particular course intends to provide content 

knowledge competency of the prospective teachers. This course comprises of 

discrete Mathematics.  Discrete Mathematics is vast subject and includes many 

branches of Mathematics.  It basically focused Sets properties of integers and 

Congruency, Fibonacci numbers and Pascal Triangle, cardinal number, partial 

order, Gama and Beta Functions, Graphs, directed Graphs and binary trees.  This 

course has been divided into four parts where first part involves topics related to 

number theory.  The Second part consists of cardinal numbers and cordiality.  The 

third part consists of finite difference methods and proportional logic.  The fourth 

part explains different concepts of Graph Theory. 

 

This course will equip the prospective teacher with competence to teach 

mathematics at elementary and secondary levels. This will enable the prospective 

teacher to have a better concept of the subject and its techniques as well.  

 

The text includes relevant examples for the elaboration of the concepts and the 

activities are placed for the hands on works, which consequently, help to enhance 

content knowledge and the skills of the prospective teachers. 

 

In the end, I am thankful to the Course Team, Editor and especially the unit writers 

for quick and timely response and effort.  

 

 

 Dr. Muhammad Tanveer Afzal 

  Course Development Coordinator 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE 
 

 

After completing this course, you will be able to: 

1. Explain the congruence relations and congruence equations. 

2. Understand Properties of Integers. 

3. Apply the Remainder Theorem. 

4. Prove Fermet, Euler and Wilson’s Theorems. 

5. Define Cardinal Numbers and Countable Sets. 

6. Find The Finite Difference Form of Derivatives. 

7. Differentiate between Different Types of Graphs. 

8. Solve Proportional Logical Problems. 

9. Define Fibonacci Numbers and Prove their Identities. 

10. Deal with Problems related to Graph Algorithm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The aim of mathematics is provide us with some tools to solve the problems in our 

society. However, the subject is so fascinating in itself that it has been studied for 

the sake of its own.  For example, the number theory has been studied regardless of 

the fact that it would not give us power over the physical world. Instead, it has been 

appealing because numbers are part of everyone’s experience, and the things that 

can be found out about them are interesting, curious, or surprising, and the ways 

they are found can be delightful: clean lines of logic, with sustained tension and 

satisfying resolutions. A large part of number theory is devoted to studying integers.  

 

Integers are considered a basic and essential part of mathematics that properties of 

integers are given attention since a long period of time. While, whole numbers and 

fractions can solve many problems and applications in the society, there are many 

situations where negative numbers are useful. For example, negative numbers are 

very helpful in describing temperature below zero, elevation below sea level, losses 

in the stock market, and an overdrawn checking account. In this chapter we study 

the properties of integers, the set of numbers that consists of the whole numbers, 

together with the negative numbers that are the opposites of the nonzero whole 

numbers. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 

After reading this unit, you will be able to:  

 Explain the concepts of order, inequalities and “Absolute value” 

 Explain the “Division Algorithm” 

 Understand the concepts of “Divisibility” and “Primes” 

 Represent integers in different basis 

 Find the “Greatest Common Divisor” 

 Deal with problems related to “The Euclidean Algorithm” 

 Prove Lame’s Theorem 

 Prove Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic 
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1.1 INTEGERS 

 

The set of integers is the set  

I = {…,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,…}. 

The numbers 1,2,3,… are called positive integers and the numbers -1, -2, -3,… are 

called negative integers. Zero is neither a positive nor a negative integer. 

 

The integers can be presented with the use of a measurement model, the integer 

number line. The number line can be used with arrows where the direction of the 

arrow indicates whether the number is positive (pointing to the right) or negative 

(pointing to the left) and the length of the arrow indicates how far away from zero 

the integer is located.  In the figure below, the integers +3 and -2 are represented. 

The integer number line can also be labeled symmetrically to the right and left of 

zero as shown in the figure. 

 
 
 

Properties of Integers 

The three properties of integers are: 

 Closure Property 

 Commutative Property 

 Associative Property 

Let us now study these properties in detail. 

 

Closure Property 
The System of Integers in Addition 

It states that addition of two Integers always results in an Integer.  
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For example, 7 + 4 = 11, the result we get is an integer. Therefore, the system is closed 

under addition. 
 

The System of Integers under Subtraction 

It states that subtraction of two Integers always results in an Integer. For example,  

7 – 4 = 3, the result we get is an integer. Also, 2 – 4 = –2. The result is also an integer. 

Therefore, the system is closed under subtraction. 

 

The System of Integers under Multiplication 

It states that multiplication of two integers always results in an integer. For example, 

7 × 4 = 28, the result we get is an integer. Therefore, the system is closed under 

multiplication. 

 

The System of Integers under Division 

It states that division of two integers does not always result in an integer. For 

example, 7 ÷ 4 = 74, the result we get is not an integer. But, 8 ÷ 4 = 2, the result we 

get is an integer. Therefore, a system is not closed under division.  

 

Commutative Property 

It is a property that associates with binary operations or functions like addition, 

multiplication. Take any two numbers a and b and subtract them. That is a – b,  

say 5 – (-3). Now subtract a from b. That is b – a or -3 – 5. Are they same? No, they 

are not equal. So, the commutative property does not hold for subtraction. Similarly, 

it does not hold for division too. 

 

Again take any two numbers a and b and add them. That is a + b. Now add b and a 

which comes to be b+ a. Aren’t the same? Yes, they are equal because of commutative 

property which says that we can swap the numbers and still we get the same answer. 

 

Associative Property 

Associative property of integer’s states that for any three elements (numbers) a, b  

and c. 
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1)  For Addition a + ( b + c ) = ( a + b ) + c 

For example, if we take 2, 5, 11  

2 + ( 5 + 11 ) = 18 and ( 2 + 5 ) + 11 = 18 
 

2)  For Multiplication a × ( b × c ) = ( a × b ) × c 

For example, 2 × ( 5 × 11 ) =  110 and ( 2 × 5 ) × 11 = 110 

Hence associative property is true for addition and multiplication. 
 

3)  For Subtraction 

Associative property does not hold for subtraction a – ( b – c ) != ( a – b ) – c 

For example, if we take 4, 6, 12 

4 – ( 6 – 12 )  and  ( 4 – 6 ) – 12 

= 4 + 6 = 10 and -2 -=12 = – 14 

Therefore associative property is not true for subtraction. 
 

4)  For Division 

Associative property does not hold for division a ÷ ( b ÷ c ) != ( a ÷ b ) ÷ c 

For example, again if we take 4, 6, 12 

4 ÷ ( 6 ÷ 12 )  and  ( 4 ÷ 6 ) ÷ 12 

= 4 ÷ 612 and 46 ÷ 12 

we get, = 4 × 2 = 8 and 13×6  = 118 

Therefore associative property is not true for division. 
 

Multiplicative Identity for Integers 

The multiplicative identity of any integer a is a number b which when multiplied with 

a, leaves it unchanged, i.e. b is called as the multiplicative identity of any integer a 

if a× b = a. Now, when we multiply 1 with any of the integers a we get a × 1 = a = 1 × 

a So, 1 is the multiplicative identity for integers. 
 

Additive Identity for Integers 

The additive identity of any integer a is a number b which when added with a, leaves 

it unchanged, i.e. b is called as the additive identity of any integer a if a + b = a. Now, 

when we add 0 with any of the integers a we get a + 0 = a = 0 + a So, 0 is the additive 

identity for integers. 
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Solved Examples 
Question: As per the commutative property, complete the equation for integers for the 

given operation: 10 × 5 = 

500 

5 × 10 

– 50 

None of the above 

Solution: B. 10 × 5 = 5 × 10 = 50. This is a commutative property of multiplication. 

Question: Positive and negative integers together are closed under ………… 

 addition and subtraction 

 addition and multiplication 

 multiplication and division 

 multiplication 

Solution: D. The set of positive and negative integers does not include 0. Addition of 

two integers may result in 0. Also, subtraction of two integers may result in 0. We also 

know integers are not closed under division. 

 

1.2 ORDERING INTEGERS 

The concepts of less than and greater than in the integers are defined to be 

extensions of ordering in the whole numbers. In the following, ordering is viewed 

in two equivalent ways, the number-line approach and the addition approach. Let a 

and b be any integers. 

 

Number-Line Approach 

The integer a is less than the integer b, written a < b, if a is to the left of b on the 

integer number line. Thus, by viewing the number line, one can see that -  3<2. 

Also, - 4 < -1, - 2<3, and so on. 
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Addition Approach 

The integer a is less than the integer b, written a < b, if and 

only if there is a positive integer p such that a + p =b. Thus - 5< - 3, since -5 +2 = -  3. 

Equivalently, a < b if and only if b - a is positive (since b - a= p). For example, -27 

< -13, since -13 – (-27) = 14, which is positive. The integer a is greater than the 

integer b, written a > b, if and only if b < a. Thus, the discussion of greater than is 

analogous to that of less than. Similar definitions can be made for ≤ and ≥. 
 

Example: Order the following integers from the smallest to largest using the 

number-line approach. 

2, 11, -7, 0, 5, -8, -13 

 

Solution: 

 

 

 

-13 < -8<-7<0<2<5<11 

 

Properties of Ordering Integers 

Let a, b, and bc be any integers, p a positive integer, and n a negative integer. 

Transitive Property for Less Than 

If a < b and b < c then a < c . 

Property of Less Than and Addition 

If a< b, then a +c < b +c  

Property of Less Than and Multiplication by a Positive 

If a < b, then ab < bp. 

Property of Less Than and Multiplication by a Negative 

If a <b then an >bn . 
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1.3 NUMBER THEORY 

The subject matter of number theory is numbers, and a large part of number theory 

is devoted to studying the properties of the integers—that is, the numbers ... , -2, -

1, 0, 1, 2, .... Usually the integers are used merely to convey information (3 apples, 

$32, 17x2 + 9), with no consideration of their properties. When counting apples, 

dollars, or x2’s, it is immaterial how many divisors 3 has, whether 32 is prime or 

not, or that 17 can be written as the sum of the squares of two integers. But the 

integers are so basic a part of mathematics that they have been thought worthy of 

study for their own sake. The same situation arises elsewhere: the number theorist 

is comparable to the linguist, who studies words and their properties, independent 

of their meaning. 

 

Least Integer Principle: 

It is a nonempty set of integers that is bounded below contains a smallest element. 

There is the corresponding greatest-integer principle: a nonempty set of integers 

that is bounded above contains a largest element. 

 

We will say that a divides b (written a|b) if and only if there is an integer d such 

that ad = b. For example, 2|6, 12|60, 17|17, - 5|50, and 8| -24. If a does not divide 

b, we will write a∤b. For example, 4∤2 and 3∤4. 

 

Exercise 1. Which integers divide zero? 

All of the integers divide zero. 

As a sample of the sort of (if a|b and b|c, then a|c) properties that division has, we 

prove 

 

Lemma 1. If d|a and d|b, then d|(a + b). 

Proof. From the definition, we know that there are integers q and r such that  

dq = a and dr = b. 

 

Thus  

a + b = d (q + r), 

so, from the definition again, d|(a + b). 
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In the same way, we can prove 

 

Lemma 2. If d|a1, d|a2,...d|an, then d|(c1a1 +c2a2 +... +cnan) for any integers c1, 

c2, ..., cn. 

Proof. From the definition, there are integers q1, q2, ... ,qn such that a1 = dq1, a2 = 

dq2, ... , an = dqn. Thus  

c1a1 + c2a2 + ... + cnan = d(c1q1 + c2q2 + ... + cnqn), 

and from the definition again, d|c1a1 + c2a2 + ... + cnan. 

 

Iff d|a then d|ca for any integer c. 

As an application of Lemma 2, let us see if it is possible to have 100 coins, made 

up of c pennies, d dimes, and q quarters, be worth exactly $5.00. If it is possible, 

then  

c + d + q = 100 

and 

c + 10d + 25q = 500. 
 

Subtract the first equation from the second and we get 9d + 24q = 400. Since 3|9 

and 3|24, Lemma 2 says that 3|9d + 24q. That is, 3|400. But that is impossible, so 

having exactly $5.00 is impossible with 100 pennies, dimes, and quarters. There 

are, however, five different ways of getting $4.99, and later we will develop a 

method for finding them. 

 

Fractions are not as natural as integers, and there seems to be a human tendency to 

avoid them. For example, we divide a gallon into quarts, a quart into pints, and a 

pint into ounces so that we can always measure with integer multiples of some unit. 

Finding a unit common to different measures was a problem which would arise 

naturally in commerce—if 15 Athenian drachmas are worth 18 drachmas from 

Miletus, how many Athenian drachmas are equivalent to 60 Miletian drachmas? 

That is one reason why the Euclidean Algorithm for finding greatest common 

divisors was part of Euclid’s Elements, written around 300 BC. The rest of this 

section will be devoted to the greatest common divisor and its properties, which we 
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will use constantly later. We say that d is the greatest common divisor of a and b 

(written d = (a, b)) if and only if  

(i)  d|a and d|b, and 

(ii)  ifc|a and c|b, then c ≤ d. 

 

Condition (i) says that d is a common divisor of a and b, and (ii) says that it is the 

greatest such divisor. For example, (2, 6) = 2 and (3, 4) = 1. Note that if a and b are 

not both zero, then the set of common divisors of a and b is a set of integers that is 

bounded above by the largest of a, b, -a, and -b. Hence, from the greatest-integer 

principle for the integers, the set has a largest element, so the greatest common 

divisor of a and b exists and is unique. Note that (0, 0) is not defined, and that if (a, 

b) is defined, then it is positive. In fact, (a, b) ≥ 1 because 1|a and 1|b for all a and b. 

 

Exercise 4. What are (4, 14), (5, 15), and (6, 16)? 

Solution: (4, 14), (5, 15), and (6, 16) are 2, 5, 2 

 

Exercise 5. What is (n, 1), where n is any positive integer? What is (n, 0)? 

Solution: (n, 0) is l, n 

 

Exercise 6. If d is a positive integer, what is (d, nd)? 

Solution: (d, nd) is d 

 

As an exercise in applying the definition of greatest common divisor, we will prove 

the following theorem, which we will use often later: 

 

Theorem 1. If (a, b) = d, then (a|d, b|d) = 1. 

Proof. Suppose that c = (a|d, b|d). We want to show that c = 1. We will do this by 

showing that c ≤ 1 and c ≥ 1. The latter inequality follows from the fact that c is the 

greatest common divisor of two integers, and as we have noted, every greatest 

common divisor is greater than or equal to 1. To show that c ≤ 1, we use the facts 
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that c|(a|d) and c|(b|d). We then know that there are integers q and r such that  

cq = a|d and cr = b|d. That is,  

(cd)q = a and (cd)r = b. 

 

These equations show that cd is a common divisor of a and b. It is thus no greater 

than the greatest common divisor of a and b, and this is d. 

 

Thus cd ≤ d. Since d is positive, this gives c ≤ 1. Hence c = 1, as was to be proved. 

If (a, b) = 1, then we will say that a and b are relatively prime, for a reason that will 

become clear in the section on unique factorization. 

 

When a and b are small, it is often possible to see what (a, b) is by inspection. When 

a and b are large, this is no longer possible. The Euclidean Algorithm makes it easy. 

 

The Division Algorithm: 

Theorem 2. The Division Algorithm. Given positive integers a and b, b ≠ 0, 

there exist unique integers q and r, with 0 ≤ r < b such that a = bq + r. 

Proof. Consider the set of integers {a, a - b, a - 2b, a - 3b, ... }. It contains a subset of 

nonnegative integers which is nonempty (because a is positive) and bounded below 

(by 0); from the least-integer principle, it contains a smallest element. Let it be a -qb. 

This number is not negative and it is less than b, because if it were greater than b it 

would not be the smallest nonnegative element in the set: a - (q + 1)b would be. 

 

Let r = a - bq: this construction gives us q and r, and it remains to show that they 

are unique. Suppose that we have found q, r and q1, r1 such that  

a = bq + r = bq1 + r1 

with 0 ≤ r < b and 0 ≤ r1< b. Subtracting, we have 

0 = b ( q - q1) + ( r - r1) 
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Since b divides the left-hand side of this equation and the first term on the right-

hand side, it divides the other term:  

b|(r-r1). 

 

But since 0 ≤ r < b and 0 ≤ r1, < b, we have  

-b < r - r1< b. 

 

The only multiple of b between -b and b is zero. Hence r - r1 = 0, and it follows 

from (1) that q - q1 = 0 too. Hence the numbers q and r in the theorem are unique. 

Although the theorem was stated only for positive integers a and b, because it is 

most often applied for positive integers, nowhere in the proof did we need a to be 

positive. Moreover, if b is negative, the theorem is true if 0 ≤ r < b is replaced with 

0 ≤ r < -b; you are invited to reread the proof and verify that this is so. 

  

Exercise 7. What are q and r if a = 75 and b = 24? If a = 75 and b = 25? 

Solution: q and r for a = 75 and b = 24 are 3, 3;q and r for a = 75 and b = 25 are 3,0.  

Theorem 2, combined with the next lemma, will give the Euclidean Algorithm. 

 

Lemma 3. If a = bq + r, then (a, b) = (b, r). 
 

Proof. Let d = (a, b). We know that since d|a and d|b, it follows from a = bq + r that 

d|r. Thus d is a common divisor of b and r. Suppose that c is any common divisor 

of b and r. We know that c|b and c|r, and it follows from a = bq + r that c|a. Thus c 

is a common divisor of a and b, and hence c ≤ d. Both parts of the definition of 

greatest common divisor are satisfied, and we have d = (b, r). 

 

Exercise 8. Verify that the lemma is true when a = 16, b = 6, and q = 2. 

 

Let us apply Lemma 3 to find the greatest common divisor of 69 and 21.  

From 69 = 3·21 + 7 we get (69, 21) = (21, 7), and from 21 = 3·7 we get (21, 7) = 7.  
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The ancient Greeks would have found the greatest common measure of these two 

lengths by laying the shorter against the longer as many times as possible and then 

breaking off the remainder and applying it until,  

 

 

as in this case, a common measure is found. The formal statement of the process 

just carried out for a special case is “The Euclidean Algorithm”. 

 

The Euclidean Algorithm: 
 

Theorem 3. The Euclidean Algorithm. If a and b are positive integers, b ≠ 0,  

a = bq + r,    0 ≤ r ˂ b, 

a = rq1 + r1,    0 ≤r1˂ r, 

r =  r1q2+ r2,      0 ≤r2˂ r1, 

and the sequence goes on so that we can conclude that: 

rk= rk+1qk+2+ rk+2,                     0 ≤rk+2˂ rk+1, 

and then for k large enough, say k = t, we have rt-1 = rtqt+1,and (a, b) = rt. 

 

Proof. The sequence of nonnegative integers  

b > r > r1> r2>···must come to an end. Eventually, one of the remainders will be 

zero. Suppose that it is rt+1. Then rt-1 = rtqt+1. From Lemma 3 applied over and over,  

(a, b) = (b, r) = (r, r1) = (r1, r2) = ··· = (rt-1, rt) = rt. 

 

If either a or b is negative, we can use the fact that (a, b) = (-a, b) = (a, -b) = (-a, -b). 

 

Exercise 9. Calculate (343, 280) and (578, 442). 

Solution: 7, 34 
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The computation of (343, 280) = 7:  

(2)  343=1. 280+63  

(3)  280=4 . 63+28 

(4)  63= 2 . 28+7 ;  28= 4 . 7 

can be worked backward. From (4), 7 = 63 - 2·28. Substitute for 28 from (3):  

7 = 63 - 2(280 - 4. 63) = 9·63 - 2·280. Substitute for 63 from (2): 7 = 9(343 - 280) 

- 2·280 = 9·343 - 11·280. We have found x and y such that 343x + 280y = 7, namely 

x = 9 and y = -11. What was done in this example can be done in general: 

 

Theorem 4. If (a, b) = d, then there are integers x and y such that ax + by = d. 

Proof. Work the Euclidean Algorithm backward. The details are omitted. 

We will find a better method for solving ax + by = (a, b) later, so the computational 

process in Theorem 4 is not important. What is important is the existence of x and 

y and not their values. To illustrate the usefulness of Theorem 4, here are three 

corollaries. 

 

Corollary 1. If d|ab and (d, a) = 1, then d|b. 

Proof. Since d and a are relatively prime, we know from Theorem 4 that there are 

integers x and y such that  

dx + ay = 1. 

Multiplying this by b, we have  

d(bx) + (ab)y = b. 

 

The term d(bx) can of course be divided by d, and so can (ab)y, since d divides ab. 

Thus d divides the left-hand side of the last equation and hence divides the right-

hand side too, which is what we wanted to prove. Note that if d and a are not 

relatively prime in Corollary 1, then the conclusion is false. For example, 6|8·9, but 

6∤8 and 6∤9. 
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Corollary 2. Let (a, b) = d, and suppose that c|a and c|b. Then c|d. 

Proof. We know that there are integers x and y such that  

ax + by = d. 

 

Since c divides each term on the left-hand side of this equation, c divides the right-

hand side too. This corollary thus says that every common divisor of a pair of 

integers is a divisor of their greatest common divisor. 

 

Corollary 3. If a |m, b| m, and (a, b) = 1, then ab |m. 

Proof. There is an integer q such that m = bq, and since a|m we have a|bq. But (a, 

b) = 1, so Corollary 1 says that a|q. Hence there is an integer r such that q = ar, and 

thus m = bq = bar. That shows that ab|m. 

 

Problem Set A 

Calculate (314, 159) and (4144, 7696). 

Solution: 1 and 592 

Find x and y such that 314x + 159y = 1. 

Solution: x=-40,  y=79 

Is it true that (k, n + k) = d if and only if (k, n) = d?  

Solution: Yes it is true that (k, n + k) = d if and only if (k, n) = d 

 

1.4 PRIMES 

A prime is an integer that is greater than 1 and has no positive divisors other than 1 

and itself. An integer that is greater than 1 but is not prime is called composite. 

Thus 2, 3, 5, and 7 are prime, and 4, 6, 8, and 9 are composite. There are also large 

primes:  

170,141,183,460,469,231,731,687,303,715,884,105,727 

is one, and it is clear that there are arbitrarily large composite numbers. Note that 

we call 1 neither prime nor composite. Although it has no positive divisors other 

than 1 and itself, including it among the primes would make the statement of some 

theorems inconvenient, in particular the unique factorization theorem. We will call 
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1 a unit. Thus the set of positive integers can be divided into three classes: the 

primes, the composites, and a unit. 

 

Exercise 1. How many even primes are there? How many whose last digit is 5? 

22·3·7, 2·3·7·2, 7·3·2·2 

Our aim is to show that each positive integer can be written as a product of primes—

and, moreover, in only one way. We will not count products that differ only in the 

order of their factors as different factorizations. Thus we will consider each of  

22·3·7, 2·3·7·2, 7·3·2·2 

to be the same factorization of 84. The primes can thus be used to build, by 

multiplication, the entire system of positive integers.  

 

Lemma 1. Every integer n, n > 1, is divisible by a prime. 

Lemma 2. Every integer n, n > 1, can be written as a product of primes. 

Lemma 3. If n is composite, then it has a divisor d such that 1 < d ≤ n½. 

Lemma 4. If n is composite, then it has a prime divisor less than or equal to n1/2. 

Lemma 5. If p|ab, then p|a or p|b. 

Lemma 6. If p|a1a2 ... ak, then p|ai for some i, i = 1, 2, ... , k. 

Lemma 7. If q1, q2, ... ,qn are primes, and p|q1q2 ... qn, then p = qk for some k. 

 

Theorem 1. (Euclid). There are infinitely many primes 

Theorem 2. The Unique Factorization Theorem. Any positive integer can be 

written as a product of primes in one and only one way. 

Proof. It has been agreed to consider as identical all factorizations that differ only 

in the order of the factors. 

We know already from Lemma 2 that any integer n, n > 1 can be written as a product 

of primes. Thus to complete the proof of the theorem, we need to show that n cannot 

have two such representations. That is, if  
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then we must show that the same primes appear in each product, and the same 

number of times, though their order may be different. That is, we must show that 

the integers p1, p2, ... ,pm are just a rearrangement of the integers q1, q2, ... , qr. From 

(2) we see that since p1|n,  

p1|q1q2 ··· qr. 

From Lemma 7, it follows that p1 = qi for some i. If we divide  

p1p2 ··· pm = q1q2 ··· qr 

by the common factor, we have 

 

 

Because p2 divides the left-hand side of this equation, it also divides the right-hand 

side. Applying Lemma 7 again, it follows that p2 = qj for some j(j = 1, 2, ... i - 1, i 

+ 1, ... ,n). Cancel this factor from both sides of (3), and continue the process. 

Eventually we will find that each p is a q. We cannot run out of q’s before all the 

p’s are gone, because we would then have a product of primes equal to 1, which is 

impossible. If we repeat the argument with the p’s and q’s interchanged, we see that 

each q is a p. Thus the numbers p1, p2, ... ,pm are a rearrangement of q1, q2, ... , qr, 

and the two factorizations differ only in the order of the factors. 

 

The uniqueness of the prime decomposition can also be efficiently proved by 

induction, though the idea is no different. The theorem is true, by inspection, for n 

= 2. Suppose that it is true for n ≤ k. Suppose that k + 1 has two representations:  

k + 1 = p1p2 ··· pm = q1q2 ··· qr. 

As in the last proof, p1 = qi for some i, so  

p2p3 ··· pm = q1q2 ... qi-1qi+1 ... qr. 

 

But this number is less than or equal to k, and by the induction assumption, its prime 

decomposition is unique. Hence the integers q1, q2, ... , qi-1, qi+1, ... , qr are a 

rearrangement of p2, p3, ... , pm, and since p1 = qi the proof is complete. 
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Because of your long experience with the positive integers (can you remember what 

it was like not to know what 2 + 3 was?), you may not find the unique factorization 

theorem very exciting; you may even think that it is obvious and self-evident. The 

following example is intended to show that it is not as self-evident as you might 

think: we will construct a number system in which the unique factorization theorem 

is not true. Consider the integers 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, .. ; that is, all integers of the form 

4n + 1, n = 0, 1, .... We will call an element of this set prime if it has no divisors 

other than 1 and itself in the set. For example, 21 is prime, whereas 25 = 5·5 is not. 

We note that the prime decomposition of integers gives another way of finding 

greatest common divisors besides the Euclidean algorithm. For example, consider 

n = 120 = 23·3·5 and m = 252 = 22·32·7. We see that 22 divides m and n, but no 

higher power of 2 is a common divisor of m and n. Also, 3 divides m and n, and no 

higher power of 3 is a common divisor. Furthermore, no other prime divides both 

m and n. Thus 22 · 3 is the greatest common divisor of m and n. Given the prime-

power decompositions of m and n, we can write m and n as products of the same 

primes by inserting primes with the exponent zero where necessary. For example,  

120 = 23·31·51·70 and 252 = 22·32·50·71. 

 

In general, we have 

Theorem 3. If ei ≥ 0, fi ≥ 0, (i = 1,2, ... ,k),  

 

where g, = min(ei,fi), i = 1, 2, ... , k. 

 

Problem Set B 

1.  Find the prime-power decompositions of 1234, 34560, and 111111. 

Solution: 2.617, 28 · 33.5, 3.7.11.13.37. 
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1. Find the smallest integer divisible by 2 and 3 which is simultaneously a 

square and a fifth power. 

 Solution: 60466176 

 60466176= 610 = (63)2 = (62)3 

 

2. Is it possible for a prime p to divide both n and n+ 1 (n>1)? 

 Solution: No, it is not possible for a prime p to divide both n and n+ 1 (n>1) 

 

3. Is 25.ab = 25ab possible for other a, b? (Here 25ab denotes the digits of 

25.ab and not a product.  

 

 No, it is not possible. 78 < (25ab)/32 < 82 no matter what the digits ‘a’ and 

‘b’ are, and none of 78, 79, 80, 81, and 82 is a power, except 81. 

 

4. True or false? If p and q divide n, and each is greater than n1/4, then nlpq 

is prime. 

 Solution: False. A counterexample is: 3l60, 5l60, and both 3 and 5 are greater 

than 6011/4 = 2.78. . . . But 60l3. 5 = 4 is not prime. The statement would be 

true if p and q were the two smallest prime factors of n. 

 

5. Is it true that if 2n - 1 is composite? Then n is composite?  

 Solution: No, it is not true. 211 - 1 = 2047 = 23. 89 is composite and 11 is not 

 

1.5  NUMBERS IN OTHER BASES 

One of the great accomplishments of the human mind, and one that made 

mathematics possible, was the invention of our familiar notation for writing 

integers. We write integers in a place-value notation, with each place indicating a 

different power of 10. For example,  
 

314,159 = 3·105 + 1·104 + 4·103 + 1·102+5·101 + 9·100. 
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The first people to use place-value notation were the Babylonians of more than 

3000 years ago. None of the other ancient civilizations—not the Egyptians, the 

Chinese, or the Greeks—had the place-value idea, and if the Babylonians had not 

discovered it, it might have remained forever undiscovered, with great 

consequences for the history of the human race. Among other things, this book 

would never have been written. The Babylonians transmitted the idea to the Hindus 

(before 600 BC), from whom the Arabs got it (by 600 AD), and the Arabs made it 

known in Europe (1200 AD). 

 

There is no reason why some integer other than 10 could not be used for the same 

purpose. The choice of 10 is only an anatomical accident. In fact, other integers—

we will call them bases—have been used in the past. The Babylonians sometimes 

used the base 60, and the ancient Mayans used the base 20. Today, numbers written 

in the bases 2, 8, and 16 are used by computers. In this section, we will look at 

integers in bases other than 10. 

 

Theorem 1. Every positive integer can be written as a sum of distinct powers of two. 

 

For example, 22 = 24 + 22 + 21 and 23 = 24 + 22 + 21 + 2°. But 24 = 23 + 23 + 23 is 

not a proper representation, because the powers of two are not distinct. 

 

Theorem 2. Every positive integer can be written as the sum of distinct powers of 

2 in only one way. 

 

Theorem 3. Let b ≥ 2 be any integer (called the base). Any positive integer can be 

written uniquely in the base b; that is, in the form  

n = d0 + d1·b + d2·b
2 + ... + dk·b

k 

for some k, with 0 ≤ di<b, i = 0, 1, ... ,k. 
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Activities 

1.  Write 31 and 33 as sums of distinct powers of two. 

Take an integer n and subtract from it the largest power of 2 that is smaller 

than it-say 2k. Then we do the same for n - 2k. If we continue this process, 

we will eventually get a representation ofn in the form that we want. To make 

this argument rigorous, we prove the theorem by induction: 1 = 2°, 2 = 21, 

and 3 = 2° + 21, so the theorem is true if the integer is 1, 2, or 3 . Suppose 

now that every integer k, k ::; n - 1, can b e written as a sum of distinct powers 

of 2.We want to show that n can also be so written. We know that n falls 

between some two distinct powers of 2; that is, there is an integer r such that 

 

Therefore, the solution is: 

31 = 24 + 23 + 22 + 2' + 2° . 33 = 25 + 2° . 

 

2.  What is r if n = 74? If n =174? 

The largest power of 2 not larger than n is 2r. Let n' = n - 2r. Then 

n'<n - 1, so the induction assumption tells us that it can be written as 

the sum of distinct powers of two: 

 

 

 

so n can be written as a sum of powers of two. To complete the proof, we need 

to show that r is different from any of e1, e2, . . . , ek. Thus, the solution is 6, 7. 

 

3.   Evaluate 10012, 1 1 12, and 10000002, 

 The numbers are 9, 7, 64. 
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4.  Write 2, 20, and 200 in the base 2. 

We know that every integer can be uniquely expressed in the form 

do + dl. 10 + dz. 102 + . . . + dk. 10k for some k, with 0<d1< 10, i=0, 1, . . . , k  

show that every integer can be uniquely expressed in the form  

do + d1 · 2 + dz. 2
2 + . . . + do. 2 k for some k, with 0<d1< 2, i = 0, 1, . . . , k . 

What we can do for 2 and 10, we ought to be able to do for any integer greater 

than. In fact, we can in this case as 102, 101002,110010002 

 

Problem Set C 

1. Write 1492 in base 2 3 7 9 11  

 Solution: 1492 in base 2 3 7 9 11can be written as 

 101110101002, 20010213, 42267, 20379, 1 13711 

 

2. Write in base 10: 31415 3141 7 3141 11 3141 12 

 Solution: 31415 3141 7 3141 11 3141 12 in base 10 is 421, 1107, 4159, 5377. 

 

3.   Solve for “X” 1234= X5, 2345= X6, 123X= 10024 

 Solution: 1234= X5, X is 102, 

       2345= X6, X is 153,  

       123X= 10024, X is 7. 

 

2. Construct a multiplication table in base 7 
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3. All numbers in this problem are in base 9. Calculate, in base 9 (that is, 

no conversions to any other base): 

15 + 24 + 33  1620 - 1453 

42 · 12    3 14 · 152. 

Solution:  73, 156, 214, 48848 

 

4. In which bases b is 1111b divisible by 5? 

 Solution: Any b =2, 3, or 4 (mod 5). 

 

5. An eccentric philanthropist undertakes to give away $ 1 00000. He is 

eccentric because he insists that each of his gifts be a number of dollars 

that is a power of two, and he will give no more than one gift of any 

amount. How does he distribute the money? 

 Solution: Write 10, 0000 in the base 2 (1 100001 1010100000), and it is 

possible to get 100000 as a sum of powers of two. Thus, Six gifts, one each 

of $32, $ 128, $512, $ 1 024, $32768, and $65536. 

 

8.  Hexadecimal notation (base 16) uses the digits A, B, C, D, E, and F for 

decimals 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. 

(a)  Convert 3073, 53456, 49370, and 45278 to hexadecimal. 

(b)  Convert CAB, BOBO. DEAF, and A IDE to decimal. 

(c)  Is there a longer hexadecimal word than DEFACADED? 

 

Solution: 

(a)  COl, DODO, CODA, BODE. 

(b)  3243, 45232, 57007, 41438. 

(c)  No longer hexadecimal word than DEFACADED is known. 
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9.  Another method of representing integers is in the factorial notation: 

 

 (a)  Write (22110)! and (242120)! in base 10. 

 (b)  Write 920 and 1848 in factorial notation 

 

Solution: 

(a)  296, 1968 

(b)  (113110)! 
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 INTRODUCTION 

 
Notation is not part of the bare logical structure of mathematics. We could 

denote the set of real numbers by V, or addition by , and the meaning of mathematical 

results would be the same. But a good notation may be wonderfully 

suggestive, leading to a real conceptual breakthrough. One such important 

step was taken when Carl Friedrich Gauss noticed that we use the phrase a 

gives the same remainder as b when divided by m very often, and that this 

relation behaves quite similarly to equality. He introduced a notation for this, 

called congruence. 
 

Congruence is simple, perhaps familiar to you, yet enormously useful and 

powerful in the study of number theory. If n is a positive integer, we say the 

integers a and b are congruent modulo n, and write a = b(modn), if they have 

the same remainder on division by n. 
 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 
After reading of the unit, you will be able to:  

• Explain the Congruence Relation 

• Elaborate Residue Classes 

• Describe Arithmetic of Residue Classes 

• Elucidate Laws for Congruences 

• Reduced Residue Systems, Euler Phi Function 

• Explain Congruence Equations 

• Delineate Linear Congruence Equation 

• Clarify Chinese Remainder Theorem 
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2.1 CONGRUENCE RELATION 

Let m be a positive integer. We say that a is congruent to b modulo m. 

written 

a ≡ b (modulo m) 

or simply 

a ≡ b (mod m) 

if m divides the difference a – b. The integer m is called the modulus. 

The negation of a ≡ b (mod m) is written a ≡ b (mod m). For example: 

•  87 ≡ 23 (mod 4) since 4 divides 87– 23 = 64. 

•  67 ≡ 1 (mod 6) since 6 divides 67 – 1 = 66. 

•  72 ≡ –5 (mod 7) since 7 divides 72 – (–5) = 77. 

•  27 ≡ 8(mod 9) since 9 does not divide 27 – 8 = 19. 
 

Theorem 1: 

Our first theorem states that congruence modulo m is an equivalence relation. 

Let m be a positive integer. Then: 

(i)  For any integer a, we have a ≡ a (mod m). 

(ii)  If a ≡ b (mod m), then b ≡ a (mod m). 

(iii)  If a ≡ b (mod m) and b ≡ c (mod m), then a ≡ c(mod m). 
 

Proof: 

(i)  The difference a – a = 0 is divisible by m; hence a ≡ a (mod m). 

(ii)  If a ≡ b (mod m), then mj (a – b). Hence m divides – (a – b) = b – a. 

Therefore, b ≡ a (mod m). 

(iii) We are given mj (a – b) and mj (b –  c). Hence m divides the sum 

(a – b) + (b – c) = a – c. Therefore, a ≡ c(mod m). 

Suppose m is positive, and a is any integer. By the Division Algorithm, 

there exist integers q and r with 0 = r ≤ m such that a = mq + r. Hence 

mq = a – r or m| (a – r) or a ≡ r(mod m) 
 

Accordingly: 

(1) Any integer a is congruent modulo m to a unique integer in the set 

{0, 2, …, m – 1}: 



The uniqueness comes from the fact that m cannot divide the difference of

two such integers.

(2) Any two integers a and b are congruent modulo m if and only if they

have the same remainder when divided by m.

2.2 RESIDUE CLASSESS

Since congruence modulo m is an equivalence relation, it partitions the set Z

of integers into disjoint equivalence classes called the residue classes modulo

m. By the above remarks, a residue class consists of all those integers with

the same remainder when divided by m. Therefore, there are m such residue

classes and each residue class contains exactly one of the integers in the set of

possible remainders, that is,

{0, 1, 2, ...,m− 1} .

Generally speaking, a set ofmintegers {a1, a2, ..., am} is said to be a com-

plete residue system modulo m if each ai comes from a distinct residue class.

(In such a case, each ai is called a representative of its equivalence class.)

Thus the integers from 0 to m−1 form a complete residue system. In fact,

any m consecutive integers form a complete residue system modulo m.

The notation [x]m, or simply [x] is used to denote the residue class (modulo

m) containing an integer x, that is, those integers which are congruent to x.

In other words,

[x] = {a ∈ Z|a ≡ x(mod m)}

Accordingly, the residue classes can be denoted by

[0], [1], [2], ..., [m− 1]

or by using any other choice of integers in a complete residue system.

Activity 1 The residue classes modulo m = 6 follow:

[0] = {...,−18,−12,−6, 0, 6, 12, 18, ...}
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[1] = {...,−17,−11,−5, 1, 7, 13, 19, ...}

[2] = {...,−16,−10,−4, 2, 8, 14, 20, ...}

[3] = {...,−15,−9,−3, 3, 9, 15, 21, ...}

[4] = {...,−14,−8,−2, 4, 10, 16, 22, ...}

[5] = {...,−13,−7,−1, 5, 11, 17, 23, ...}

Note that {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3} is also a complete residue system modulo

m = 6, and these representatives have minimal absolute values.

Congruence Arithmetic

The next theorem (proved in Problem 11.35) tells us that, under addition

and multiplication, the congruence relation behaves very much like the relation of 
equality. Namely:

Theorem 2 Suppose a ≡ c (mod m) and b ≡ d (mod m). Then:

(i) a + b ≡ c + d(mod m);

(ii) a · b ≡ c · d(mod m)

Proof:

We are given that m|(a− c) and m|(b− d).

(i) Then m divides the sum (a − c) + (b − d) = (a + b) − (c + d). Hence

a + b ≡ c + d (mod m).

(ii) Then m divides b(a − c) = ab − bc and m divides c(b − d) = bc − cd.

Thus m divides the sum (ab− bc) + (bc− cd) = ab− cd. Thus ab ≡ cd (mod

m).

Suppose p(x) is a polynomial with integral coefficients. If s ≡ t(mod m),

then using Theorem 2 repeatedly we can show that p(s) ≡ p(t) (mod m).

Activity 2 Observe that 2 ≡ 8(mod 6) and 5 ≡ 41(mod 6). Then:

(a) 2 + 5 ≡ 8 + 41(mod 6) or 7 ≡ 49 (mod 6)

(b) 2 · 5 ≡ 8 · 41(mod 6) or 10 ≡ 328 (mod 6)
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(c) Suppose p(x) = 3x2 − 7x + 5. Then

p(2) = 12− 14 + 5 = 3

and

p(8) = 192− 56 + 5 = 141

Hence 3 ≡ 141 (mod 6).

2.2.1 Arithmetic of Residue Classes

Addition and multiplication are defined for our residue classes modulo m as

follows:

[a] + [b] = [a + b] and [a]· [b] = [ab]

For example, consider the residue classes modulo m = 6; that is,

[0], [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]

Then

[2] + [3] = [5], [4] + [5] = [9] = [3],

[2] · [2] = [4], [2] · [5] = [10] = [4]

The content of Theorem 2 tells us that the above definitions are well 

defined, that i s, the sum and product of the residue classes do not depend on 

the choice of representative of the residue class. There are only a finite number 

m of residue classes modulo m. Thus one can easily write down explicitly their 

addition and multiplication tables when m i s small. Figure 11- 4 shows the 

addition and multiplication tables for the residue classes modulo m = 6. For 

notational convenience, we have omitted brackets and s imply denoted the 

residue classes by the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
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+ 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 1 2 3 4 5

1 1 2 3 4 5 0

2 2 3 4 5 0 1

3 3 4 5 0 1 2

4 4 5 0 1 2 3

5 5 0 1 2 3 4

× 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4 5

2 0 2 4 0 2 4

3 0 3 0 3 0 3

4 0 4 2 0 4 2

5 0 5 4 3 2 1

2.2.2 Integers Modulo m, Zm

The integers modulo m, denoted by Zm, refers to the set

Zm = {0, 1, 2, 3, ...,m− 1}

where addition and multiplication are defined by the arithmetic modulo m

or, in other words, the corresponding operations for the residue classes. For

example, Fig. 11-4 may also be viewed as the addition and multiplication

tables for Z6, This means:

There is no essential difference between Zm and the arithmetic of the

residue classes modulo m, and so they will be used interchangeably.

2.2.3 Cancellation Laws for Congruences

Recall that the integers satisfy the following:

Cancellation law : If ab = ac and a 6= 0, then b = c.

The critical difference between ordinary arithmetic and arithmetic modulo

m is that the above cancellation law is not true for congruences. For example,

3 · 1 ≡ 3 · 5(mod 6) but 1 = 5(mod 6)

That is, we cannot cancel the 3 even though 3 ≡ 0 (mod 6). However, we

do have the following Modified Cancellation Law for our congruence relations.
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Theorem 3 (Modified Cancellation Law): Suppose ab ≡ ac (mod m)

and gcd(a,m) = 1. Then b ≡ c(mod m).

Proof: By hypothesis, m divides ab− ac = a(b− c).

Hence, there is an integer x such that a(b− c) = mx.

Dividing by d yields (a/d)(b−c) = (m/d)x. Thus m/d divides (a/d)(b−c).
Since m/d and a/d are relatively prime, m/d

dividesb− c. That is, b ≡ c(mod m/d), as required.

The above theorem is a consequence of the following more general result

(proved in Problem 11.37).

Theorem 4: Suppose ab ≡ ac (mod m) and d = gcd(a,m). Then b ≡ c

(mod m/d).

Activity 11.13 Consider the following congruence:

6 ≡ 36(mod 10) (2.1)

Since gcd(3, 10) = 1 but gcd(6, 10) = 1, we can divide both sides of ( [?])

by 3 but not by 6. That is,

2 ≡ 12(mod 10) but 1 ≡ 6(mod 10)

However, by Theorem 4, we can divide both sides of ( [?]) by 6 if we also

divide the modulus by 2 which equals gcd(6, 10). That is, 1 ≡ 6(mod 5)

Remark: Suppose p is a prime. Then the integers 1 through p − 1 are

relatively prime to p. Thus the usual cancellation law does hold when the

modulus is a prime p. That is:

If ab ≡ ac(mod p) and a ≡ 0(mod p), then b ≡ c(mod p).

Thus Zp, the integers modulo a prime p, plays a very special role in number

theory.

Self-Assessment 2.1
Which of the following are true?

(a) 446 ≡ 278(mod 7),

(b) 793 ≡ 682(mod 9),

(c) 269 2261 413 (mod 12),

(d) 473 ≡ 369(mod 26),
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(e) 445 2261 536 (mod 18),

(f) 383 ≡ 126(mod 15)

Recall a ≡ b(mod m) if and only if m divides a− b.

Self-Assessment 2.2 Find the smallest integer in absolute value which is

congruent modulo m = 7 to each of the following numbers: (a) 386; (b) 257;

(c) -192; (d) -466.

The integer should be in the set {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}.

Self-Assessment 2.3 Find all numbers between −50 and 50 which are con-

gruent to 21 modulo m = 12, that is, find all x such that −50 ≤ x ≤ 50 and

x ≡ 21(mod 12).

2.3 REDUCED RESIDUE SYSTEMS, EULER, PHI FUNCTION

The modified cancellation law, Theorem 11.23, is indicative of the special role

played by those integers which are relatively prime (coprime) to the modulus

m. We note that a is coprime to m if and only if every element in the residue

class [a] is coprime to m. Thus we can speak of a residue class being coprime

to m. The number of residue classes relatively prime to m or, equivalently, the

number of integers between 1 and m (inclusive) which are relatively prime to m

is denoted by ϕ (m) .The function ϕ (m) is called the Euler phi function. The

list of numbers between 1 and m which are coprime to m or, more generally,

any list of ϕ (m) incongruent integers which are coprime to m, is called a

reduced residue system modulo m.

Activity 11.14 (a) Consider the modulus m = 15. There are eight integers

between 1 and 15 which are coprime to 15,

1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14

Thus ϕ (15) = 8 and the above eight integers form a reduced residue system

modulo 15.
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(b) Consider any prime p. All the numbers 1, 2, ..., p− 1 are coprime to p;

hence ϕ (p = p− 1).

A function f with domain the positive integersN is said to be multiplicative

if, whenever a and b are relatively prime,

f(ab) = f(a)f(b)

The following theorem applies.

Theorem 5: Euler’s phi function is multiplicative. That is, if a and b are

relatively prime, then

ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a)ϕ(b)

Proof:

Let a and b be coprime (relatively prime) positive integers, and let S be

the set of numbers from 1 to ab arranged in an array as in table. That is, the

first row of S is the list of numbers from 1 to a, the second row is the list of

numbers from a + 1 to 2a, and so on. Since a and b are coprime, any integer

x is coprime to ab if and only if it is coprime to both a and b.

We find the number of such integers x in the array S.

Since na + k ≡ k (mod a), each column in S belongs to the same residue

class modulo a. Therefore, any integer x in S is coprime to a if and only if

x belongs to a column headed by some integer k which is coprime to a. On

the other hand, there are ϕ(a) such columns since the first row is a residue

system modulo a.

1 2 3 ........ k ........ a

a + 1 a + 2 a + 3 ........ a + k ........ 2a

2a + 1 2a + 2 2a + 3 ........ 2a + k ........ 3a

............. ........ ........ ........ ............ ........ ...

(b− 1) a + 1 ........ ........ ........ (b− 1) a + k ........ ba

Now let us consider an arbitrary column in the array S which consists of the

numbers:

k, a + k, 2a + k, 3a + k, ..., (b− 1)a + k (2.2)
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These b integers form a residue system modulo b, that is, no two of the 

integers are congruent modulo b. Therefore, ( [?]) contains exactly ϕ(b) integers 

which are coprime to b. We have shown that the array S contains ϕ (a) 

columns consisting of those integers which are coprime to a, and each such 

column contains ϕ (b) integers which are coprime to b. Thus there are ϕ (a) ϕ 

(b) integers in the array S which are coprime to both a and b and hence are 

coprime to ab. Accordingly, as required

ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a)ϕ(b)

2.4 CONGRUENCE EQUATIONS

A polynomial congruence equation or, simply, a congruence equation (in one

unknown x) is an equation of the form

anx
n + an−1x

n−1 + ... + a1x + a0 ≡ 0(mod m) (2.3)

Such an equation is said to be of degree n if a ≡ 0 (mod m).

Suppose s ≡ t (mod m). Then s is a solution of ( [?]) if and only if t is a

solution of ( [?]). Thus the number of solutions of ( [?]) is defined to be the

number of incongruent solutions or, equivalently, the number of solutions in

the set

{0, 1, 2, ...,m− 1}

Of course, these solutions can always be found by testing, that is, by

substituting each of the m numbers into ( [?]) to see if it does indeed satisfy

the equation. The complete set of solutions of ( [?]) is a maximum set of

incongruent solutions whereas the general solution of ( [?]) is the set of all

integral solutions of ( [?]). The general solution of ( [?]) can be found by

adding all the multiples of the modulus m to any complete set of solutions.

Activity 11.15 Consider the equations:

(a) x2 + x + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 4), (b) x2 + 3 ≡ 0(mod 6), (c)x2 − 1 ≡ 0 (mod 8)

Here we find the solutions by testing.
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(a) There are no solutions since 0, 1, 2, and 3 do not satisfy the equation.

(b) There is only one solution among 0, 1, ..., 5 which is 3. Thus the general

solution consists of the integers 3 + 6k where k ∈ Z.

(c) There are four solutions, 1, 3, 5, and 7. This shows that a congruence

equation of degree n can have more than n solutions.

We emphasize that we are not only interested in studying congruence equa-

tions in order to find their solutions; this can always be found by testing. We

are mainly interested in developing techniques to help us find such solutions,

and a theory which tells us conditions under which solutions exist and the

number of such solutions. Such a theory holds for linear congruence equa-

tions which we investigate below. We will also discuss the Chinese Remainder

Theorem, which is essentially a system of linear congruence equations.

The coefficients of a congruence equation can always be reduced modulo

m since an equivalent equation, that is, an equation with the same solutions,

would result. For example, the following are equivalent equations since the

coefficients are congruent modulo m = 6:

15x2 + 28x + 14 ≡ 0(mod 6),

3x2 + 4x + 2 ≡ 0(mod 6),

3x2 − 2x + 2 ≡ 0(mod 6),

Usually we choose coefficients between 0 and m− 1 or between −m/2 and

m/2

Since we are really looking for solutions of ( [?]) among the residue

classes modulo m rather than among the integers, we may view ( [?]) as

an equation over the integers modulo m, rather than an equation over Z, the

integers. In this context, the number of solutions of ( [?]) is simply the number

of solutions in Zm.

2.4.1 Linear Congruence Equation: ax ≡ 1(mod m)

First we consider the special linear congruence equation

ax ≡ 1(mod m) (2.4)

where a ≡ 0(mod m).
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Theorem 11.26: If a and m are relatively prime, then ax ≡ 1(mod m)

has a unique solution; otherwise it has no solution.

Suppose x0 is a solution. Then m divides ax0 − 1, and hence there exists

y0 such that my0 = ax0 − 1.

Therefore

ax0 + my0 = 1 (2.5)

and a and m are coprime (relatively prime). Conversely, if a and m are

coprime, then there exist x0 and y0 satisfying

( [?]), in which case x0 is a solution of ax ≡ 1(mod m). It remains to prove

that x0 is a unique solution modulo m. Suppose x1 is another solution. Then

ax0 ≡ 1 ≡ ax1(mod m)

Since a and m are coprime, the Modified Cancellation Law holds here, so

x0 ≡ x1(mod m)

Thus the theorem is proved

Activity 11.16 (a) Consider the congruence equation 6x ≡ 1(mod 33).

Since gcd(6, 33) = 3, this equation has no solution.

(b) Consider the congruence equation 7x ≡ 1(mod 9). Since gcd(7, 9) = 1,

the equation has a unique solution.

Solution

Testing the numbers 0, 1, . . . , 8, we find that

7(4) = 28 ≡ 1(mod 9)

Thus x = 4 is our unique solution. (The general solution is 4 + 9k for

k ∈ Z.)

Suppose a solution of ( [?]) does exist, that is, suppose gcd(a,m) = 1.

Furthermore, suppose the modulus m is large. Then the Euclidean algorithm

can be used to find a solution of (11.3). Specifically, we use the Euclidean

algorithm to find x0 and y0 such that

ax0 + my0 = 1
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From this it follows that ax0 ≡ 1(mod m); that is, x0 is a solution to ( [?]).

Activity 11.17 Consider the following congruence equation: 81 ≡
1(mod 256) By observation or by applying the Euclidean algorithm to 81

and 256, we find that gcd(81, 256) = 1. Thus the equation has a unique

solution. Testing may not be an efficient way to find this solution since the

modulus m = 256 is relatively large. Hence, we apply the Euclidean algorithm

to a = 81 and m = 256.

We find x0 = −25 and y0 = 7 such that

81x0 + 256y0 = 1

This means that x0 = −25 is a solution of the given congruence equation.

Adding m = 256 to −25, we obtain the following unique solution between 0

and 256:

x = 231

2.4.2 Linear Congruence Equation: ax ≡ b (mod m)

Now we consider the more general linear congruence equation

ax ≡ b(mod m) (2.6)

where a ≡ 0(mod m).

Theorem 11.27: Suppose a and m are relatively prime. Then ax ≡
b(mod m) has a unique solution. Moreover, if s is the unique solution to

ax ≡ 1(mod m), then the unique solution to ax ≡ b(mod m) is x = bs.

Proof:

A unique solution s of ax ≡ 1(mod m) exists. Hence as ≡ 1(mod m) and

so

a(bs) = (as)b ≡ 1 · b = b(mod m)

That is, x = bs is a solution of ax ≡ b(mod m). Suppose x0 and x1 are

two such solutions. Then

ax0 ≡ b ≡ ax1(mod m)
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Since a and m are coprime, the Modified Cancellation Law tells us that

x0 ≡ x1(mod m). That is, ax ≡ b(mod m) has a unique solution modulo m.

Activity 11.18

(a) Consider the congruence equation 3x ≡ 5(mod 8).

Since 3 and 8 are coprime, the equation has a unique solution. Testing

the integers 0, 1, ..., 7, we find that 3(7) = 21 ≡ 5(mod 8). Thus x = 7 is the

unique solution of the equation.

(b) Consider the linear congruence equation

33x ≡ 38(mod 280) (2.7)

Since gcd(33, 280) = 1, the equation has a unique solution. Testing may

not be an efficient way to find this solution since the modulus m = 280 is

relatively large. We apply the Euclidean algorithm to first find a solution to

33x ≡ 1(mod 280) (2.8)

We find x0 = 17 and y0 = 2 to be a solution of

33x0 + 280y0 = 1

This means that s = 17 is a solution of ( [?]). Then

sb = 17(38) = 646

is a solution of ( [?]). Dividing 646 by m = 280, we obtain the remainder

x = 86 which is the unique solution [?] between 0 and 280. (The general

solution is 86 + 280k with k ∈ Z.)

Theorem 11.28: Consider the equation ax ≡ b(mod m) where d =

gcd(a,m).

(i) Suppose d does not divide b. Then

ax ≡ b(mod m) (2.9)

has no solution.

(ii) Suppose d does divide b. Then ax ≡ b(mod m) has d solutions which

are all congruent modulo M to the unique solution of
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Ax ≡ B(mod M) (2.10)

where A = a/d,B = b/d,M = m/d.

Proof:

(i) Suppose x0 is a solution of ( [?]). Then ax0 ≡ b(mod m), and so m

divides ax0 − b. Thus there exists an integer y0 such that

my0 = ax0 − b

or

my0 + ax0 = b.

But d = gcd(a,m), and so d divides my0 + ax0. That is, d divides b. Accord-

ingly, if d does not divide b, then no solution exists.

(ii) Suppose x0 is a solution of ( [?]). Then, as above,

my0 + ax0 = b

Dividing through by d we get ( [?]). Hence M divides Ax0 −B and so x0

is a solution of ( [?]). Conversely, suppose x1 is a solution of ( [?]). Then, as

above, there exists an integer y1 such that

My1 + Ax1 = B

Multiplying through by d yields

dMy1 + dAx1 = dB

or

my1 + ax1 = b

Therefore m divides ax1 − b whence x1 is a solution of ( [?]). Thus ( [?])

has the same integer solution.

Let x0 be the unique smallest positive solutions of ( [?]). Sincem = dM ,

x0, x0 + M,x0 + 2M,x0 + 3M, ..., x0 + (d− 1)M

are precisely the solution of ( [?]) and ( [?]) between 0 and m. Thus ( [?])

has d solutions modulo m, and all are congruent to x0 modulo M.
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We emphasize that Theorem 11.27 applies to the equation Ax ≡ B (mod

m) in Theorem 11.28 since gcd(A,M) = 1.

Activity 11.19 Solve each congruence equation:

(a) 4x ≡ 9(mod 14);

(b) 8x ≡ 12(mod 28).

Solution

(a) Note gcd(4, 14) = 2. However, 2 does not divide 9. Hence the equation

does not have a solution.

(b) Note that

d = gcd(8, 28) = 4

and d = 4 does divide 12. Thus the equation hasd = 4 solutions. Dividing

each term in the equation by d = 4. We obtain the congruence equation ( [?])

which has a unique solution.

2x ≡ 3(mod 7) (2.11)

Testing the integers 0, 1, ..., 6, we find that 5 is the unique solution of ( [?]).

We now add d− 1 = 3 multiples of 7 to the solution 5 of ( [?]) obtaining:

5 + 7 = 12,

5 + 2(7) = 19,

5 + 3(7) = 26

Accordingly, 5, 12, 19, 26 are the required d = 4 solutions of the original

equation 8x ≡ 12(mod 28).

The solution of equation ( [?]) in Activity 11.19 was obtained by

inspection. However, in case the modulus m is large, we can always use the

Euclidean algorithm to find its unique solution as in Activity 11.17.

Self-Assessment 2.4

For each modulo m, exhibit two complete residue systems, one consisting

of the smallest nonnegative integers, and the other consisting of the integers 
with the smallest absolute values: 
(a)m = 9; (b)m = 12.
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Self-Assessment 2.5

Find a reduced residue system modulo m and 3c6(m) where:

(a) m = 9; (b) m = 16; (c) m = 7.

Self-Assessment 2.6

ecall Sm = 0, 1, 2, ..., m − 1 is a complete residue system modulo m.

Prove:

(a) Any m consecutive integers is a complete residue system modulo m.

(b) If gcd(a, m) = 1, then a Sm = {0, a, 2a, 3a, ..., (m − 1)a} is a complete

residue system modulo m.

Self-Assessment 2.7

Show that if p is a prime, then 3c6(pn) = pn −pn−1 = pn−1(p − 1).

Self-Assessment 2.8
Find: (a)3c6(81), 3c6(76); (b)3c6(72), 3c6(3000).

Self-Assessment 2.9

Show the addition and multiplication tables for: (a) Z4; (b) Z7

Self-Assessment 2.10
In Z11, find: (a) −2, −5, −9, −10; (b) 2/7, 3/7, 5/7, 8/7, 10/7, 1/7.

Self-Assessment 2.11
Consider Zp where p is a prime. Prove:

(a) If ab = ac and a = 0, then b = c;

(b) If ab = 0, then a = 0 or b = 0.

Self-Assessment 2.12

Solve the congruence equation f(x) = 4x4 − 3x3 + 2x2 + 5x − 4 ≡ 0(mod 6).

Self-Assessment 2.13

Solve the congruence equation

f(x) = 26x4 −31x3 + 46x2 − 76x + 57 ≡ 0 (mod 8).

Self-Assessment 2.14
Solve each linear congruence equation:

(a) 3x ≡ 2(mod 8); (b) 6x ≡ 5(mod 9); (c) 4x ≡ 6(mod 10)
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Self-Assessment 2.15
Solve the congruence equation 1092x ≡ 213 (mod 2295).

Self-Assessment 2.16
Solve the congruence equation455x ≡ 204(mod 469).

2.5 CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM

An old Chinese riddle asks the following question.

Is there a positive integer x such that when x is divided by 3 it yields a

remainder 2, when x is divided by 5 it yields a remainder 4, and when x is

divided by 7 it yields a remainder 6?

In other words, we seek a common solution of the following three congru-

ence equations:

x ≡ 2(mod 3),

x ≡ 4(mod 5),

x ≡ 6(mod 7)

Observe that the moduli 3, 5, and 7 are pairwise relatively prime. (Moduli

is the plural of modulus.) Thus the following theorem (proved in Problem

11.60) applies; it tells us that there is a unique solution modulo M=3·+5· 7=105.

Prove the Chinese Remainder Theorem (Theorem 11.29:) Given the system:

x ≡ r1(mod m1), x ≡ r2(mod m2), ............., x ≡ rk(mod mk) (2.12)

where the mi are pairwise relatively prime. Then the system has a unique

solution modulo

M = m1m2........mk.

Consider the integer
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where Mi = M/mi and si is the unique solution of Mix ≡ 1(mod mi).

Letj be given. For i 6= j , we have mj|Mi and hence

Misiri ≡ 0(mod mj)

On the other hand,

MjSj ≡ 1(mod mj)

and hence

Mjsjrj ≡ rj(mod mj)

Accordingly,

x0 ≡ 0 + .... + 0 + rj + 0 + ..... + 0 ≡ rj(mod mj)

In other words, x0 is a solution of each of the equations in ( [?]). It remains

to show that x0 is the unique solution of the system ( [?]) modulo M . Suppose

x1 is another solution of all the equations in ( [?]). Then:

x0 ≡ x1(mod m1), x0 ≡ x1mod m2), ···, x0 ≡ x1(mod mk)

Hence mi|(x0 − x1), for each i. Since them i are relatively prime,M =

lcm(m1,m2, ...,mk) and so M |(x0− x1). That is, x0 = x1(mod M). Thus the

theorem is proved.

Consider the system

x ≡ r1(mod m1), x ≡ r2(mod m2), ............., x ≡ rk(mod mk) (2.13)

where the mi are pairwise relatively prime. Then the system has a unique

solution modulo M = m1m2....mk.

One can actually give an explicit formula for the solution of the system

( [?]) in Theorem 11.29 which we state as a proposition.

Consider the system ( [?]) of congruence equations. Let M = m1m2....mk,

and
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M1 =
M

m1

, M2 =
M

m2

, ......Mk =
M

mk

(Then each pair Mi and mi are co-prime.) Let s1, s2, ..., sk be the solutions

respectively,

of the congruence equations

M1x ≡ 1(mod m1),M2x ≡ 1(mod m2), ...,Mkx ≡ 1(mod mk)

Then the following is a solution of the system ( [?]):

x0 = M1s1r1 + M2s2r2 + ........ + Mkskrk (2.14)

We now solve the original riddle in two ways.

Method 1: First we apply the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to

the first two equations,

(a) x ≡ 2(mod 3) and (b) x ≡ 4(mod 5)

CRT tells us there is a unique solution modulo M = 3 · 5 = 15. Adding

multiples of the modulus m = 5 to the given solution x = 4 of the second

equation (b), we obtain the following three solutions of (b) which are less than

15:

4, 9, 14

Testing each of these solutions in equation (a), we find that 14 is the

only solution of both equations. Now we apply the same process to the two

equations

(c) x ≡ 14(mod 15) and (d) x ≡ 6(mod 7)

CRT tells us there is a unique solution modulo M = 15· 7 = 105. Adding

multiples of the modulus m = 15 to the given solution x = 14 of the first

equation (c), we obtain the following seven solutions of (b) which are less than

105:

14, 29, 44, 59, 74, 89, 104
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Testing each of these solutions of (c) in the second equation (d) we find

that 104 is the only solution of both equations. Thus the smallest positive

integer satisfying all three equations is x = 104. This is the solution of the

riddle.

Method 2: Using the above notation, we obtain

M = 3 · 5 · 7 = 105, M1 = 105/3 = 35,

M2 = 105/5 = 21, M3 = 105/7 = 15,

We now seek solutions to the equations

35x ≡ 1(mod 3), 21x ≡ 1(mod 5), 15x ≡ 1(mod 7)

Reducing 35 modulo 3, reducing 21 modulo 5, and reducing 15 modulo 7,

yields the system

2x ≡ 1(mod 3), x ≡ 1(mod 5), x ≡ 1(mod 7)

The solutions of these three equations are, respectively,

s1 = 2, s2 = 1, s3 = 1

We now substitute into the formula ( [?]) to obtain the following solution

of our original system:

x0 = 35 · 2 · 2 + 21 · 1 · 4 + 15 · 1 · 6 = 314

Dividing this solution by the modulus M = 105, we obtain the remainder

x = 104 which is the unique solution of the riddle between 0 and 105.

The above solutions s1 = 2, s2 = 1, s3 = 1 were obtained by inspection. If

the moduli are large, we can always use the Euclidean algorithm to find such

solutions.

Slef-Assesment 2.17

1. Which of the following are true?(a) 224 2261 762 (mod 8); (b) 582 2261

263 (mod 11); (c) 156 2261 369 (mod 7); (d) -238 2261 483 (mod 13).
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2. Find the smallest nonnegative integer which is congruent modulo m = 9

to each of the following numbers: (a) 457; (b) 1578; (c) -366; (d) -3288.

(The integer should be in the set {0, 1, 2, . . . , 7, 8}).

3. Find the smallest integer in absolute value which is congruent modulo

m = 9 to each of the following numbers: (a) 511; (b) 1329; (c) -625; (d)

-2717. (The integer should be in the set {-4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}).

4. Find all numbers between 1 and 100 which are congruent to 4 modulo

m = 11.

5. Find all numbers between -50 and 50 which are congruent to 12 modulo

m = 9.

6. For each modulo m, exhibit two complete residue systems, one consisting

of the smallest nonnegative integers, and the other consisting of the

integers with the smallest absolute values: (a) m = 11; (b) m = 14.

7. Exhibit a reduced residue system modulo m and find 3c6(m) where: (a)

m = 4; (b) m = 11; (c) m = 14; (d) m = 15.

8. Exhibit a complete residue system modulo m = 8 consisting entirely of:

(a) multiples of 5; (b) powers of 3.

9. Show that {12, 22, 32, . . . , m2} is not a complete residue system

modulo m form ¿ 2.

10. Find: (a) 3c6 (10); (b) 3c6 (12); (c) 3c6 (15); (d) 3c6 (37); (e) 3c6 (56);

(f) 3c6(24·76·133).

11. Find the number s of positive integers less than 3200 which are coprime

to 8000.

12. Consider an arbitrary column in the array S in Fig. 11-7 which consists

of the numbers: k, a + k, 2a + k, 3a + k, . . . , (b - 1)a + k

13. Show that these b integers form a residue system modulo b.

14. Exhibit the addition and multiplication tables for: (a) Z2; (b) Z8.

15. In. Z13, find: (a) -2, -3, -5, -9, -10, -11; (b) 2/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9, 8/9.
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16. In Z17, find: (a) -3, -5, -6, -8, -13, -15, -16; (b) 3/8, 5/8, 7/8, 13/8,

15/8.

17. Find a-1 in Zm Where: (a) a = 15, m = 127; (b) a = 61, m = 124; (c)

a = 12, m = 111.

18. Find the product f (x)g(x) for the following polynomials over Z5: f (x)

= 4x3 - 2x2 + 3x - 1, g(x) = 3x2-x-4

19. Solve each congruence equation: (a) f (x) = 2x3-x2 + 3x + 1 2261 0

(mod 5) (b) g(x) = 3x4-2x3 + 5x2 + x + 2 2261 0 (mod 7) (c) h(x) =

45x3 - 37x2 + 26x + 312 2261 0 (mod 6)

20. Solve each linear congruence equation: (a) 7x 2261 3 (mod 9) ; (b) 4x

2261 6 (mod 14); (c) 6x 2261 4 (mod9).

21. Solve each linear congruence equation: (a) 5x 2261 3 (mod 8); (b) 6x

2261 9 (mod 16); (c) 9x 2261 12 (mod 21).

22. Solve each linear congruence equation: (a) 37x 2261 1 (mod 249); (b)

195x 2261 23 (mod 968).

23. Solve each linear congruence equation: (a) 132x 2261 169 (mod 735);

(b) 48x 2261 284 (mod 356)

24. A puppet theater has only 60 seats. The admission to the theater is

$2.25 per adult and $1.00 per child. Suppose $117.25 was collected.

Find the number of adults and children attending the performance.

25. A boy sells apples for 12 cents each and pears for 7 cents each. Suppose

the boy collected $3.21. Find the number of apples and pears that he

sold.

26. Find the smallest positive solution of each system of congruence equa-

tions: (a) x 2261 2 (mod 3), x 2261 3 (mod 5), x 2261 4 (mod 11) (b) x

2261 3 (mod 5), x 2261 4 (mod 7), x 2261 6 (mod 9) (c) x 2261 5 (mod

45), x 2261 6 (mod 49), x 2261 7 (mod 52)
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(a) Find the difference 446 - 278 = 168. Divide the difference 168 by the

      modulus m = 7. The remainder is 0;hence the statement is true,

(b) Divide the difference 793 - 682 = 111 by the modulus m = 9. The remainder

    is not 0; hence the statement is false.

(c) True; since 12 divides 269 - 413 = -144.

(d) True; since 26 divides 472 - 359 = 104.

(e) False; since 18 does not divide 445 - 536 = -91.

(f) False; since 15 does not divide 383 - 126 = 157.

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.2

(a) Dividing 386 by m = 7 yields a remainder 1; hence 386 2261 1 (mod 7).

(b) Dividing 257 by m = 7 yields a remainder 5; hence 257 2261 5 2261 -2
      (mod 7). (We obtain -2 by subtracting the modulus m = 7 from 5.)

(c) Dividing 192 by m = 7 yields a remainder 3; hence -192 2261 -3 (mod 7).

(d) Dividing 466 bym = 7 yields a remainder 4; hence-466 2261 -4 2261 3
      (mod 7). (We obtain 3 by adding the modulus m = 7 to -4.)

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.3

Add and subtract multiples of the modulus m = 12 to the given number

21 to obtain:

21 + 0 = 21, 21 + 12 = 33, 33 + 12 = 46, 21 − 12 = 9
9 − 12 = −3, −3 − 12 = −15, −15 − 12 = −27, −27 − 12 = −39

That is: −39, −27, −15, −3, 9, 21, 33, 46

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.4

In the first case choose {0, 1, 2, ..., m − 1}, and in the second case choose

{−(m−1)/2, ..., −1, 0, 1, ..., (m−1)/2}   or {−(m−2)/2, ...,−1, 0, 1, ...,m/2}

according as m is even or odd:

(a) {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
(b) {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11} and {−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.5

Choose those positive numbers less than m and relatively prime to m. The

number of such numbers is 3c6(m).
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Solution of Self-Assessment 2.1



(a) {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8}; hence 3c6(9) = 6.

(b) {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15}; hence 3c6(16) = 8.

(c) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; hence 3c6(7) = 6. (This is expected since 3c6(p) = p−1

      for any prime p.)

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.6

(a) Consider any other sequence of m integers, say {a, a + 1, a + 2, ..., a +

(m− 1)}. The absolute value of the difference s of any two of the integers is

less than m. Thus m does not divide s, and so the numbers are incongruent

modulo m.

(b) Suppose ax ≡ ay(mod m) where x, y ∈ Sm. Since gcd(a,m) = 1, the

modified cancellation law Theorem tells us x ≡ y(mod m). Since x, y ∈ Sm,

we must have x = y. That is, aSm is a complete residue system modulo m.

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.7

Clearly, gcd(a, pn) 6= 1 if and only if p divides a. Thus the only numbers

between 1 and pn which are not relatively prime to pn are the multiples of p,

that is, p, 2p, 3p, ..., pn−1(p). There are pn−1 such multiples of p.

All the other numbers between 1 and pn are relatively prime to pn. Thus,

as claimed:

3c6(pn) = pn − pn−1 = pn−1(p− 1).

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.8

(a) By Self-Assessment 2.7 ,
3c6(81) = 3c6(34) = 33(3−1) = 27(2) = 54 and 3c6(76) = 75(7−1) = 6(75)(b) 
Use Theorem 11.24 that 3c6 is multiplicative:

3c6(72) = 3c6(32 · 23) = 3c6(32)3c6(23) = 3(3 − 1) · 22(2 − 1) = 24 3c6
(3000) = 3c6(3 · 22 · 53) = 3c6(3)3c6(22)3c6(53) = 2 · 2 · 52(5 − 1) = 400

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.9

+ 0 1 2 3

0 0 1 2 3

1 1 2 3 0

2 2 3 0 1

3 3 0 0 2

× 0 1 2 3

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3

2 0 2 0 2

3 0 3 2 1
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+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 0

2 2 3 4 5 6 0 1

3 3 4 5 6 0 1 2

4 4 5 6 0 1 2 3

5 5 6 0 1 2 3 4

6 6 0 1 2 3 4 5

× 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 0 2 4 6 1 3 5

3 0 3 0 2 5 1 4

4 0 4 2 5 2 6 3

5 0 5 2 1 6 4 2

6 0 6 4 4 3 2 1

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.10

(a) Note −a = m − a since (m − a) + a = 0. Therefore:

−2 = 11 − 2 = 9, −5 = 11 − 5 = 6, −9 = 11 − 9 = 2, −10 = 11 − 10 = 1 (b) 

By definition a/b is the integer c such that bc = a. Since we are dividing by 7, 

first compute the multiplication table for 7 in Z11 . Now find the number inside the 

table, and the answer will be above this number. Thus:

× 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7 0 7 3 10 6 2 9 5 1 8 4

2/7 = 5, 3/7 = 2, 5/7 = 7, 8/7 = 9, 10/7 = 3, 1/7 = 8. Note that 7 − 1 = 8

since 7(8) = 8(7) = 1.

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.11

(a) If ab = ac in Zp, then ab ≡ ac(mod p). Since a = 0, gcd(a, p) = 1. By 
Theorem 11.23 we can cancel the a′s to obtain b ≡ c(mod p). Therefore b = c in 
Zp.

(b) If ab = 0 in Zp, then ab = 0(mod p). Therefore, p divides the product ab. 
Since p is a prime, p|a or p|b; that is, a ≡ 0(mod p) or b ≡ 0(mod p). Thus a = 0or b = 
0 in Zp.
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f(0) = 4 6= 0(mod 6)

f(1) = 4 6= 0(mod 6)

f(2) = 54 ≡ 0(mod 6)

f(3) = 272 ≡ 2 6= 0(mod 6)

f(4) = 880 ≡ 4 6= 0(mod 6) 

f(5) = 2196 ≡ 0 (mod 6)

Thus only 2 and 5 are roots of f(x) modulo 6. That is, {2, 5} is a complete

set of solutions

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.13

First we reduce the coefficients of f(x) modulo 8 to obtain the equivalent

congruence equation

g(x) = 2x4 − 7x3 + 6x2 − 4x + 1 ≡ 0(mod 8)

Since 7 ≡ −1(mod 8) and 6 ≡ −2(mod 8), we can further simplify our

original equation to obtain the equivalent congruence equation

h(x) = 2x4 + x3 − 2x2 − 4x + 1 ≡ 0(mod 8)

We test the numbers in a complete residue system modulo 8 and, in order

to keep our arithmetic as simple as possible, we choose {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}.
(That is, we chose those numbers whose absolute value is minimal.) Substi-

tuting these numbers in h(x) we obtain:
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Solution of Self-Assessment 2.12
Since the equation is not linear, we solve the equation by testing the num-

bers in a complete residue system modulo 6, say, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We have:



h(−3) = 130 ≡ 2(mod 8)

h(−2) = 9 ≡ 1(mod 8)

h(−1) = 4 ≡ 4(mod 8)

h(0) = 1 ≡ 1(mod 8)

h(1) = −2 ≡ 6(mod 8)

h(2) = 25 ≡ 1(mod 8)

h(3) = 160 ≡ 0(mod 8)

h(4) = 529 ≡ 1(mod 8)

Thus 3 is the only solution of f(x) (mod 8).

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.14

Since the moduli are relatively small, we find all the solutions by testing.

Recall ax ≡ b(mod m) has exactly d = gcd(a, m) solution providing d divides b.

(a) Here gcd(3, 8) = 1, hence the equation has a unique solution. Testing

0, 1, 2, ..., 7, we find that 3(6) = 18 ≡ 2 (mod 8). Thus 6 is the unique solution.

(b) Here gcd(6, 9) = 3, but 3 does not divide 5. Hence the system has no

solution.

(c) Here gcd(4, 10) = 2 and 2 divides 6; hence the system has two solutions.

Testing 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., 9, we see that 4(4) = 16 ≡ 6(mod 10) and 4(9) = 36 ≡ 6

(mod 10). Hence 4 and 9 are our two solutions.

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.15

Testing is not an efficient way to solve this equation since the modulus m = 
2295 is large. First use the Euclidean algorithm to find d = gcd(1092, 2295) = 3. 
Dividing 213 by d = 3 yields 0 as a remainder; that is, 3 does divide 213.

Thus the equation will have three (incongruent) solutions. Divide the equation

and the modulus m = 2295 by d = 3 to obtain the congruence equation

364x ≡ 71(mod 765) (2.15)

We know that 364 and 796 are relatively prime since we divided by d =

gcd(1092, 2295) = 3; hence the equation ( [?]) has unique solution modulo

765. We solve ( [?]) by first finding the solution of the equation
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364x ≡ 1(mod 765) (2.16)

This solution is obtained by finding s and t such that

364s + 765t = 1

Using the Euclidean algorithm, we obtain s = 124 and t = −59.

Accordingly, s = 124 is the unique solution of ( [?]). Multiplying this

solution s = 124 by 71 and reducing modulo 765 we obtain

1

24(71) = 8804 ≡ 389( mod 765)

This is the unique solution of ( [?]). Lastly, we add the new modulus

m = 765 to the solution x1 = 389 two times to obtain the other two solutions

of

the given equation:

x2 = 389 + 765 = 1154, x3 = 1154 + 765 = 1919

In other words, x1 = 389, x2 = 1154, x3 = 1919 form a complete set of

solutions of the given congruence equation 1092x ≡ 213(mod 2295).

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.16

First use the Euclidean algorithm to find d = gcd(455, 469) = 7. Dividing

204 by d = 7 yields 1 as a remainder; that is, 7 does not divide 204. Thus the

equation has no solution.

Solution of Self-Assessment 2.17

1. (a) False; (b) true; (c) false; (d) false.

2. (a) 7; (b) 3; (c) 3; (d) 6.

3. (a) -2; (b) -3; (c) -4; (d) 1.

4. 4, 15, 26, 37, 48, 59, 70, 81, 92.

5. -42, -33, -24, -15, -6, 3, 12, 21, 30, 39, 48.

6. (a) {0, 1, . . . , 10} and {-5,-4, . . . ,-1,0, 1, . . . , 4, 5). (b) {0, 1, . . .

, 13} and {-6,-5, . . . ,-1,0, 1, . . . , 6, 7}.
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7. (a) {1, 3}; (b) {1, 2, . . . , 10}; (c) {1, 3, 5, 9,11,13}; (d) {1, 2, 4, 7, 8,

11, 13, 14}.

8. (a) {5, l0, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,40}; (b) {3, 9, 27, 81,243, 729, 2187, 6561}.

9. m - 1 2261 -1 (mod m) and so (m - 1)2 22611 (mod m).

10. (a) 4; (b) 4; (c) = 8; (d) 2(36); (e) 4(55);(f) (23)(6·75)(12·132)

11. 3c6(8000) = 3c6(25·52) = 24·4·5 = 320. Hence s = 4(320) = 1280.

12. (a) 11, 10, 8, 4, 3, 2; (b) 6, 12, 2, 8, 11.

13. (a) 14, 12, 11, 9, 4, 2; (b) 11, 7, 3, 8, 4.

14. (a) 17; (b) 61; (c) a-1 does not exist.

15. 2x5 + 2x2 - x + 4

16. (a) 1, 3, 4; (b) 2, -2; (c) 0, 2, 3, -1.

17. (a) 3; (b) 5, 12; (c) no solution.

18. (a) 7; (b) no solution; (c) 6, 13, 20.

19. (a) 175; (b) 293. (a) No solution; (b) 43, 132, 221, 310.

20. 49 adults, 7 children.

21. 25 apples, 3 pears; 18 apples, 15 pears; 11 apples,27 pears; or 4 apples,

39 pears.

22. (a) 158; (b) 1(123); (c) 3l 415.
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INTRODUCTION 

In 370 BC, Plato’s Parmenides may have contained an early example of an 

implicit inductive proof. The earliest clear use of mathematical induction 

(though not by that name) may be found in Euclid’s proof that the number of 

primes is infinite. An opposite iterated technique, counting down rather than 

up, is found in the sorites paradox, where it was argued that if 1,000,000 grains 

of sand formed a heap, and removing one grain from a heap left it a heap, then 

a single grain of sand (or even no grains) forms a heap. In India, early implicit 

proofs by mathematical induction appear in Bhaskara’s "cyclic method", and 

in the al-Fakhri written by al-Karaji around 1000 AD, who applied it to 

arithmetic sequences to prove the binomial theorem and properties of Pascal’s 

triangle. None of these ancient mathematicians, however, explicitly stated the 

induction hypothesis. Another similar case (contrary to what Vacca has 

written, as Freudenthal carefully showed) was that of Francesco Maurolico in 

his Arithmeticorum libri duo, who used the technique to prove that the sum of 

the first n odd integers is n2. 

 

The earliest rigorous use of induction was by Gersonides (12881344). The first 

explicit formulation of the principle of induction was given by Pascal in his Trait 

triangle arithmque (1665). Another Frenchman, Fermat, made ample use of a 

related principle: indirect proof by infinite descent. The induction hypothesis was 

also employed by the Swiss Jakob Bernoulli, and from then on it became well 

known. The modern formal treatment of the principle came only in the 19th 

century, with George Boole, Augustus de Morgan, Charles Sanders Peirce, 

Giuseppe Peano, and Richard Dedekind. In mathematics, a recurrence relation is 

an equation that recursively defines a sequence or multidimensional array of 

values, once one or more initial terms are given; each further term of the sequence 

or array is defined as a function of the preceding terms. 
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OBJECTIVES 

 
After reading of the unit, you will be able to:  

• Explain the concept of Mathematical Induction 

• Describe the Principles of Mathematical Induction 

• Elaborate Recursion 

• Elucidate Linear Recurrence Relations with Constant Coefficients 

• Describe How to Solve Second Order Homogenous Linear Recurrence 

Relations 

• Explain How to Solve General Homogenous Linear Recurrence Relations  
 

 

3.1  MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION 
 

The principle of mathematical induction stated below essentially asserts that the 

positive integers N begin with the number 1 and the rest are obtained by 

successively adding 1. That is, we begin with 1, then 2 = 1 + 1, then 3 = 2 + 1, 

then 4 = 3 + 1, and so on. The principle makes precise the vague phrase “and so 

on.” 

 

3.1.1 Principle of Mathematical Induction 

[Let S be a set of positive integers with the following two properties: 

(i)  1 belongs to S. 

(ii)  If k belongs to S, then k + 1 belongs to S. 
 

Then S is the set of all positive integers. 

 

We shall not prove this principle. On the contrary, when the set N of positive 

integers (natural numbers) is developed axiomatically, this principle is given 

as one of the axioms. 
 

There is an equivalent form of the above principle which is usually used when 

proving theorems: 



Principle of Mathematical Induction:

Let P be a proposition defined on the integers n ≥ 1 such that:

(i) P (1) is true.

(ii) P (k + 1) is true whenever P (k) is true.

Then P is true for every integer n ≥ 1.

EXAMPLE 3.1

(a) Let P be the proposition that the sum of the first n odd numbers is n2;

that is:

P (n) : 1 + 3 + 5 + ···+ (2n− 1) = n2

(The nth odd number is 2n− 1 and the next odd number is 2n + 1.)

Clearly, P (n) is true for n = 1; that is:

P (1) : 1 = 12

Suppose P (k) is true. (This is called the inductive hypothesis.) Adding 2k + 1

to both sides of P (k) we obtain

1 + 3 + 5 + ···+ (2k − 1) + (2k + 1) = k2 + (2k + 1) = (2k + 1)2

which is P (k+1). We have shown that P (k+1) is true whenever P (k) is true.

By the principle of mathematical induction, P is true for all positive integers n.

(b) The symbol n! (read: n factorial) is defined as the product of the first n

positive integers; that is:

1! = 1, 2! = 2·1 = 2, 3! = 3·2·1 = 6, and so on.

This may be formally defined as follows:

1! = 1 and (n + 1)! = (n + 1)(n!), for n > 1
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Observe that if S is the set of positive integers for which ! is defined, then S 

satisfies the two properties of mathematical induction. Hence the above definition 

defines ! for every positive integer. There is another form of the principle of 

mathematical induction which is sometimes more convenient to use. Namely:

Theorem 11.5 (Induction: Second Form): Let P be a proposition defined

on the integers n ≥ 1 such that:

(i) P (1) is true.

(ii) P (k) is true whenever P (j) is true for all 1 ≤ j < k.

Then P is true for every integer n ≥ 1.

The above theorem is true if we replace 1 by 0 or by any other integer a.

Well-Ordering Principle

A property of the positive integers which is equivalent to the principle of

induction, although apparently very dissimilar, is the well-ordering principle

(proved in Problem 11.12). Namely:

Theorem 11.6 (Well-Ordering Principle):

Let S be a nonempty set of positive integers. Then S contains a least element;

that is, S contains an element a such that a ≤ s for every s in S.

Generally speaking, an ordered set S is said to be well-ordered if every subset

of S contains a first element. Thus Theorem 11.6 states that N is well ordered.

A set S of integers is said to be bounded from below if every element of S is 

greater than some integer m (which may be negative). (The number m is called 

a lower bound of S.) A simple corollary of the above theorem follows:

Let S be a nonempty set of integers which is bounded from below. Then S

contains a least element.

3.2 RECURSION

Consider the following instructions for generating a sequence:
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2. Given any term, add 3 to get the next term.

If we list the terms of the sequence, we obtain

5, 8, 11, 14, 17, .... (3.1)

The first term is 5 because of instruction 1. The second term is 8 because

instruction 2 says to add 3 to 5 to get the next term, 8. The third term is 11

because instruction 2 says to add 3 to 8 to get the next term, 11. By following

instructions 1 and 2, we can compute any term in the sequence. Instructions 1

and 2 do not give an explicit formula for the nth term of the sequence in the

sense of providing a formula that we can “plug n into” to obtain the value of the

nth term, but by computing term by term we can eventually compute any term

of the sequence.

If we denote the sequence as a1, a2, . . . , we may rephrase instruction 1 as

a1 = 5 (3.2)

and we may rephrase instruction 2 as

an = an−1 + 3, n ≥ 2. (3.3)

Taking n = 2 in (3.3), we obtain a2 = a1 + 3. By (3.2), a1 = 5; thus

a2 = a1 + 3 = 5 + 3 = 8.

Taking n = 3 in (3.3), we obtain a3 = a2 + 3. Since a2 = 8,

a3 = a2 + 3 = 8 + 3 = 11.
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By using (3.2) and (3.3), we can compute any term in the sequence just as

we did using instructions 1 and 2. We see that (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent to

instructions 1 and 2.

Equation (3.3) furnishes an example of a recurrence relation. A recurrence

relation defines a sequence by giving the nth value in terms of certain of its

predecessors.

In (3.3) the nth value is given in terms of the immediately preceding value.

In order for a recurrence relation such as (3.3) to define a sequence, a “start-up”

value or values, such as (3.2), must be given. These start-up values are called

initial conditions. The formal definitions follow.

A recurrence relation for the sequence a0, a1, ... is an equation that relates

an to certain of its predecessors a0, a1, ... , an−1.

Initial conditions for the sequence a0, a1, ... are explicitly given values for a

finite number of the terms of the sequence.

We have seen that it is possible to define a sequence by a recurrence rela-

tion together with certain initial conditions. Next we give several examples of

recurrence relations.

Activity The Fibonacci sequence is defined by the recurrence relation

fn = fn−1 + fn−2, n ≥ 3

, and initial conditions f1 = 1, f2 = 1.

Activity A person invests $1000 at 12 percent interest compounded annually.

If An represents the amount at the end of n years, find a recurrence relation and 

initial conditions that define the sequence {An}.

SOLUTION

At the end of n− 1 years, the amount is An−1. After one more year, we will

have the amount An−1 plus the interest. Thus
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An = An−1 + (0.12)An−1 = (1.12)An−1, n ≥ 1. (3.4)

To apply this recurrence relation for n = 1, we need to know the value of A0.

Since A0 is the beginning amount, we have the initial condition

A0 = 1000. (3.5)

The initial condition (7.1.5) and the recurrence relation (3.4) allow us to compute

the value of An for any n. For example,

A3 = (1.12)A2

= (1.12)(1.12)A1

= (1.12)(1.12)(1.12)A0

= (1.12)3(1000) = 1404.93. (3.6)

Thus, at the end of the third year, the amount is $1404.93.

The computation (3.6) can be carried out for an arbitrary value of n to obtain

An = (1.12)An−1

...

= (1.12)n(1000).

We see that sometimes an explicit formula can be derived from a recurrence

relation and initial conditions.

Although it is easy to obtain an explicit formula from the recurrence

relation and initial condition for the sequence of Activity 7.1.3, it is not

immediately apparent how to obtain an explicit formula for the Fibonacci

sequence. In Section 7.2 we give a method that yields an explicit formula for the 

Fibonacci sequence.
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Recurrence relations, recursive algorithms, and mathematical induction are

closely related. In all three, prior instances of the current case are assumed

known. A recurrence relation uses prior values in a sequence to compute the

current value. A recursive algorithm uses smaller instances of the current input

to process the current input. The inductive step in a proof by mathematical

induction assumes the truth of prior instances of the statement to prove the

truth of the current statement.

Activity Consider the following sequence which begins with the number 3

and for which each of the following terms is found by multiplying the previous

term by 2:

3, 6, 12, 24, 48, ...

It can be defined recursively by:

a0 = 3, ak = 2ak−1 for k ≥ 1 or a0 = 3, ak+1 = 2ak for k ≥ 0

The second definition may be obtained from the first by setting k = k + 1. 

Clearly, the formula an = 3(2n) gives us the nth term of the sequence without 

calculating any previous term.

The following remarks about the above example are in order.

1. The equation ak = 2ak−1 or, equivalently, ak+1 = 2ak, where one term of

the sequence is defined in terms of previous terms of the sequence, is called

a recurrence relation.

2. The equation a0 = 3, which gives a specific value to one of the terms, is

called an initial condition.
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3. The function an = 3(2n), which gives a formula for an as a function of n,

not of previous terms, is called a solution of the recurrence relation.

4. There may be many sequences which satisfy a given recurrence relation.

For example, each of the following is a solution of the recurrence relation

ak = 2ak−1.

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ... and 7, 14, 28, 56, 112, ...

All such solutions form the so-called general solution of the recurrence rela-

tion.

(5) On the other hand, there may be only a unique solution to a recurrence

relation which also satisfies given initial conditions. For example, the initial

condition a0 = 3 uniquely yields the solution 3, 6, 12, 24, ... of the recurrence

relation ak = 2ak−1.

This chapter shows how to solve certain recurrence relations. First we give

two important sequences the reader may have previously studied.

Activity

(a) Arithmetic Progression

An arithmetic progression is a sequence of the form

a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d, ...

That is, the sequence begins with the number a and each successive term is

obtained from the previous term by adding d (the common difference between

any two terms). For example:

(i) a = 5, d = 3 : 5, 8, 9, 11, ...

(ii) a = 2, d = 5 : 2, 7, 12, 17, ...

(iii) a = 1, d = 0 : 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ...
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We note that the general arithmetic progression may be defined recursively

by:

a1 = a and ak+1 = ak + d for k ≥ 1

where the solution is an = a + (n− 1)d.

(b) Geometric Progression

A geometric progression is a sequence of the form a, ar, ar2, ar3, . . .

That is, the sequence begins with the number a and each successive term is

obtained from the previous term by multiplying by r (the common ratio between

any two terms) for example:

(i) a = 1, r = 3 : 1, 3, 9, 27, 81, ...

(ii) a = 5, r = 2 : 5, 10, 20, 40, ...

(iii) a = 1, r = 12 : 1, 12, 14, 18, ...

We note that the general geometric progression may be defined recursively

by:

a1 = a and ak+1 = rak for k ≥ 1

where the solution is an+1 = arn.

3.3 LINEAR RECURRENCE RELATIONS WITH 
         CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS

A recurrence relation of order k is a function of the form

an = ∅(an−1, an−2, ..., an−k, n)

that is, where the nth term an of a sequence is a function of the preceding

k terms an−1, an−2, ..., an−k (and possibly n). In particular, a linear kth-order
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recurrence relation with constant coefficients is a recurrence relation of the form

an = C1an−1 + C2an−2 + ···+ Ckan−k + f(n)

where C1,C2, ..., Ck are constants with Ck = 0, and f(n) is a function of n.

The meanings of the names linear and constant coefficients follow:

Linear: There are no powers or products of the aj ’s.

Constant coefficients: The C1C2, ..., Ck are constants (do not depend on

n).

If f(n) = 0, then the relation is also said to be homogeneous.

Clearly, we can uniquely solve for an if we know the values of an−1, an−2, ..., an−k.

Accordingly, by mathematical induction, there is a unique sequence satisfying

the recurrence relation if we are given initial values for the first k elements of

the sequence.

Activity Consider each of the following recurrence relations.

(a) an = 5an−1 − 4an−2 + n2

This is a second-order recurrence relation with constant coefficients. It is

nonhomogeneous because of the n2. Suppose we are given the initial conditions

a1 = 1, a2 = 2. Then we can find sequentially the next few elements of the

sequence:

a3 = 5(2)− 4(1) + 32 = 15, a4 = 5(15)− 4(2) + 42 = 83

(b) an = 2an−1an−2 + n2

The product an−1an−2 means the recurrence relation is not linear. Given

initial conditions a1 = 1, a2 = 2, we can still find the next few elements of the

sequence:
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a3 = 2(2)(1) + 32 = 13,

a4 = 2(13)(2) + 42 = 68

(c) an = nan−1 + 3an−2

This is a homogeneous linear second-order recurrence relation but it does not

have constant coefficients because the coefficient of an−1 is n, not a constant.

Given initial conditions a1 = 1, a2 = 2, the next few elements of the sequence

follow:

a3 = 3(2) + 3(1) = 9,

a4 = 4(9) + 3(2) = 42

(d) an = 2an−1 + 5an−2 − 6an−3

This is a homogeneous linear third-order recurrence relation with constant

coefficients. Thus we need three, not two, initial conditions to yield a unique

solution of the recurrence relation. Suppose we are given the initial conditions

a1 = 1, a2 = 2, a3 = 1. Then, the next few elements of the sequence follow:

a4 = 2(1) + 5(2)− 6(1) = 6,

a5 = 2(2) + 5(1)− 6(6) = −37

a6 = 2(1) + 5(6)− 6(−37) = 254
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3.4 SOLVING SECOND-ORDER HOMOGENEOUS
          LINEAR RECURRENCE RELATIONS

Consider a homogeneous second-order recurrence relation with constant

coefficients which has the form

an = san−1 + tan−2 or an − san−1 − tan−2 = 0

where s and t are constants with t 6= 0.We associate the following quadratic

polynomial with the above recurrence relation:

∆(x) = x2 − sx− t

This polynomial ∆(x) is called the characteristic polynomial of the recurrence

relation, and the roots of ∆(x) are called its characteristic roots.

Theorem : Suppose the characteristic polynomial ∆(x) = x2− sx− t of the

recurrence relation

an = san−1 + tan−2

has distinct roots r1 and r2. Then the general solution of the recurrence

relation follows, where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants:

an = c1r
n
1 + c2r

n
2

We emphasize that the constants c1 and c2 may be uniquely computed using

initial conditions.We note that the theorem is true even when the roots are not

real.

Activity Consider the following homogeneous recurrence relation:

an = 2an−1 + 3an−2
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The general solution is obtained by first finding its characteristic polynomial

∆(x) and its roots r1 and r2:

∆(x) = x2 − 2x− 3 = (x− 3)(x + 1);

roots r1 = 3, r2 = −1

Since the roots are distinct, we can use Theorem 6.8 to obtain the general

solution:

an = c13n + c2(−1)n

Thus any values for c1 and c2 will give a solution to the recurrence relation.

Suppose we are also given the initial conditions a0 = 1, a1 = 2. Using the

recurrence relation we can compute the next few terms of the sequence:

1, 2, 8, 28, 100, 356, 1268, 3516, ...

The unique solution is obtained by finding c1 and c2 using the initial condi-

tions. Specifically:

For n = 0 and a0 = 1, we get: c13
0 + c2(−1)0 = 1 or c1 + c2 = 1

For n = 1 and a1 = 2, we get: c13
1 + c2(−1)1 = 2 or 3c1 − c2 = 2

Solving the system of the two equations in the unknowns c1 and c2 yields:

c1 =
3

4
and c2 =

1

4

Thus the following is the unique solution of the given recurrence relation with

the given initial conditions a0 = 1, a = 2:

an =
3

4
3n +

1

4
(−1)n =

3n+1 + (−1)n

4
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Activity Consider the celebrated Fibonacci sequence:

an = an−1 + an−2, with a0 = 0, a1 = 1

The first 10 terms of the sequence follow:

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, ...

Sometimes the Fibonacci sequence is defined using the initial conditions a0 =

1, a1 = 1 or the initial conditions a1 = 1, a2 = 2. We use a0 = 0, a1 = 1 for

computational convenience. (All three initial conditions yield the same sequence

after the pair of terms 1, 2.)

Observe that the Fibonacci sequence is a homogeneous linear second-order

recurrence relation, so it can be solved using Theorem . Its characteristic

polynomial follows:

∆(x) = x2 − x− 1

Using the quadratic formula, we obtain the roots:

r1 =
1 +
√

5

2
, r1 =

1−
√

5

2

By Theorem 6.8, we obtain the general solution:

an = c1

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

+ c2

(
1−
√

5

2

)n

The initial conditions yield the following system of two linear equations in

c1 and c2

For n = 0 and a0 = 0, we get:

0 = c1 + c2
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For n = 1 and a1 = 1, we get:

1 = c1

(
1 +
√

5

2

)
+ c2

(
1−
√

5

2

)

The solution of the system follows:

c1 =
1√
5
, c2 = − 1√

5

Accordingly, the following is the solution of the Fibonacci recurrence relation:

an =
1√
5

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

− 1√
5

(
1−
√

5

2

)n

One can show that the absolute value of the above second term for an is

always less than 1/2. Thus an is also the closest integer to the number

1√
5

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

≈ (0.4472) (1.6180)n

Solution when Roots of the Characteristic Polynomial are Equal

Suppose the roots of the characteristic polynomial are not distinct. Then we

have the following result.

Theorem: Suppose the characteristic polynomial ∆(x) = x2 − sx− t of the

recurrence relation

an = san−1 + tan−2

has only one root r0. Then the general solution of the recurrence relation

follows, where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants:

an = c1r
n
0 + c2nr

n
0

The constants c1 and c2 may be uniquely computed using initial conditions.
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Activity Consider the following homogeneous recurrence relation:

an = 6an−1 − 9an−2

The characteristic polynomial ∆(x) follows:

∆(x) = x2 − 6x + 9 = (x− 3)2

Thus ∆(x) has only the one root r0 = 3. Now we use Theorem 6.9 to obtain 

the following general solution of the recurrence relation:

an = c13
n + c2n3n

Thus any values for c1 and c2 will give a solution to the recurrence relation.

Suppose we are also given the initial conditions a1 = 3, a2 = 27. Using the

recurrence relation we can compute the next few terms of the sequence: 3, 27,

135, 567, 2187, 8109, . . .

The unique solution is obtained by finding c1 and c2 using the initial condi-

tions. Specifically:

For n = 1 and a1 = 3, we get:

c13
1 + c2(1)(3)1 = 3 or 3c1 + 3c2 = 3

For n = 2 and a2 = 27, we get:

c13
2 + c2(2)(3)2 = 27 or 9c1 + 18c2 = 27

Solving the system of the two equations in the unknowns c1 and c2 yields:

c1 = −1 and c2 = 2
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Thus the following is the unique solution of the recurrence relation with the

given initial conditions:

an = −3n + 2n3n = 3n(2n− 1)

3.5 SOLVING GENERAL HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR
         RECURRENCE RELATIONS

Consider now a general linear homogeneous kth-order recurrence relation with

constant coefficients which has the form

an = C1an−1 + C2an−2 + C3an−3 + ···+ Ckan−k =
k∑

i=1

Cian−1 (3.7)

where C1,C2,..., Ck are constants with Ck = 0. The characteristic polynomial

∆(x) of the recurrence relation ( [?]) follows:

∆(x) = xk − C1x
k−1 − C2x

k−2 − C3x
k−3 − .....− Ck = xk −

k∑
i=1

Cix
k−i

The roots of ∆(x) are called the characteristic roots of the recurrence relation.

If p(n) and q(n) are solutions of ( [?]), then any linear combination

c1p(n) + c2q(n)

of p(n) and q(n) is also a solution. (This is not true if the recurrence relation

is nonhomogeneous.)

If r is a root of multiplicity m of the characteristic polynomial ∆(x) of ( [?]),

then each of the following
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is a solution of ( [?]). Thus any linear combination

c1r
n + c2nr

n + c3n
2rn + ..... + cmnm−1rn = (c1 + c2n + c3n

2 + .... + cmnm−1)rn

is also a solution.

Activity Consider the following third-order homogeneous recurrence rela-

tion:

an = 11an−1 − 39an−2 + 45an−3

The characteristic polynomial ∆(x) of the recurrence relation follows:

∆(x)(x) = x3 − 11x2 + 39x− 45 = (x− 3)2(x− 5)

Thus ∆(x) has two roots, r1 = 3 of multiplicity 2 and r2 = 5 of multiplicity

1. Thus, by the above remarks, the

following is the general solution of the recurrence relation:

an = c1(3
n) + c2n(3n) + c3(5

n) = (c1 + c2n)(3n) + c3(5
n)

Thus any values for c1, c2, c3 will give a solution to the recurrence relation.

Suppose we are also given the initial conditions a0 = 5, a1 = 11, a3 = 25.

Using the recurrence relation we can compute the next few terms of the sequence:

5, 11, 25, 71, 301, 1667, ...

The unique solution is obtained by finding c1, c2, c3 using the initial condi-
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tions. Specifically:

For n = 0 and a0 = 5, we get:

c1 + c3 = 5

For n = 1 and a1 = 11, we get:

3c1 + 3c2 + 5c3 = 11

For n = 2 and a2 = 25, we get:

9c1 + 18c2 + 25c3 = 25

Solving the system of the three equations in the unknowns c1, c2, c3 yields:

c1 = 4, c2 = −2, c3 = 1

Thus the following is the unique solution of the recurrence relation with the

given initial conditions:

an = (4− 2n)(3n) + 5n

Finding the roots of the characteristic polynomial ∆(x) is an important step

in solving recurrencerelations. Generally speaking, this may be difficult when

the degree of ∆(x) is greater than 2.

3.6  KEY POINTS

• Principle of Mathematical Induction:

Let P be a proposition defined on the integers n ≥ 1 such that:

(i) P (1) is true.

(ii) P (k + 1) is true whenever P (k) is true.
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Then P is true for every integer n ≥ 1.

• Well-Ordering Principle

Let S be a nonempty set of positive integers. Then S contains a least element;

that is, S contains an element a such that a ≤ s for every s in S.

• Recursion

Consider the following instructions for generating a sequence:

1. Start with 5.

2. Given any term, add 3 to get the next term.

If we list the terms of the sequence, we obtain

5, 8, 11, 14, 17, ....

The first term is 5 because of instruction 1. The second term is 8 because

instruction 2 says to add 3 to 5 to get the next term, 8. The third term is 11

because instruction 2 says to add 3 to 8 to get the next term, 11. By following

instructions 1 and 2, we can compute any term in the sequence. Instructions 1

and 2 do not give an explicit formula for the nth term of the sequence in the

sense of providing a formula that we can “plug n into” to obtain the value of the

nth term, but by computing term by term we can eventually compute any term

of the sequence.

• LINEAR RECURRENCE RELATIONS WITH CONSTANT 
   COEFFICIENTS

A recurrence relation of order k is a function of the form

an = ∅(an−1, an−2, ..., an−k, n)
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that is, where the nth term an of a sequence is a function of the preceding

k terms an−1, an−2, ..., an−k (and possibly n). In particular, a linear kth-order

recurrence relation with constant coefficients is a recurrence relation of the form

an = C1an−1 + C2an−2 + ···+ Ckan−k + f(n)

where C1,C2, ..., Ck are constants with Ck = 0, and f(n) is a function of n.

The meanings of the names linear and constant coefficients follow:

Linear: There are no powers or products of the aj ’s.

Constant coefficients: The C1C2, ..., Ck are constants (do not depend on

n).

• SOLVING SECOND-ORDER HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR RE-

CURRENCE RELATIONS

Consider a homogeneous second-order recurrence relation with constant co-

efficients which has the form

an = san−1 + tan−2 or an − san−1 − tan−2 = 0

where s and t are constants with t 6= 0.We associate the following quadratic

polynomial with the above recurrence relation:

∆(x) = x2 − sx− t

This polynomial ∆(x) is called the characteristic polynomial of the recurrence

relation, and the roots of ∆(x) are called its characteristic roots.

• Solution when Roots of the Characteristic Polynomial are Equal

Suppose the characteristic polynomial ∆(x) = x2 − sx− t of the recurrence

relation
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an = san−1 + tan−2

has only one root r0. Then the general solution of the recurrence relation

follows, where c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants:

an = c1r
n
0 + c2nr

n
0

The constants c1 and c2 may be uniquely computed using initial conditions.

• SOLVING GENERAL HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR RECURRENCE

RELATIONS

Consider now a general linear homogeneous kth-order recurrence relation with

constant coefficients which has the form

an = C1an−1 + C2an−2 + C3an−3 + ···+ Ckan−k =
k∑

i=1

Cian−1

where C1,C2,..., Ck are constants with Ck = 0. The characteristic polynomial

∆(x) of the recurrence relation is as follows:

∆(x) = xk − C1x
k−1 − C2x

k−2 − C3x
k−3 − .....− Ck = xk −

k∑
i=1

Cix
k−i

If p(n) and q(n) are solutions of recurrence relation, then any linear combi-

nation

c1p(n) + c2q(n)

of p(n) and q(n) is also a solution. (This is not true if the recurrence relation

is nonhomogeneous.)
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1. Prove the proposition that the sum of the first n positive integers is n(n+

1)/2; that is:

P (n) : 1 + 2 + · · ·+ n =
1

2
n(n + 1)

2. Suppose a = 1. Show P is true for all n ≥ 1 where P is defined as follows:

P (n) : 1 + a + a2 + ..... + an =
an+1 − 1

a− 1

3. Suppose n is a positive integer. Prove n ≥ 1. (This is not true for the

rational numbers Q.) In other words, if P (n) is the statement that n ≥ 1,

then P (n) is true for every n ∈ N .

P (n) holds for n = 1 since 1 ≥ 1. Assuming P (k) is true, that is, k ≥ 1,

add 1 to both sides to obtain

k + 1 ≥ 1 + 1 = 2 > 1

This is P (k + 1). Thus P (k + 1) is true whenever P (k) is true. By the

principle of mathematical induction, P is true for every n ∈ N .

4. Prove Theorem (Well-Ordering Principle): Let S be a nonempty set of

positive integers. Then S contains a least element.

5. Consider the second-order homogeneous recurrence relation an = an−1 +

2an−2 with initial conditions a0 = 2, a1 = 7, (a) Find the next three

terms of the sequence. (b) Find the general solution. (c) Find the unique

solution with the given initial conditions.

6. Consider the third-order homogeneous recurrence relation an = 6an−1 −

12an−2 + 8an−3 (a) Find the general solution. (b) Find the solution with

initial conditions a0 = 3, a1 = 4, a2 = 12.
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7. For each recurrence relation and initial conditions, find: (i) general so-

lution; (ii) unique solution with the given initial conditions:(a) an =

3an−1 + 10an−2; a0 = 5, a1 = 11 (b) an = 4an−1 + 21an−2; a0 = 9, a1 = 13

(c) an = 3an−1 − 2an−2; a0 = 5, a1 = 8 (d) an = 5an−1 − 6an−2; a0 = 2,

a1 = 8 (e) an = 3an−1 − an−2; a0 = 0, a1 = 1 (f) an = 5an−1 − 3an−2;

a0 = 0, a1 = 1

8. For each recurrence relation and initial conditions, find: (i) general solu-

tion; (ii) unique solution with the given initial conditions: (a) an = 6an−1;

a0 = 5 (b) an = 7an−1; a0 = 5 (c) an = 4an−1 − 4an−2; a0 = 1, a1 = 8

(d) an = 10an−1 − 25an−2; a0 = 2, a1 = 15

9. Find the unique solution to each recurrence relation with the given initial

conditions: (a) an = 10an−1 − 32an−2 + 32an−3 with a0 = 5, a1 = 18,

a2 = 76 (b) an = 9an−1−27an−2 +27an−3 with a0 = 5, a1 = 24, a2 = 117.

10. Consider the following second-order recurrence relation and its character-

istic polynomial ∆(x):

an = san−1 + tan−2 and ∆(x) = x2 − sx− t (3.8)

(a) Suppose p(n) and q(n) are solutions of ( []). Show that, for any constants

c1 and c2, c1p(n) + c2q(n) is also a solution of ( []). (b) Suppose r is a root of 

(x). Show that an = rn is a solution to ( []). (c) Suppose r is a double root of 

∆(x). Show that: (i) s = 2r and t = −r2; (ii) an = nrn is also a root of ( []).

3.8  SOLUTION OF SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1. P (1) is true since n = 1
2 (1) (1 + 1). Assuming P (k) is true, we add k + 1
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to both sides of P (k) obtaining

1 + 2 + 3 + ..... + k + (k + 1) =
1

2
k(k + 1) + (k + 1)

=
1

2
[k(k + 1) + 2(k + 1)]

=
1

2
[(k + 1)(k + 2)]

This is P (k + 1). Accordingly, P (k + 1) is true whenever P (k) is true. By

the principle of mathematical induction, P is true for every n ∈ N .

2. P (1) is true since

1 + a =
a2 − 1

a− 1

Assuming P (k) is true, we add ak+1 to both sides of P (k), obtaining

1 + a + a2 + ... + ak + ak+1 =
ak+1 − 1

a− 1
+ ak+1

=
ak+1 − 1 + (a− 1)ak+1

a− 1

=
ak+2 − 1

a− 1

This is P (k + 1). Thus, P (k + 1) is true whenever P (k) is true. By the

principle of mathematical induction, P is true for every n ∈ N .

3. P (n) holds for n = 1 since 1 ≥ 1. Assuming P (k) is true, that is, k ≥ 1,

add 1 to both sides to obtain

k + 1 ≥ 1 + 1 = 2 > 1

This is P (k + 1). Thus P (k + 1) is true whenever P (k) is true. By the

principle of mathematical induction, P is true for every n ∈ N .

4. Suppose S has no least element. Let M consist of those positive integers

which are less than every element of S.Then 1 ∈M ; otherwise, 1 ∈ S and
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1 would be a least element of S. Suppose k ∈ M . Then k is less than

every element of S. Therefore k + 1 ∈M ; otherwise k + 1 would be a least

element of S.

By the Principle of Mathematical Induction, M contains every positive

integer. Thus S is empty which contradicts the hypothesis that S is non-

empty. Accordingly, the original assumption that S has no least element

cannot be true. Thus the theorem is true.

5. (a) a2 = 7 + 2(2) = 11, a3 = 11 + 2(7) = 25, a4 = 25 + 2(11) = 46 (b)

∆(x) = x2 − x − 2 = (x − 2)(x + 1); roots r1 = 2, r2 = −1 Since the

roots are distinct, we use Theorem, to obtain the general solution:an =

c1(2
n) + c2(−1)n(c)The unique solution is obtained by finding c1 and c2

using the initial conditions: For n = 0, a0 = 2,we get: c1(2
0) + c2(−1)0 = 2

or c1 + c2 = 2 For n = 1, a1 = 7, we get: c1(21) + c2(−1)1 = 7 or

2c1 − c2 = 7 Solving the two equations for c1 and c2 yields c1 = 3 and

c2 = 1. The unique solution follows: an = 3(2n)− (−1)n

6. (a)First we find the characteristic polynomial ∆(x) = x3 − 6x2 + 12x −

8 = (x − 2)3.Then ∆(x) has only one root r0 = 2 which has multiplicity

3. Thus the general solution of the recurrence relation follows: an =

c1(2
n) + c2n(2n) + c3n

2(2n) = (c1 + c2n+ c3n
2)(2n)(b) We find the values

for c1, c2, and c3 as follows: For n = 0, a0 = 3 we get: c1 = 3 For

n = 1, a1 = 4 we get: 2c1 + 2c2 + 2c3 = 4 For n = 2, a2 = 12 we get:

4c1 + 8c2 + 16c3 = 12 Solving the system of three equations in c1, c2, c3

yields the solution c1 = 3, c2 = −2, c3 = 1. Thus the unique solution of

the recurrence relation follows:an = (3− 2n + n2)(2n)

7. (a) an = c1(5
n) + c2(−2)n; c1 = 3, c2 = 2 (b) an = c1(7

n) + c2(−3)n;

c1 = 4, c2 = 5 (c) an = c1+c2(2n); c1 = 2, c2 = 3 (d) an = c1(2
n)+c2(3

n);

c1 = −2, c2 = 4 (e) an = c1[(3+ t)/2]n +c2[(3− t)/2]n; c1 = 1/t,c2 = −1/t
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where t =
√

5 (f) an = c1[(5 + s)/2]n + c2[(5− s)/2]n; c1 = 1/s,c2 = −1/s

where s =
√

13.

8. (a) an = c1(6
n), c1 = 5 (b) an = c1(7

n), c1 = 5 (c) an = c1(2
n) + c2n(2n),

c1 = 1, c2 = 3 (d) an = c1(5
n) + c2n(5n), c1 = 2, c2 = 1

9. (a) an = 2(4n) + n(4n) + 3(2n); (b) an = 5(3n) + 2n(3n) + n2(3n) =

(5 + 2n + n2)3n.

10. (b) r is a root of ∆(x) so r2 − sr − t = 0 or r2 = sr + t . Let an = rn.

Then san−1 + tan−2 = srn−1 + trn−2 = (sr + t)rn−2 = r2(rn−2) = rn = an

(c) (i) r is a double root of ∆(x); hence ∆(x) = (x− r)2 = x2 − 2rx + r2 =

x2 − sx − t . Thus s = 2r and t = −r2. (ii) Let annrn. Then san−1 + tan−2 =

nrn = an
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     The numbers in the series are called Fibonacci numbers. We see that equation 
(5.1), along with the special values F0 = 0 and F1 = 1, uniquely determines the 
Fibonacci numbers. Therefore, together with F0 = 0 and F1 = 1, we can consider 
(5.1) the description of these numbers. This may seem a very odd definition: 
instead of saying what Fn is (say, by formula), we just give a rule that 
calculates of Fibonacci number from the two previous numbers and defines the 
first two values. This definition is called a recurrence. It is somewhat similar to 
induction in spirit (except that it is not a proof process, but a description 
method) and is often referred to as description by induction.

Why do we have to define exactly two of the elements to begin with? Why 
not one or three?

Before trying to say more about these numbers, let us consider another 
counting problem:

Activity 1 A staircase has n steps. You walk up taking one or two at a 
time. How many ways can you go up?

Solution

For n = 1, there is only 1 way.

For n = 2, you have 2 choices: take one step twice or two once.

For n = 3, you have 3 choices: three single steps, or one single followed by 

one double, or one double followed by one single.

Now stop and try to guess what the answer is in general! If you guessed 

that the number of ways to go up on a stair with n steps is n, you are wrong. 

The next case, n = 4, gives 5 possibilities (1 + 1 + 1 + 1, 2 + 1 + 1, 1 + 2 + 1, 1 + 1 + 2, 2 + 2).

So instead of guessing, let’s t ry the f ollowing strategy. Let’s denote by Jn 

the answer. We try to figure out what Jn+1 is, assuming we know the value of Jk  

for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. If we start with a single step, we have Jn ways to go up the 

remaining n steps. If we start with a double step, we have Jn−1
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Jn+1 = Jn + Jn−1.

This equation is the same as the equation we have used to compute the

Fibonacci numbers Fn. Does this means that Fn = Jn? Of course not, as we 

see by looking at the beginning values: for example, F3 = 2 but J3 = 3.

However, it is easy to observe that all that happens is that the Jn are

shifted by one:
Jn = Fn+1.

This is valid forn = 1, 2, and then of course it is valid for every n, since

the sequences F2, F3, F4, ... and J1, J2, J3, ...are computed by the same

rule from their first two elements.

Activity How many subsets does the set {1, 2, ..., n} have that contain no

two consecutive integers?

Solution

Let us denote by Sn the number of good subsets.

If n = 1, then S1 = 2(the empty set and the set {1}).

If n = 2, then ∅, {1}, {2}, so S2 = 3.

For any n, if the subset contains n, then it can not contain n− 1, so there

are Sn − 2 subsets of this type; if it does not contain n, then there are Sn − 1

subsets. So we have the same recursive formula, so Sn = Fn+2.

Self -Asessment 4.1

We have n dollars to spend. Every day we buy either a candy for 1 dollar or 

an ice cream for 2 dollars. In how many ways can we spend the money?
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4.2 IDENTITIES RELATED TO FIBONACCI'S

There are several interesting relationships that are true for Fibonacci numbers.

For example, what is the sum of the first Fibonacci numbers? We have

0 = 0

0 + 1 = 1

0 + 1 + 1 = 2

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 4

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 7

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 = 12

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 = 20

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 + 13 = 33

Looking at these numbers for a little while, it’s not hard to understand

that by adding 1 to the right-hand side, we obtain Fibonacci numbers; in

addition, we get Fibonacci numbers two steps after the last summons. As a

formula, we have

F0 + F1 + F2 + ···+ Fn = Fn+2 − 1

Of course, at this point, this is just a hypothesis, an unproven mathematical

assertion that we assume to be valid. To prove this, we use induction on

n (since the Fibonacci numbers are defined by recurrence, induction is the

normal and often only the proof method at hand).

We have already verified the accuracy of the statement for n = 0 and 1.

Suppose we realize the identity holds for the sum of the first n-1 Fibonacci

numbers. Take the sum of the first n Fibonacci numbers:
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F0 + F1 + .....+ Fn = (F0 + F1 + .....+ Fn−1) + Fn = (Fn+1 − 1) + Fn,

by the induction hypothesis. But now we can use the recurrence equation

for the Fibonacci numbers to get

(Fn+1 − 1) + Fn = Fn+2 − 1.

This completes the induction proof.

Activity Prove the following identities.

(a)F1 + F3 + F5 + .... + F2n−1 = F2n.

(b)F0 − F1 + F2 − F3+···−F2n−1 + F2n = F2n−1 − 1.

(c)F0
2 + F1

2 + F2
2+···+Fn

2 = Fn·Fn+1.

(d)Fn−1Fn+1 − Fn
2 = (−1)n.

Solution

By induction. All of them are true for n = 1 and n = 2. Assume that n ≥ 3.

(a) F1 + F3 + F5 + ···+ F2n−1

= (F1 + F3 + ···+ F2n−3) + F2n−1

= F2n−2 + F2n−1

= F2n.
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(b) F0 − F1 + F2 − F3 + ......− F2n−1 + F2n

= (F0 − F1 + F2− ···+ F2n− 2) + (−F2n− 1 + F2n)

= (F2n− 3− 1) + F2n− 2

= F2n−1 − 1.

(c) F 2
0 + F 2

1 + F 2
2 + ···+ F 2

n

= (F20 + F21 + ···+ F2n− 1) + F2n = Fn− 1Fn+ F2n

= Fn(Fn− 1 + Fn)

= Fn · Fn+1.

(d) Fn−1Fn+1 − F 2
n

= Fn− 1(Fn− 1 + Fn)− F2n

= F2n− 1 + Fn(Fn− 1− Fn)

= F2n− 1− FnFn− 2

= −(−1)n− 1 = (−1)n.

Activity We want to extend the Fibonacci numbers in the other direction;

i.e., we want to define Fn for negative values of n.We want to do this so that

the basic recurrence (5.1) remain valid. So from F−1+F0 = F1 we get F−1 = 1;

then from F−2 + F−1 = F0 we get F−2 = −1, etc. How are these “Fibonacci

numbers with negative indices” related to those with positive indices? Find

several values, conjecture, and then prove the answer.
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Solution

We can write (5.1) as Fn−1 = Fn+1 − Fn, and use this to compute Fn for

negative n recursively (going backwards):

...,−21, 13,−8, 5,−3, 2,−1, 1, 0.

It is easy to recognize that these are the same as the ordinary Fibonacci

numbers, except that every second number has a negative sign. As a for-

mula,we have

F−n = (−1)n+1Fn.

This is now easily proved by induction on n. It is true for n = 0, 1, and

assuming that it is true for n and n− 1, we get for n+ 1,

F−(n+1) = F−(n−1) − F−n = (−1)nFn−1 − (−1)n+1Fn

= (−1)n(Fn−1 + Fn) = (−1)nFn+1 = (−1)n+2Fn+1,

which completes the induction.

Now we state a little more difficult identity:

F 2
n + F 2

n−1 = F2n−1. (5.2)

It is easy to check this for many values of n, and we can be convinced that it 

is true, but to prove it is a bit more difficult. Why is this more difficult than 

previous identities? Because if we want to prove it by induction (we don’t really 

have other means at this point), then on the right-hand side.
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We have only every other Fibonacci number, and so we don’t know how to 

apply the recursion there. One way to fix this is to find a similar formula for 

F2n, and prove both of them by induction.With some luck (or deep intuition?) 

you can conjecture the following:

Fn+ 1Fn+ FnFn− 1 = F2n.(4.3) (5.3)

Again, it is easy to check that this holds for many small values of n. To

prove (5.3), let us use the basic recurrence (5.1) twice:

Fn+1Fn + FnFn−1 = (Fn + Fn−1)Fn + (Fn−1 + Fn−2)Fn−1

= F 2
n + F 2

n−1 + (FnFn−1 + Fn−1Fn−2)

(apply (5.2) to the first term and induction to the second term)

= F2n−1 + F2n−2 = F2n.

The proof of (5.2) is similar:

F 2
n + F 2

n−1 = (Fn−1 + Fn−2)
2 + F 2

n−1

=
(
F 2
n−1 + F 2

n−2
)

+ 2Fn−1Fn−2 + F 2
n−1

= F 2
n−1 + F 2

n−2 + Fn−1 (Fn−2 + Fn−1) + Fn−1Fn−2

= F 2
n−1 + F 2

n−2 + FnFn−1 + Fn−1Fn−2

(apply induction to the first term and (5.3) to the second term)
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Wait a second! What sort of trickery is that? Do we use (4.3) in the proof 

of (4.2) and then (4.2) in the proof of (4.3)? Relax, the statement is OK: 

it’s just that the two proofs of induction have to go simultaneously. If we 

know that both (4.3) and (4.2) are valid for a certain value of n, then we can 

prove (4.2) for the next value (if you look at the evidence, you will see that 

it only uses smaller values of n), and then use this and the induction theorem 

to prove it again (4.3). This trick is called simultaneous induction, and it is a 

useful method to make induction more powerful.

Activity Prove that the following recurrence can be used to compute 

Fibonaccinumbers of odd index, without computing those with even index:

F2n+1 = 3F2n−1 − F2n−3

Use this identity to prove (5.2) without the trick of simultaneous induction.

Give a similar proof of (5.3).

Solution:

Fn+2 = Fn+1 + Fn = (Fn + Fn−1) + Fn = 2Fn + (Fn − Fn−2) = 3Fn − Fn−2.

Replacing n by 2n − 1, we get the recurrence for odd-index Fibonacci

numbers. Using this to prove (5.2):
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F 2n+ 1 + F 2n = (Fn + Fn−1)
2 + F 2

n

= 2F 2
n + F 2

n−1 + 2FnFn−1

= 3F 2
n + 2F 2

n−1− (Fn − Fn−1)
2

= 3F 2
n + 2F 2

n−1 − F 2
n−2

= 3(F 2
n + F 2

n−1)− (F 2
n−1 + F 2

n−2)

= 3F2n−1 − F2n−3 = F2n+1

Suppose Fibonacci’s farmer begins with A newborn rabbit. At the end of the

first month (when there is no natural population growth yet), he buys B −A

newborn rabbits to have B rabbits. And here on, rabbits begin to multiply,

and so they have A+B rabbits after the second month, A+ 2B rabbits after

the third month, etc. In the ninth month, how many rabbits does he have?

Mathematically, we define the E0, E1, E2 series. By E0 = A,E1 = B, and

from then on, En+1 = En + En−1 (the rabbits are multiplied by the same

biology rule; the starting numbers are different).

We have this ”modified Fibonacci series” for every two numbers A and B.

How different are they from the real Fibonacci sequence? Will we have to

test them separately for both A and B choices? It turns out that En numbers

can be represented very simply in terms of Fn Fibonacci numbers. To see

this, let’s measure a few starting values for the series En (the result would, of

course, include the starting values A and B as parameters).
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E0 = A,

E1 = B,

E2 = A+B,

E3 = B + (A+B) = A+ 2B,

E4 = (A+B) + (A+ 2B) = 2A+ 3B,

E5 = (A+ 2B) + (2A+ 3B) = 3A+ 5B,

E6 = (2A+ 3B) + (3A+ 5B) = 5A+ 8B,

E7 = (3A+ 5B) + (5A+ 8B) = 8A+ 13B, .

It’s easy to know what’s going on, En is the sum of a multiple of A and a

multiple of B, and the coefficients are ordinary Fibonacci numbers! We may

conjecture for a formula

En = Fn−1A+ FnB (5.4)

Of course, we have not proved this formula; but once we write it up, its

proof is so easy (by induction on n, of course) that it is left to the reader as

Self-Assessment 4.2.

There is an important special case for this identity. We can start with two

consecutive Fibonacci numbers A = Fa and B = Fa+1. Then the En series is

like the Fibonacci sequence, except it’s switched to the left. That’s why we

get the following identity:

Fa+b+1 = Fa+1Fb+1 + FaFb. (5.5)
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It is a important identity for Fibonacci numbers that can be used to derive

many others; some implementations follow as exercises.

Self-Assessment 4.2

1. Give a proof of (5.2) and (5.3), based on (5.5).

2. Cut a chessboard into 4 pieces as shown in Figure and assemble a 5 × 13

rectangle from them. Does this prove that 5 · 13 = 82? Where are we

cheating? What does this have to do with Fibonacci numbers?

4.3     FORMULA FOR THE FIBONACCI NUMBER

How large are the Fibonacci numbers? Is there a simple formula that expresses

Fn as a function of n?

An easy way out, at least for the author of a book, is to state the answer

right away:

Theorem 1 The Fibonacci numbers are given by the formula

Fn =
1√
5

((
1 +
√

5

2

)n

−

(
1−
√

5

2

)n)
Proof

It is straightforward to check that this formula gives the right value for

n = 0, 1, and then one can prove its validity for all n by induction

Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2
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Fn =
1√
5

(1 +
√

5

2

)n−1

−

(
1−
√

5

2

)n−1
+

1√
5

(1 +
√

5

2

)n−2

−

(
1−
√

5

2

)n−2


Fn =
1√
5

(1 +
√

5

2

)n−2(
1 +
√

5

2
+ 1

)
−

(
1−
√

5

2

)n−2(
1−
√

5

2
+ 1

)
Simplifying we get

Fn =
1√
5

((
1 +
√

5

2

)n

−

(
1−
√

5

2

)n)

Do you feel cheated by this proof? You should; while it is, of course,

logically correct what we did, one would like to see more: How can one arrive

at such a formula? What should we try to get a similar formula if we face a

similar, but different, recurrence? So let us forget Theorem 1 for a while and

let us try to find a formula for Fn “from scratch.” One thing we can try is

to experiment. The Fibonacci numbers grow quite fast; how fast? Let’s grab

our calculator and compute the ratio of consecutive Fibonacci numbers:

1/1 = 1,

2/1 = 2,

3/2 = 1.5,

5/3 = 1.666666667,

8/5 = 1.600000000,

13/8 = 1.625000000,
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21/13 = 1.615384615, 

34/21 = 1.619047619, 

55/34 = 1.617647059,

89/55 = 1.618181818,

144/89 = 1.617977528, 

233/144 = 1.618055556, 

377/233 = 1.618025751

The ratio of consecutive Fibonacci numbers seems to be very similar to 1.618, 

at least if we disregard the first few values. It implies that the Fibonacci 

numbers behave like a geometric progression (the ratio of any two consecutive 

elements will be exactly the same for a geometric progression). So let’s see 

if there is any geometric progression that satisfies the same recurrence as the 

Fibonacci numbers. Let Gn = c · qn be a geometrical progression (c, q 6= 0). 

Then, yeah,

Gn+1 = Gn +Gn−1

translates into

c · qn+1 = c · qn + c · qn−1,

which after simplification becomes
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So both numbers c and n disappear.

The absence of c and n may be predicted from the equation. The explana-

tion for this is that if we find a sequence that satisfies Fibonacci’s recurrence,

we can multiply its elements by some other real number and get another se-

quence that satisfies the recurrence. This means that we’re not going to get

any condition on c. Therefore, if we have a series that satisfies Fibonacci’s re-

currence, then beginning a series somewhere later, it also satisfies recurrence.

This suggests that we should not get any condition on n.

So we have a quadratic equation for q, which we can solve and get

q1 =
1 +
√

5

2
≈ 1.618034,

q2 =
1−
√

5

2
≈ −0.618034.

This gives us two kinds of geometric progressions that satisfy the samere-

currence as the Fibonacci numbers:

G′n = c

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

G′n = c

(
1−
√

5

2

)n

(where c is an arbitrary constant). Unfortunately, neither Gn nor G′n gives the

Fibonacci sequence: for one, G0 = G′0 = c, while F0 = 0. But notice that the 

sequence Gn - G’n also satisfies the recurrence:
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(
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)
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(
Gn−1 −G′n−1

)



(using that Gn and G′n satisfy the recurrence). So we have matched t he first

value F0, since G0 −G′0 = 0. What about the next one? We have G1 −G′1 =

c
√

5.We can match this with F1 = 1 if we choose c = 1/
√

5.

Thus we have two sequences, Fn and Gn − G′n, that both begin with the

same two numbers and satisfy the same recurrence. So we can use the same

rule to compute the numbers Fn as the numbers Gn−G′n, and it follows that

they must be the same: Fn = Gn −G′n.

Now you can substitute for the values of Gn and G′n and see that we got

the formula in the theorem! The formula we just derived gives new kind of

information about the Fibonacci numbers. The first base in the exponential

expression is q1 = 1+
√
5

2
≈ 1.618034 > 1, while the second base q2 is between

−1 and 0. Hence if n increases, then Gn will become very large, while |G′n| <

1/2 once n ≥ 2, and in fact, G′n becomes very small. This means that

Fn ≈ Gn =
1√
5

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

,

where the term we ignore is less than 1/2 if n ≥ 2 (and tends to 0 if n

tends to infinity); this implies that Fn is the integer nearest to Gn. The base

τ =
(
1 +
√

5
)
/2 is a famous number. It is called the golden ratio, and it comes

up all over mathematics; for example, it is the ratio between the diagonal and

side of a regular pentagon. Another way to characterize it is the following, If

b/a = τ , then(a + b)/b = τ . So if the ratio between the longer and shorter

sides of a rectangle is τ , then cutting off a square, we are left with a rectangle

that is similar to the original.
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Self-Assessment 4.3

1. Define a sequence of integers Ln by L1 = 1, L2 = 3, and Ln+1 = Ln +

Ln−1. (These numbers are called Lucas numbers.) Show that Ln can

be expressed in the form a · qn1 + b · qn2 (where q1 and q2 are the same

numbers as in the proof above), and find the values of a and b.

2. Define a sequence of integers In by I0 = 0, I1 = 1, and In+1 = 4In+In−1.

(a) Find a combinatorial counting problem to which the answer is In.

(b) Find a formula for In.

3. Alice claims that she knows another formula for the Fibonacci numbers,

Fn =
∣∣en/2−1∣∣ for n = 1, 2, ...(where e = 2.718281828... is, naturally, the

base of the natural logarithm). Is she right?

4.4 PASCAL'S TRIANGLE

To study various properties of binomial coefficients, the following picture is

very useful. We arrange all binomial coefficients into a triangular scheme:

in the “zeroth” row we put
(
0
0

)
in the first row, we

(
1
0

)
put and

(
1
1

)
; in th

second row,
(
2
0

)
,
(
2
1

)
,
(
2
2

)
; etc. In general, the nth row contains the numbers(

n
0

)
,
(
n
1

)
, .....

(
n
n

)
. We shift these rows so that their midpoints match; this way

we get a pyramid like scheme, called Pascal’s Triangle (named after the French

mathematician and philosopher Blaise Pascal, 1623–1662). The figure below
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shows only a finite piece of Pascal’s Triangle.
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(
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0
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1
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6

2
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3
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6

5
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6

6

)
We can replace each binomial coefficient by its numerical value to getanother

version of Pascal’s Triangle (going a little further down, to the eighth row):

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

Self-Assessment 4.4

1.
Prove that Pascal’s Triangle is symmetric with respect to the vertical

line through its apex.
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4.5 IDENTITIES IN PASCAL'S TRIANGLE

Looking at Pascal’s Triangle, it is not hard to notice its most important prop-

erty: Every number in it (other than the 1’s on the boundary) is the sum

of the two numbers immediately above it. This, in fact, is a property of the

binomial coefficients. (
n

k

)
=

(
n− 1

k − 1

)
+

(
n− 1

k

)
(5.6)

This property of Pascal’s Triangle enables us to generate the triangle very

fast, building it up row by row, using (5.6). It also gives us a tool to prove

many properties of the binomial coefficients, as we shall see.

As a first application, let us give a new solution to proof of the Binomial

Theorem. There the task was to prove the identity

(
n

0

)
−
(
n

1

)
+

(
n

2

)
−
(
n

3

)
+ ......... (−1)n

(
n

n

)
= 0

using the Binomial Theorem. Now we give a proof based on (5.6): We can

replace
(
n
0

)
by
(
n−1
0

)
, both are just 1,

(
n
1

)
by
(
n−1
0

)
+
(
n−1
1

)
,
(
n
2

)
by
(
n−1
1

)
+
(
n−1
2

)
,

etc. Thus we get the sum

(
n− 1

0

)
−
[(
n− 1

0

)
+

(
n− 1

1

)]
+

[(
n− 1

1

)
+

(
n− 1

2

)]
− .......

.........+ (−1)n−1
[(
n− 1

n− 2

)
+

(
n− 1

n− 1

)]
+ (−1)n

(
n− 1

n− 1

)
which is clearly 0, since the second term in each pair of brackets cancels with

the first term in the next pair of brackets.
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This method gives more than just a new proof of an identity we already

know. What do we get if we start the same way, adding and subtracting

binomial coefficients alternatingly, but stop earlier?Writing this as a formula,

we take (
n

0

)
−
(
n

1

)
+

(
n

2

)
−
(
n

3

)
+ ......... (−1)k

(
n

k

)
= 0

If we do the same trick as above, we get(
n− 1

0

)
−
[(
n− 1

0

)
+

(
n− 1

1

)]
+

[(
n− 1

1

)
+

(
n− 1

2

)]
− .......

.........+ (−1)k
[(
n− 1

k − 1

)
+

(
n− 1

k

)]

Here again every term cancels except the last one; so the result is (−1)k
(
n−1
k

)
.

There are many other surprising relations satisfied by the numbers in Pascal’s

Triangle. For example, let’s ask, what is the sum of the squares of elements in

each row? Let’s experiment by computing the sum of the squares of elements

in the first few rows

12 = 1

12 + 12 = 2

12 + 22 + 12 = 6

12 + 32 + 32 + 12 = 20

12 + 42 + 62 + 42 + 12 = 70

We may recognize these numbers as the numbers in the middle column of

Pascal’s Triangle. Of course, only every second row contains an entry in the

middle column, so the last value above, the sum of squares in the fourth row

is the middle element in the eighth row. So the examples above suggest the
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following identity

(
n

0

)2

+

(
n

1

)2

+

(
n

2

)2

+ .........+

(
n

n− 1

)2

+

(
n

n

)2

=

(
2n

n

)
(5.7)

Of course, the few experiments above do not prove that this identity always

holds, so we need a proof.

We will give an interpretation of both sides of the identity as the result

of a counting problem; it will turn out that they count the same things, so

they are equal. It is obvious what the right-hand side counts: the number of

subsets of size n of a set of size 2n. It will be convenient to choose the set

S = {1, 2, ..., 2n} as our 2n-element set.

The combinatorial interpretation of the left-hand side is not so easy. Con-

sider a typical term, say
(
n
k

)2
. We claim that this is the number of n-element

subsets of {1, 2, ..., 2n} that contain exactly k elements from {1, 2, ..., n} (the

first half of our set S). In fact, how do we choose such an n-element subset

of S? We choose k elements from {1, 2, ..., n} and then n − k elements from

{n + 1, n + 2, ..., 2n}. The first can be done in
(
n
k

)
ways; no matter which

k-element subset of {1, 2, ..., n} we selected, we have
(

n
n−k

)
ways to choose

the other part. Thus the number of ways to choose an n-element subset of S

having k elements from {1, 2, ..., n} is(
n

k

)
·
(

n

n− k

)
=

(
n

k

)
(by the symmetry of Pascal’s Triangle).

Now, to get the total number of n-element subsets of S, we have to sum

these numbers for all values of k = 0, 1, ..., n. This proves identity ( [?]).
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Self-Assessment 4.5

1. Give a proof of the formula ,

1 +

(
n

1

)
+

(
n

2

)
+ .........+

(
n

n− 1

)
+

(
n

n

)
= 2n

along the lines of the proof of (3.3). (One could expect that, as with the

“alternating” sum, we could get a nice formula for the sum obtained by

stopping earlier, like
(
n
0

)
+
(
n
1

)
+ ......... +

(
n

k

)
= 0. But this is not the

case: No simpler expression is known for this sum in general.

2. By the Binomial Theorem, the right-hand side in identity (5.7) is the

coefficient of xnyn in the expansion of (x+ y)2n. Write (x+ y)2n in the

form (x+ y)n (x+ y)n, expand both factors (x+ y)n using the Bino-

mial Theorem, and then try to figure out the coefficient of xnyn in the

product. Show that this gives another proof of identity (5.7).

3. Prove the following identity:(
n

0

)(
n

k

)
+

(
n

1

)(
m

k − 1

)
+.........+

(
n

k − 1

)(
m

1

)
+

(
n

k

)(
m

0

)
=

(
n+m

k

)
n use a combinatorial interpretation of both sides, as in the proof of (5.7)

above, or the Binomial Theorem as in the previous exercise.

Here is another relation between the numbers in Pascal’s Triangle. Let

us start with the first element in the nth row, and sum the elements moving

down diagonally to the right . For example, starting with the first element in
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the second row, we get
1 = 1

1 + 3 = 4

1 + 3 + 6 = 10

1 + 3 + 6 + 10 = 20

1 + 3 + 6 + 10 + 15 = 35

These numbers are just the numbers in the next skew line of the table!

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1

1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1

If we want to put this in a formula, we get(
n

0

)
+

(
n+ 1

1

)
+

(
n+ 2

2

)
.........+

(
n+ k

k

)
=

(
n+ k + 1

k

)
(5.8)

To prove this identity, we use induction on k. If k = 0, the identity just says
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that 1 = 1, so it is trivially true. (We can check it also for k = 1, even

though this is not necessary. Anyway, it says that 1 + (n + 1) = n + 2.) So

suppose that the identity ( [?]) is true for a given value of k, and we want to

prove that it also holds for k + 1 in place of k. In other words, we want to

prove that(
n

0

)
+

(
n+ 1

1

)
+

(
n+ 2

2

)
.........+

(
n+ k

k

)
+

(
n+ k + 1

k + 1

)
=

(
n+ k + 2

k + 1

)

Here the sum of the first k terms on the left-hand side is
(
n+k+1

k

)
by the induc-

tion hypothesis, and so the left-hand side is equal to

(
n+ k + 1

k

)
+

(
n+ k + 1

k + 1

)

But this is indeed equal to
(
n+k+2
k+1

)
by the fundamental property (5.6) of

Pascal’s Triangle. This completes the proof by induction.

Self-Assessment 4.6

1. Suppose that you want to choose a (k + 1)-element subset of the (n +

k+1)- element set {1, 2, ..., n+k+1}. You decide to do this by choosing

first the largest element, then the rest. Show that counting the number

of ways to choose the subset this way, you get a combinatorial proof of

identity ( [?]).

4.6 KEY POINTS

• 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, 1597, ....

The numbers in the series are called Fibonacci numbers.
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• There are several interesting relationships that are true for Fibonacci

numbers. For example, what is the sum of the first Fibonacci numbers?

We have

0 = 0

0 + 1 = 1

0 + 1 + 1 = 2

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 4

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 7

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 = 12

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 = 20

0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 + 13 = 33\

• Looking at these numbers for a little while, it’s not hard to understand

that by adding 1 to the right-hand side, we obtain Fibonacci numbers;

in addition, we get Fibonacci numbers two steps after the last summons.

As a formula, we have

F0 + F1 + F2 + ···+ Fn = Fn+2 − 1

• We can start with two consecutive Fibonacci numbers A = Fa and

B = Fa+1. Then the En series is like the Fibonacci sequence, except it’s

switched to the left. That’s why we get the following identity:

Fa+b+1 = Fa+1Fb+1 + FaFb

• The Fibonacci numbers are given by the formula
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Fn =
1√
5

((
1 +
√

5

2

)n

−

(
1−
√

5

2

)n)

• To study various properties of binomial coefficients, the following picture

is very useful. We arrange all binomial coefficients into a triangular

scheme. We shift these rows so that their midpoints match; this way

we get a pyramidlike scheme, called Pascal’s Triangle (named after the

French mathematician and philosopher Blaise Pascal, 1623–1662). The

figure below shows only a finite piece of Pascal’s Triangle.

(
0

0

)
(

1

0

) (
1

1

)
(

2

0

) (
2

1

) (
2

2

)
(

3

0

) (
3

1

) (
3

2

) (
3

3

)
(

4

0

) (
4

1

) (
4

2

) (
4

3

) (
4

4

)
(

5

0

) (
5

1

) (
5

2

) (
5

3

) (
5

4

) (
5

5

)
(

6

0

) (
6

1

) (
6

2

) (
6

3

) (
6

4

) (
6

5

) (
6

6

)

• We can replace each binomial coefficient by its numerical value to get

another version of Pascal’s Triangle (going a little further down, to the
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eighth row):

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

• Looking at Pascal’s Triangle, Every number in it (other than the 1’s

on the boundary) is the sum of the two numbers immediately above it.

This, in fact, is a property of the binomial coefficients.

(
n

k

)
=

(
n− 1

k − 1

)
+

(
n− 1

k

)

Solution of Self-Assessment 4.1

Fn+1.

Solution of Self-Assessment 4.2

1. (5.2) follows by taking a = b = n−1. (5.3), follows by taking a = n, b =

n− 1.

2. The “diagonal” is in fact a very long and narrow parallelogram with

area 1. The trick depends on the fact Fn+1Fn−1 − F 2
n = (−1)n is very

small compared to F 2
n .
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1. For n = 1 and n = 2, if we require that Ln be of the given form, then

we get

L1 = 1 = a+ b,

L2 = 3 = a
1 +
√

5

2
+ b

1−
√

5

2

Solving for a and b, we get

a =
1 +
√

5

2

b =
1−
√

5

2

Then

Ln =

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

+

(
1−
√

5

2

)n

which follows by induction on n just as in the previous problem.

2. For example, every day Jack buys either an ice cream for $1 or a giant

sundae for $2. There are 4 different flavors of ice cream, but only one

kind of sundae. If he has n dollars, in how many ways can he spend the

money?

In =
1

2
√

5

((
2 +
√

5
)n
−
(

2−
√

5
)n)

3. The formula works for n = 1, 2, ..., 10 but fails for n = 11, when it gives

91. In fact, it will be more and more off as we increase n.We have seen

that

Fn ∼
1√
5

(
1 +
√

5

2

)n

= (0.447...) · (1.618...)n.
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In the formula of Alice, the rounding plays less and less of a role, so⌈
en/2−1

⌉
∼ en/2−1 = (0.367...) · (1.648...)n,

and so the ratio between Alice’s numbers and the corresponding

Fibonaccinumbers is⌈
en/2−1

⌉
Fn

∼ en/2−1 =
(0.367...) · (1.648...)n

0.477
= (0.822...) · (1.018...)n

Since the base of the exponential is larger than 1, this tends to infinity as 

n grows.

Solution of Self-Assessment 4.4

1. This is the same as
(
n
k

)
=
(

n
n−k

)
2.
(
n
0

)
=
(
n
n

)
= 1 (e.g., by the general formula for the binomial coefficients).

Solution of Self-Assessment 4.5

1.

1 +

(
n

1

)
+

(
n

2

)
+ .........+

(
n

n− 1

)
+

(
n

n

)
= 1 +

[(
n− 1

0

)
+

(
n− 1

1

)]
+[(

n− 1

1

)
+

(
n− 1

2

)]
+ .........+

[(
n− 1

n− 2

)
+

(
n− 1

n− 1

)]
+ 1

= 2

[(
n− 1

0

)
+

(
n− 1

1

)
+ ....

(
n− 1

n− 2

)
+

(
n− 1

n− 1

)]
= 2 · 2n−1 = 2n
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2. The coefficient of xnyn in

((
n

0

)
xn +

(
n

1

)
xn−1y + .........+

(
n

n− 1

)
xyn−1 +

(
n

n

)
yn
)2

is

(
n

0

)(
n

n

)
+

(
n

1

)(
n

n− 1

)
+ .........+

(
n

n− 1

)(
n

1

)
+

(
n

n

)(
n

0

)

3. The left-hand side counts all k-element subsets of an (n + m)- element

set by distinguishing them according to how many elements they pick

up from the first n.

Solution of Self-Assessment 4.6

1. If the largest element is j (which is at least n+ 1), then the rest can be

chosen
(
j−1
n

)
ways. If we sum over all j ≥ n+ 1, we get the identity

(
n

n

)
+

(
n+ 1

n

)
+ .........+

(
n+ k

n

)
=

(
n+ k + 1

n+ 1

)
Using that

(
n+i
n

)
=
(
n+i
i

)
, we get ( [?]).
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INTRODUCTION 

The binary tree is a fundamental structure in mathematics and computer science. Some 

of the terminology of rooted trees, such as, edge, path, branch, leaf, depth, and level 

number, will also be used for binary trees. However, we will use the term node, rather 

than vertex, with binary trees. We emphasize that a binary tree is not a special case of 

a rooted tree; they are different mathematical objects. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

After completion of the unit, you will be able to: 

• Binary Trees   

• Complete and Extended Binary Trees 

• Representing Binary Trees in Memory  

• Traverse Binary Trees  

• Describe Binary Search Trees  

• Use Priority Queues, Heaps  

• Explain Path Lengths, Huffman’s Algorithm  

• Summarize General (Ordered Rooted) Trees Revisited 

 



The above definition of a binary tree T is recursive since T is defined in terms of

the binary subtrees T1 and T2. This means, in particular, that every node N of T 
contains a left and a right subtree, and either subtree or both subtrees may be

empty. Thus every node N in T has 0, 1, or 2 successors. A node with no successors

is called a terminal node. Thus both subtrees of a terminal node are empty.

5.1.1 Picture of a Binary Tree

A binary tree T is f requently presented by a diagram in the plane called a picture 
of T .  Specifically, the diagram in Fig. 5.1(a) represents a binary tree as f ollows:

1. T consists of 11 nodes, represented by the letters A through L, excluding I.

2. The root of T is the node A at the top of the diagram.

3. A left-downward slanted line at a node N indicates a left successor of N ;

and a right-downward slanted line at N indicates a right successor of N .

Accordingly, in Fig. 5.1(a):

(a) B is a left successor and C is a right successor of the root A.

(b) The left subtree of the root A consists of the nodes B, D, E, and F ,
 and the right subtree of A consists of the nodes C, G, H, J, K, and L.

(c) The nodes A, B, C, and H have two successors, the nodes E and J
have only one successor, and the nodes D, F , G, L, and K have no 
successors, i.e., they are terminal nodes

5.1.2 Similar Binary Trees

Binary trees T and T ′ are said to be similar if they have the same structure or,

in other words, if they have the same shape. The trees are said to be copies if

they are similar and if they have the same contents at corresponding nodes.
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5.1 BINARY TREES

A binary tree T is defined as a finite set of elements, called nodes, such that:

1. T is empty (called the null tree or empty tree), or

2.

         
T contains  a distinguished  node R, called the root of T, and the remaining 
nodes of T form an ordered pair of disjoint binary trees T1 and T2.

If T does contain a root R, then the two trees T1 and T2 are called, 
respectively, the left and right subtrees of R. If T1 is nonempty, then its root is 
called the left successor of R; similarly, if T2 is nonempty, then its root is 
called the right successor of R.



Figure 5.1:

5.1.3 Terminology

Terminology describing family relationships is frequently used to describe rela-

tionships between the nodes of a tree T . Specifically, suppose N is a node in T with

left successor S1 and right successor S2. Then N is called the parent (or father) of 
S1 and S2. Analogously, S1 is called the left child (or left son) of N, and S2 is called 
the right child (or right son) of N.

Furthermore, S1 and S2 are said to be siblings (or brothers). Every node N 
in a binary tree T , except the root, has a unique parent, called the predecessor

of N. The terms descendant and ancestor have their usual meaning. That is,

a node L is called a descendant of a node N (and N is called an ancestor of

L) if there is a succession of children from N to L. In particular, L is called

a left or right descendant of N according to whether L belongs to the left or right

subtree of N. Terminology from graph theory and horticulture are also used with

a binary tree T . Specifically, the line drawn from a node N of T to a successor is
called an edge, and a sequence of consecutive edges is called a path.

A terminal node is called a leaf, and a path ending in a leaf is called a branch.

Each node in a binary tree T is assigned a level number, as follows. The root R of

the tree T is assigned the level number 0, and every other node is assigned a level

number which is 1 more than the level number of its parent. Furthermore, those

nodes with the same level number are said to belong to the same generation.

The depth (or height) of a tree T is the maximum number of nodes in a branch

of T . This turns out to be 1 more than the largest level number of T . The tree

T in Fig. 5-1(a) has depth 5.
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Activity 5.1 Consider the four binary trees in Fig. 5.1(b). The three trees

(1), (3), and (4) are similar. In particular the trees (1) and (3) are copies since

they also have the same data at corresponding nodes. The tree (2) is neither

similar nor a copy of the tree (4) because, in a binary tree, we distinguish between

a left successor and a right successor even when there is only one successor.



5.2 COMPLETE AND EXTENDED BINARY TREES

This section considers two special kinds of binary trees.

5.2.1 Complete Binary Trees

Consider any binary tree T . Each node of T can have at most two children.

Accordingly, one can show that level r of T can have at most 2r nodes. The

tree T is said to be complete if all its levels, except possibly the last, have the

maximum number of possible nodes, and if all the nodes at the last level appear

as far left as possible. Thus there is a unique complete tree Tn with exactly n

nodes (where we ignore the contents of the nodes).

Figure 5.2: Complete tree T26

The complete tree T26 with 26 nodes appears in Fig. 5-2. The nodes of the

complete binary tree T26 in Fig. 5-2 have been purposely labeled by the integers

1, 2, . . . , 26, from left to right, generation by generation.With this labeling,

one can easily determine the children and parent of any node K in any complete

tree Tn. Specifically, the left and right children of the node K are, respectively,

2∗K and 2∗K + 1, and the parent of K is the node [K/2]. For example, the

children of node 9 are the nodes 18 and 19, and its parent is the node [9/2] = 4.

The depth dn of the complete tree Tn with n nodes is given by

dn = blog2n + 1c

This is a relatively small number. For example, if the complete tree Tn has

n = 1000000 nodes, then its depth dn = 21.
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5.2.2 Extended Binary Trees: 2-Trees

A binary tree tree T is said to be a 2-tree or an extended binary tree if each node

N has either 0 or 2 children. In such a case, the nodes with two children are

called internal nodes, and the nodes with 0 children are called external nodes.

Sometimes the nodes are distinguished in diagrams by using circles for internal

nodes and squares for external nodes.

The term “extended binary tree” comes from the following operation. Con-

sider any binary tree T , such as the tree in Fig. 5-3(a). Then T may be

“converted” into a 2-tree by replacing each empty subtree by a new node, as

pictured in Fig. 5-3(b). Observe that the new tree is, indeed, a 2-tree. Further-

more, the nodes in the original tree T are now the internal nodes in the extended

tree, and the new nodes are the external nodes in the extended tree.We note that

if a 2-tree has n internal nodes, then it will have n + 1external nodes.

Figure 5.3: Converting a binary tree T into a 2-tree

5.2.3 Algebraic Expressions and Polish Notation

Let E be any algebraic expression which uses only binary operations, such as,

E = (a− b)/((c× d) + e)

Then E can be represented by a 2-tree as in Fig. 5-4(a) where the variables

in E appear as the external nodes, and the operations in E appear as internal

nodes. The Polish mathematician Lukasiewicz observed that by placing the

binary operation symbol before its arguments, e.g.,

+ab instead of a + b and /cd instead of c/d
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one does not need to use any parentheses. This notation is called Polish nota-

tion in prefix form. (Analogously, one can place the symbol after its arguments,

called Polish notation in postfix form.) Rewriting E in prefix form we obtain:
E = /− ab +×cde

Observe that this is precisely the lexicographic order of the vertices in its 2-tree

which can be obtained by scanning the tree as in Fig. 5-4(b).

Figure 5.4:

5.3 REPRESENTING BINARY TREES IN MEMORY

Let T be a binary tree. This section discusses two ways of representing T in

memory. The first and usual way is called the linked representation of T and is

analogous to the way linked lists are represented in memory. The second way,

which uses a single array, is called the sequential representation of T . The main

requirement of any representation of T is that one should have direct access to

the root R of T and, given any node N of T , one should have direct access to

the children of N .

5.3.1 Linked Representation of Binary Trees

Consider a binary tree T . Unless otherwise stated or implied, T will be main-

tained in memory by means of a linked representation which uses three parallel

arrays, INFO, LEFT , and RIGHT , and a pointer variable ROOT as follows.

First of all, each node N of T will correspond to a location K such that:

1. INFO[K] contains the data at the node N .

2. LEFT [K] contains the location of the left child of node N .
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3. RIGHT [K] contains the location of the right child of node N .

Furthermore, ROOT will contain the location of the root R of T . If any

subtree is empty, then the corresponding pointer will contain the null value; if

the tree T itself is empty, then ROOT will contain the null value.

Most of our examples will show a single item of information at each node N

of a binary tree T . In actual practice, an entire record may be stored at the

node N . In other words, INFO may actually be a linear array of records or a

collection of parallel arrays.

Any invalid address may be chosen for the null pointer denoted by NULL.

In actual practice, 0 or a negative number is used for NULL.

Activity 5.2 Consider the binary tree T in Fig. 5-1(a). The linked rep-

resentation of T appears in Fig. 10-5 where we have written the linear arrays

vertical rather than horizontal for notational convenience. Note that

ROOT = 5 points to INFO[5] = A since A is the root of T .Also, note

that LEFT [5] = 10 points to INFO[10] = B since B is the left child of A, and

RIGHT [5] = 2 points to INFO[2] = C since C is the right child of A. And so

on. The choice of 18 elements for the arrays is arbitrary.

Figure 5.5:

5.3.2 Sequential Representation of Binary Trees

Suppose T is a binary tree that is complete or nearly complete. Then there is an

efficient way of maintaining T in memory called the sequential representation of

T . This representation uses only a single linear array TREE

together with a pointer variable END as follows:

1. The root R of T is stored in TREE[1].

2. If a node N occupies TREE[K], then its left child is stored in TREE[2∗K]

and its right child is stored in TREE[2 ∗K + 1].

3. END contains the location of the last node of T .
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Figure 5.6:

Furthermore, the node N at TREE[K] contains an empty left subtree or

an empty right subtree according as 2∗K or 2∗K + 1 exceeds END or according

as TREE[2 ∗K] or TREE[2∗K + 1] contains the NULL value. The sequential

representation of the binary tree T in Fig. 5-6(a) appears in Fig. 5-6(b).

Observe that we require 14 locations in the array TREE even though T has

only 9 nodes. Generally speaking, the sequential representation of a tree with

depth d will require an array with approximately 2d elements. Accordingly, this

sequential representation is usually inefficient unless, as stated above, the binary

tree T is complete or nearly complete. For example, the tree T in Fig. 5-1(a) has

11 nodes and depth 5, which means it would require an array with approximately

25 = 32 elements.

5.4 TRAVERSING BINARY TREES

There are three standard ways of traversing a binary tree T with root R. These

three algorithms, called preorder, inorder, and postorder, are as follows:

Preorder:

1. Process the root R.

2. Traverse the left subtree of R in preorder.

3. Traverse the right subtree of R in preorder.

Inorder:

1. Traverse the left subtree of R in inorder.
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2. Process the root R.

3. Traverse the right subtree of R in inorder.

Postorder:

1. Traverse the left subtree of R in postorder.

2. Traverse the right subtree of R in postorder.

3. Process the root R.

Observe that each algorithm contains the same three steps, and that the left

subtree of R is always traversed before the right subtree. The difference between

the algorithms is the time at which the root R is processed. Specifically, in the

“pre” algorithm, the root R is processed before the subtrees are traversed; in the

“in” algorithm, the root Ris processed between the traversals of the subtrees;

and in the “post” algorithm, the root R is processed after the subtrees are

traversed. The three algorithms are sometimes called, respectively, the node-

left-right (NLR) traversal, the left-node-right (LNR) traversal, and the left-

right-node (LRN) traversal.

Activity 5.3 Consider the binary tree T in Fig. 5-7(a). Observe that A is

the root of T , that the left subtree LT of T consists of nodes B, D, and E, and

the right subtree RT of T consists of nodes C and F .

(a) The preorder traversal of T processes A, traverses LT , and traverses RT .

However, the preorder traversal of LT processes the root B, and then D and

E; and the preorder traversal of RT processes the root C and then F . Thus

ABDECF is the preorder traversal of T .

(b) The inorder traversal of T traverses LT processes A, and traverses RT

. However, the inorder traversal of LT processes D, B, and then E; and the

inorder traversal of RT processes C and then F . Thus DBEACF is the inorder

traversal of T .

(c) The postorder traversal of T traverses LT , traverses RT , and processes

A. However, the postorder traversal of LT , processes D, E, and then B, and

the postorder traversal of RT processes F and then C. Accordingly, DEBFCA

is the postorder traversal of T .

Activity 5.4 Let T be the binary tree in Fig. 5-7(b). The preorder traversal

is as follows:

(Preorder) A B D E F C G H J L K

This order is the same as the one obtained by scanning the tree from the left

as indicated by the path in Fig. 5-7(b). That is, one “travels” down the leftmost
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Figure 5.7:

branch until meeting a terminal node, then one backtracks to the next branch,

and so on. In the preorder traversal, the rightmost terminal node, node K, is

the last node scanned. Observe that the left subtree of the root A is traversed

before the right subtree, and both are traversed after A. The same is true for

any other node having subtrees, which is the underlying property of a preorder

traversal.

The reader can verify by inspection that the other two ways of traversing the

tree T in Fig. 5-7(b) are as follows:

(Inorder) D B F E A G C L J H K

(Postorder) D F E B G L J K H C A

Observe that the terminal nodes, D, F , G, L, and K, of the binary tree

in Fig. 5-7(b) are traversed in the same order, from left to right, in all three

traversals.We emphasize that this is true for any binary tree T .

5.5 BINARY SEARCH TREES

This section discusses one of the most important data structures in computer

science, a binary search tree.

This structure enables us to search for and find an element with an average

running time f(n) = 0(log2n), where n is the number of data items. It also

enables us to easily insert and delete elements. This structure contrasts with the

following structures:

(a) Sorted linear array: Here one can search for and find an element

with running time f(n) = 0(log2n). However, inserting and deleting elements is

expensive since, on the average, it involves moving 0(n) elements.

(b) Linked list: Here one can easily insert and delete elements. However,
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it is expensive to search and find an element, since one must use a linear search

with running time f(n) = 0(n).

Although each node in a binary search tree may contain an entire record of

data, the definition of the tree depends on a given field whose values are distinct

and may be ordered.

Definition: Suppose T is a binary tree. Then T is called a binary search

tree if each node N of T has the following property:

The value of N is greater than every value in the left subtree of N and is less

than every value in the right subtree of N .

It is not difficult to see that the above property guarantees that the inorder

traversal of T will yield a sorted listing of the elements of T .

The above definition of a binary search tree assumes that all the node values

are distinct. There is an analogous definition of a binary search tree T which

admits duplicates, that is, in which each node N has the following properties:

1. N > M for every node M in a left subtree of N .

2. N ≤M for every node M in a right subtree of N .

When this definition is used, the operations discussed below must be modified

accordingly.

Activity 5.5 The binary tree T in Fig. 5-8(a) is a binary search tree. That

is, every node N in T exceeds every number in its left subtree and is less than

every number in its right subtree. Suppose the 23 were replaced by 35. Then

T would still be a binary search tree. On the other hand, suppose the 23 were

replaced by 40. Then T would not be a binary search tree, since 40 would be in

the left subtree of 38 but 40 > 38.

5.5.1 Searching and Inserting in a Binary Search Tree

A search and insertion algorithm in a binary search tree T appears in Fig. 5-9

Activity 5.6 Consider the binary search tree T in Fig. 5-8(a). Suppose

ITEM = 20 is given, and we want to find or insert ITEM into T . Simulating

Algorithm 5-1, we obtain the following steps:

1. Compare ITEM = 20 with root R = 38. Since 20 < 38, proceed to the

left child of 38, which is 14.

2. Compare ITEM = 20 with 14. Since 20 > 14, proceed to the right child

of 14, which is 23.
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Figure 5.8:

Figure 5.9:

3. Compare ITEM = 20 with 23. Since 20 < 23, proceed to the left child of

23, which is 18.

4. Compare ITEM = 20 with 18. Since 20 > 18 and 18 has no right child,

insert 20 as the right child of 18.

Figure 5-11(b) shows the new tree with ITEM = 20 inserted. The path

down the tree during the algorithm has been ringed.

5.5.2 Deleting in a Binary Search Tree

An algorithm which deletes a given ITEM from a binary search tree T appears

in Fig. 5-5. It uses Algorithm 5.1 in Fig. 5-9 to find the location of ITEM in

T . Observe that case (iii) in Step 2(c) is more complicated than the first two

cases. The inorder successor S(N) of N is found as follows. From the node N ,

move right to the right child of N , and then successively move left until meeting

a node M with no left child. The node M is the inorder successor S(N) of N .
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Activity 5.7 Consider the binary tree T in Fig. 5-8(b). Suppose we want

to delete ITEM = 14 from T . First find the node N such that N = 14. Note

N = 14 has two children. Moving right and then left, we find the in order

successor S(N) = 18 of N . We delete S(N) = 18 by replacing it by its only

child 20, then we replace N = 14 by S(N) = 18. This yields the tree in Fig.

5-8(c).

Figure 5.10:

5.5.3 Complexity of the Binary Search Tree Algorithms

Let T be a binary tree with n nodes and depth d, and let f(n) denote the running

time of either of the above algorithms. Algorithm 5.1 tells us to proceed from the

root R down through the tree T until finding ITEM in T or inserting ITEM

as a terminal node. Algorithm 5.2 tells us to proceed from the root R down

through the tree T to find ITEM and then to continue down the tree T to find

the inorder successor of ITEM . In either case, the number of moves cannot

exceed the depth d of the tree. Thus the running time f(n) of either algorithm

depends on the depth d of the tree T .

Now suppose T has the property that, for any node N of T , the depths of the

subtrees of N differ by at most 1. Then the tree T is said to be balanced, and

d ≈ log2n. Therefore, the running time f(n) of either algorithm in a balanced

tree is very fast; specifically, f(n) = 0(log2n). On the other hand, as items are

added into a binary search tree T , there is no guarantee that T remains balanced.

It could even happen that d ≈ n. In this case, f (n) would be relatively slow;

specifically, f(n) = 0(n). Fortunately, there are techniques for rebalancing a

binary search tree T as elements are added to T . Such techniques, however, lie

beyond the scope of this text.
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5.6 PRIORITY QUEUES, HEAPS

Let S be a priority queue. That is, S is a set where elements may be periodically

inserted and deleted, but where the current largest element (element with highest

priority) is always deleted. One may maintain S in memory as follows:

(a) Linear array: Here one can easily insert an element by simply adding it

to the end of the array. However, it is expensive to search for and find

the largest element, since one must use a linear search with running time

f(n) = 0(n).

(b) Sorted linear array: Here the largest element is either first or last, and so

it is easily deleted. However, inserting and deleting elements is expensive

since, on the average, it involves moving 0(n) elements.

This section introduces a discrete structure which can efficiently implement

a priority queue S.

5.6.1 Heaps

Suppose H is a complete binary tree with n elements. We assume H is main-

tained in memory using its sequential representation, not a linked representation.

(See Section 5.4.)

Definition 5.1: Suppose H is a complete binary tree. Then H is called a

heap, or a maxheap, if each node Nhas the following property. The value of N

is greater than or equal to the value at each of the children of N .

Accordingly, in a heap, the value of N exceeds the value of every one of its

descendants. In particular, the root of H is a largest value of H. A minheap is

defined analogously: The value of N is less than or equal to the value at each of

its children.

Activity 5.8 Consider the complete binary tree H in Fig.5-11(a). Observe

that H is a heap. This means, in particular, that the largest element of H appears

at the “top” of the heap. Fig. 5-11(b) shows the sequential representation of H

by the array TREE and the variable END. Accordingly:

(a) TREE[1] is the root R of H.

(b) TREE[2K] and TREE[2K+1] are the left and right children of TREE[K].

(c) The variable END = 20 points to the last element in H.

(d) The parent of any nonroot node TREE(J) is the node TREE[J÷ 2] (where

J ÷ 2 means integer division).
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Observe that the nodes of H on the same level appear one after another in

the array TREE. The choice of 30 locations for TREE is arbitrary.

Figure 5.11:

5.6.2 Inserting into a Heap

Figure 5-12 gives an algorithm which inserts a given data ITEM into a heap H.

One must verify that Algorithm 5.3 does always yield a heap as a final tree. This

is not difficult to see, and we leave this verification to the reader.

Activity 5.9 Consider the heap H in Fig. 5-11. Suppose we want to insert

ITEM = 70 into H. Simulating Algorithm 5.3, we first adjoin ITEM as the last

element of the complete tree; that is, as the right child of 48.

Figure 5.12:

In other words, we set TREE[21] = 70 and END = 21. Then we reheap,

i.e., we let ITEM rise to its appropriate place as follows:

(a) Compare ITEM = 70 with its parent 48. Since 70 > 48, we interchange 70

and 48.
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(b) Compare ITEM = 70 with its new parent 55. Since 70 > 55, we interchange

70 and 55.

(c) Compare ITEM = 70 with its parent 88. Since 70 < 88, ITEM = 70 has

risen to its appropriate place in the heap H.

Figure 5-13 shows the final tree H with ITEM = 70 inserted. The path up

the tree by ITEM has been circled.

Figure 5.13:

5.6.3 Deleting the Root from a Heap

Figure 5-14 gives an algorithm which deletes the root R from a heap H. As with

inserting in a heap, one must verify that Algorithm 5.4 does always yield a heap

as a final tree. Again, we leave this verification to the reader.We also note that

Step 3 may not end until the node L reaches, the bottom of the tree, i.e., until

L has no children.

Activity 5.5 Consider the heap H in Fig. 5-15(a), where R = 95 is the

root and L = 22 is the last node of H. Suppose we want to delete R = 95 from

the heap H. Simulating Algorithm 5.4, we first “delete” R = 95by assigning

ITEM = 95, and then we replace R = 95 by L = 22. This yields the complete

tree in Fig. 5-15(b) which is not a heap. (Note that both subtrees of 22 are still

heaps.) Then we reheap, that is, we let L = 22 sink to its appropriate place as

follows:

(a) The children of L = 22 are 85 and 70. The larger is 85. Since 22 < 85,

interchange 22 and 85. This yields the tree in Fig. 5-15(c).

(b) The children of L = 22 are now 33 and 55. The larger is 55. Since 22 < 55,

interchange 22 and 55. This yields the tree in Fig. 5-15(d).
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Figure 5.14:

(c) The children of L = 22 are now 15 and 11. The larger is 15. Since 22 > 15,

the node L = 22 has sunk to its appropriate place in the heap.

Thus Fig. 5-15(d) is the required heap H without its original root R = 95.

Observe that we ringed the paths as L = 22 made its way down the tree.

Figure 5.15:

5.6.4 Complexity of the Heap Algorithms

Let H be a heap with n nodes. Since H is a complete tree, d ≈ log2n where d

is the depth of H. Algorithm 5.3 tells us to let the new ITEM proceed up the

tree, from level to level, until finding its appropriate place in H. Algorithm 5.4

tells us to let the original last node L proceed down the tree, level by level, until
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finding its appropriate place in H. In either case, the number of moves cannot

exceed the depth d of H. Thus the running time f(n) of either algorithm is very

fast; specifically, f(n) = 0(log2n). Accordingly, the heap is a much more efficient

way to implement a priority queue S than either the linear array or sorted linear

array mentioned at the beginning of the section.

5.7 PATH LENGTHS, HUFFMAN’S ALGORITHM

Let T be an extended binary tree or 2-tree (Section 5.3). Recall that if T has n

external nodes, then T has n − 1 internal nodes. Figure 5-3(b) shows a 2-tree

with seven external nodes and hence 7-1 = 6 internal nodes.

5.7.1 Weighted Path Lengths

Suppose T is a 2-tree with n external nodes, and suppose each external node

is assigned a (nonnegative) weight. The weighted path length (or simply path

length) P of the tree T is defined to be the sum

P = W1L1 + W2L2 + ...... + WnLn

where W1 is the weight at an external node Ni , and Li is the length of the path

from the root R to the node Li . (The path length P exists even for nonweighted

2-trees where one simply assumes the weight 1 at each external node.)

Activity 5.11 Figure 5-16 shows three 2-trees, T1, T2, T3, each having

external nodes with the same weights 2, 3, 5, and 11. The weighted path lengths

of the three trees are as follows:

P1 = 2(2) + 3(2) + 5(2) + 11(2) = 42

P2 = 2(1) + 3(3) + 5(3) + 11(2) = 48

P3 = 2(3) + 3(3) + 5(2) + 11(1) = 36

The quantities P1 and P3 indicate that the complete tree need not give a min-

imum path, and that the quantities P2 and P3 indicate that similar trees need

not give the same path length.
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Figure 5.16:

5.7.2   Huffman’s Algorithm

The general problem we want to solve is the following. Suppose a list of n weights

is given:

W1,W2, ...,Wn

Among all the 2-trees with n external nodes and with the given n weights,

find a tree T with a minimum weighted path length. (Such a tree T is seldom

unique.) Huffman gave an algorithm to find such a tree T . Huffman’s algorithm,

which appears in Fig. 5-17, is recursively defined in terms of the number n of

weights. In practice, we use an equivalent iterated form of the Huffman algorithm

which constructs the desired tree T from the bottom up rather than from the

top down.

Figure 5.17:

Activity 5.12 Let A, B, C, D, E, F , G, H be eight data items with the

following assigned weights:

Data item: A B C D E F G H

Weight: 22 5 11 19 2 11 25 5

Construct a 2-tree T with a minimum weighted path length P using the above

data as external nodes.
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Apply the Huffman algorithm. That is, repeatedly combine the two subtrees

with minimum weights into a single subtree as shown in Fig. 5-18(a). For clarity,

the original weights are underlined, and a circled number indicates the root of a

new subtree. The tree T is drawn from Step (8) backward yielding Fig. 5-18(b).

(When splitting a node into two parts, we have drawn the smaller node on the

left.) The path length P follows:

P = 22(2) + 11(3) + 11(3) + 25(2) + 5(4) + 2(5) + 5(5) + 19(3) = 280

5.7.3   Computer Implementation of Huffman’s Algorithm

Consider again the data in Example 5.12. Suppose we want to implement the

algorithm using the computer. Since some of the nodes in our binary tree are

weighted, our tree can be maintained by four parallel arrays: INFO, WT ,

LEFT , and RIGHT . The first eight columns in Fig. 5-19 show how the data

may be stored in the computer initially.

Each step in Huffman’s algorithm assigns values to WT , LEFT , and RIGHT

in columns 9 through 15, which correspond, respectively, to steps (2) through (8)

in Fig. 5-18. Specifically, each step finds the current two minimal weights and

their locations, and then enters the sum in WT and their locations in LEFT

and RIGHT . For example, the current minimal weights after assigning values

to column 11, which corresponds to step (4), are 12 and 19 appearing in WT [10]

and WT [4]. Accordingly, we assign WT [12] = 12 + 19 = 31 and LEFT [12] = 10

and RIGHT [12] = 4. The last step tells us that ROOT = 15, or we use that

fact that ROOT = 2n − 1, where n = 8 is the number of external nodes. Thus

all of Fig. 5-19 gives the required tree T .

During the execution of Huffman’s algorithm we need to keep track of the

current weights and to find two of the minimal weights. This may be efficiently

accomplished by maintaining an auxiliary minheap, where each node contains

a weight and its location in the tree.We use a minheap rather than a maxheap

since we want the node with the lowest weight to be on the top of the heap.

5.7.4 Application to Coding

Suppose a collection of n data items A1,A2, . . ., An are to be coded by means of

strings of bits. Furthermore, suppose the data items do not occur with the same

probability. Then memory space and time may be conserved by using variable-

length strings, where items which occur frequently are assigned shorter strings
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Figure 5.18:

Figure 5.19:

and items which occur infrequently are assigned longer strings. For example,

country telephone codes use this principle. The country code for United States

is simply 1, for France is 33, and for Finland is 358. This section discusses a

coding using variable length that is based on the Huffman tree T for weighted

data items, that is, a 2-tree T with minimum path length P.

5.7.5   Huffman Code

Let T be the Huffman tree for the n weighted data items A1,A2, . . . An. Each

edge in T is assigned 0 or 1 according as the edge points to a left child or to a

right child. The Huffman code assigns to each external node Ai , the sequence

of bits from the root R of the tree T to the node A. The above Huffman code

has the “prefix” property, that is, the code of any item is not an initial substring

of the code of any other item. This means that there cannot be any ambiguity
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in decoding any message using a Huffman code.

Activity 5.13 Consider again the eight data items A, B, C, D, E, F , G,

H in Example 5-12. Suppose the weights represent the percentage probabilities

that the items will occur. Assigning, as above, bit labels to the edges in the

Huffman tree in Fig. 5-18(b), that is, assigned 0 or 1 according as the edge

points to a left child or to a right child, we obtain the following code for the

data:

A : 00, B : 11011, C : 011, D : 111,

E : 11010, F : 010, G: 10, H : 1100.

For example, to get to E from the root, the path consists of a right edge,

right edge, left edge, right edge, and left edge, yielding the code 11010 for E.

5.8    GENERAL (ORDERED ROOTED) TREES REVISITED

Let T be an ordered rooted tree (Section 9.4), which is also called a general tree.

T may be formally defined as a nonempty set of elements, called nodes, such

that:

1. T contains a distinguished element R, called the root of T .

2. The remaining elements of T form an ordered collection of zero or more

disjoint trees, T1, T2, . . . , Tn.

The trees T1, T2, . . . , Tn are called subtrees of the root R, and the

roots of T1, T2, . . . , Tn are called successors of R. Terminology from family

relationships, graph theory, and horticulture is used for general trees in the same

way as for binary trees. In particular, if N is a node with successors S1, S2, . .

. , Sn then N is called the parent of the Si , the Si are called children of N , and

the Si are called siblings of each other.

Activity 5.14 Figure 5-20(a) is a picture of a general tree T with 13 nodes, A,

B, C, D, E, F , G, H, J, K, L, M, N Unless otherwise stated, the root of a rooted

tree T is the node at the top of the diagram, and the children of a node are ordered

from left to right. Accordingly, A is the root of T , and A has three children; the

first child B, the second child C, and the third child D. Observe that:

(a) C has three children. (c) Each of D and H has only one child.

(b) Each of B and K has two children. (d) Each of E, F , G, L, J , M and

N has no children.
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Figure 5.20:

The last group of nodes, those with no children, are called terminal nodes.

A binary tree T is not a special case of a general tree T . They are two

different objects. The two basic differences follow:

1. A binary tree T ′ may be empty, but a general tree T is nonempty.

2. Suppose a node N has only one child. Then the child is distinguished as a

left child or right child in a binary tree T ′, but no such distinction exists

in a general tree T .

The second difference is illustrated by the trees T1 and T2 in Fig. 5-20(b).

Specifically, as binary trees, T1 and T2 are distinct trees, since B is the left child

of A in the tree T1 but B is the right child of A in the tree T2. On the other

hand, there is no difference between the trees T1 and T2 as general trees.

5.8.1 Forest

A forest F is defined to be an ordered collection of zero or more distinct general

trees. Clearly, if we delete the root R from a general tree T , then we obtain the

forest F consisting of the subtrees of R (which may be empty). Conversely, if F

is a forest, then we may adjoin a node R to F to form a general tree T where R

is the root of T and the subtrees of R consist of the original trees in F .

5.8.2 General Trees and Binary Trees

Suppose T is a general tree. Then we may assign a unique binary tree T ′ to T

as follows. First of all, the nodes of the binary tree T ′ will be the same as the

nodes of the general tree T , and the root of T ′ will be the root of T . Let N be

an arbitrary node of the binary tree T ′. Then the left child of N in T ′ will be

the first child of the node N in the general tree T and the right child of N in T ′

will be the next sibling of N in the general tree T .
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Self-Assessments

1. Suppose T is the binary tree stored in memory as in Fig. 5-21. Draw the

diagram of T .

Figure 5.21:

2. Consider the binary tree T in Fig. 5.22 (a) Find the depth d of T . (b)

Traverse T using the preorder algorithm. (c) Traverse T using the inorder

algorithm. (d) Traverse T using the postorder algorithm. (e) Find the

terminal nodes of T , and the order they are traversed in (b), (c), and (d).

Figure 5.22:

3. Let T be the binary tree in Fig. 5.22. Find the sequential representation

of T in memory.

4. Consider the trees T1, T2, T3 in Fig. 5.23. Identify those which represent

the same: (a) rooted tree; (b) ordered rooted tree; (c) binary tree.

5. A binary tree T has nine nodes. Draw a picture of T if the preorder and

inorder traversal of T yield the following sequences of nodes:

Preorder : G B Q A C P D E R

Inorder : Q B C A G P E D R
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Figure 5.23:

6. Consider the algebraic expression E = (2x + y)(5a − b)3. (a) Draw the

corresponding 2-tree. (b) Use T to write E in Polish prefix form.

7. Draw all possible nonsimilar: (a) binary trees T with three nodes; (b)

2-trees T ′ with four external nodes.

8. Consider the binary tree T in Fig.5.24. (a) Why is T a binary search tree?

(b) Suppose ITEM = 33 is added to the tree. Find the new tree T .

Figure 5.24:

9. Suppose n data items A1,A2, . . . , AN are already sorted, i.e., A1 <

A2 <···< AN . (a) If the items are inserted in order into an empty binary

tree T , describe the final tree T . (b) What is the depth d of the final tree

T . (c) Compare d with the average depth d* of a binary tree with n nodes

for (i) n = 50; (ii)n = 100; (iii)n = 500.

10. Suppose the following list of letters is inserted into an empty binary search

tree: J, R, D, G, W, E, M, H, P, A, F, Q(a) Find the final tree T . (b)

Find the inorder traversal of T .

11. Consider the binary tree T in Fig. 5.25. Describe the tree T after: (a) the

node M and (b) the node D are deleted.
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Figure 5.25:

12. Let H be the minheap in Fig. 5.26. (H is a minheap since the smaller

elements are on top of the heap, rather than the larger elements.) Describe

the heap after ITEM = 11 is inserted into H.

Figure 5.26:

13. Let T be the weighted 2-tree in Fig. 5-27. Find the weighted path length

P of the tree T .

14. Suppose the six weights 4, 15, 25, 5, 8, 16 are given. Find a 2-tree T with

the given weights and with a minimum path length P. (Compare T with

the tree in Fig. 5.27.)

Figure 5.27:
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15. Suppose data items A, B, C, D, E, F, G occur with the following probability

distribution:

Data item : A B C D E F G

Probability : 10 30 5 15 20 15 5 Find a Huffman code for the data items.

16. Let T be the general tree in Fig. 5.28. Find the corresponding binary tree

T ′.

Figure 5.28:

5.9 KEY POINTS

• A binary tree T is defined as a finite set of elements, called nodes, such

that: T is empty (called the null tree or empty tree), or T contains a

distinguished node R, called the root of T , and the remaining nodes of T

form an ordered pair of disjoint binary trees T1 and T2.

• If T does contain a root R, then the two trees T1 and T2 are called, respec-

tively, the left and right subtrees of R. If T1 is nonempty, then its root is

called the left successor of R; similarly, if T2 is nonempty, then its root is

called the right successor of R.

• A binary tree T is frequently presented by a diagram in the plane called a

picture of T . Specifically, the diagram in Fig. 5.1(a) represents a binary

tree

• Binary trees T and T ′ are said to be similar if they have the same structure

or, in other words, if they have the same shape.

• Consider a binary tree T . Unless otherwise stated or implied, T will be

maintained in memory by means of a linked representation which uses three

parallel arrays, INFO, LEFT , and RIGHT , and a pointer variable ROOT
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as follows. First of all, each node N of T will correspond to a location K

such that:

• INFO[K] contains the data at the node N .

• LEFT [K] contains the location of the left child of node N .

• RIGHT [K] contains the location of the right child of node N .

• Suppose T is a binary tree that is complete or nearly complete. Then

there is an efficient way of maintaining T in memory called the sequential

representation of T . This representation uses only a single linear array

TREE together with a pointer variable END as follows:

• The root R of T is stored in TREE[1].

• If a node N occupies TREE[K], then its left child is stored in TREE[2*K]

and its right child is stored in TREE[2 ∗K + 1].

• END contains the location of the last node of T .

• There are three standard ways of traversing a binary tree T with root

R. These three algorithms, called preorder, inorder, and postorder, are as

follows:

Preorder:

• Process the root R.

• Traverse the left subtree of R in preorder.

• Traverse the right subtree of R in preorder.

Inorder:

• Traverse the left subtree of R in inorder.

• Process the root R.

• Traverse the right subtree of R in inorder.

Postorder:

• Traverse the left subtree of R in postorder.

• Traverse the right subtree of R in postorder.

• Process the root R.
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• Then T is called a binary search tree if each node N of T has the following

property: The value of N is greater than every value in the left subtree of

N and is less than every value in the right subtree of N .

5.9.1 Solution of Self-Assessment

(1).(a) The root R is obtained from the value of the pointer ROOT . Note that

ROOT = 5. Hence INFO[5] = 60 is the root R of T . (b) The left child of R

is obtained from the left pointer field of R. Note that LEFT [5] = 2. Hence

INFO[2] = 30 is the left child of R. (c) The right child of R is obtained from

the right pointer field of R. Note that RIGHT [5] = 6. Hence INFO[6]70 is the

right child of R.

(2). We can now draw the top part of the tree, then, repeating the process

with each new node, we finally obtain the entire tree T in Fig. 5.29) (a) The

Figure 5.29:

depth d is the number of nodes in a longest branch of T ; hence d = 4. (b)

The preorder traversal of T is a recursive NLR algorithm, that is, it first pro-

cesses a node N, then its left subtree L, and finally its right subtree R. Letting

[A1, ..., Ak]denoteasubtreewithnodesA1, ..., Ak, thetreeTistraversedasfollows :

F − [A,K,C][D,H,G,B,E] or F −A− [K,C]−D− [H][G,B,E]or, finally,

F −A−K − C −D −H −G−B − E

(c) The inorder traversal of T is a recursive LNR algorithm, that is, it first

processes a left subtree L, then its node N, and finally its right subtree R. Thus

T is traversed as follows:

[A,K,C]− F − [D,H,G,B,E] or A− [K,C]− F − [H]−D − [G,B,E]

or finally,

A−K − C − F −H −D −B −G− E
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(d) The postorder traversal of T is a recursive LRN algorithm, that is, it first

processes a left subtree L, then its right subtree R, and finally its node N. Thus

T is traversed as follows:

[A,K,C][D,H,G,B,E]− F or [K,C]−A− [H][G,B,E]−D − F

or, finally,
C −K −A−H −B − E −G−D − F

(e) The terminal nodes are the nodes without children. They are traversed in

the same order in all three traversal algorithms: C, H, B, E.

(3). The sequential representation of T uses only a single array TREE

and a variable pointer END.(a) The root R of T is stored in TREE[1]; hence

R = TREE[1] = F . (b) If node N occupies TREE[K], then its left and right

children are stored in TREE[2∗K] and TREE[2∗K + 1], respectively. Thus

TREE[2] = A and TREE[3] = D since A and D are the left and right children

of F. And so on. Figure 5-23 contains the sequential representation of T . Note

that TREE[10] = C since C is the left child of K, which is stored in TREE[5].

Also, TREE[14] = B and TREE[15] = E since and E are the left and right

children of G, which is stored in TREE[7]. (c) END points to the location

of the last node of T ; hence END = 15. We finally obtain the sequential

representation of T in Fig. 5.30.

Figure 5.30:

(4). (a) They all represent the same rooted tree, that is, A is the root with

children (immediate successors) B and C, and C has the single child D. (b) Here

T1 and T2 are the same ordered rooted tree but T3 is different. Specifically,

B is the first child of A in T1 and T2 but the second child of A in T3. (c)

They all represent different binary trees. Specifically, T1 and T2 are different

since we distinguish between left and right successors even when there is only

one successor (which is not true for ordered rooted trees). That is, D is a left

successor of C in T1 but a right successor of C in T2.

(5). The tree T is drawn from its root R downward as follows. (a) The root

of T is obtained by choosing the first node in its preorder. Thus G is the root
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of T . (b) The left child of node G is obtained as follows. First use the inorder

of T to find the nodes in the left subtree T1 of G. Thus T1 consists of the nodes

Q,B,C,A, which are to the left of G in the inorder of T . Then the left child

of G is obtained by choosing the first node (root) in the preorder of T1 which

appears in the preorder of T . Thus B is the left child of G. (c) Similarly, the

right subtree T2 of G consists of the nodes P,E,D,R; and P is the root of T2, that

is, P is the right child of G. Repeating the above process with each new node,

we finally obtain the required tree T in Fig. 5.31.

Figure 5.31:

(6). (a) Use an arrow (2191) for exponentiation, an asterisk (*) for multipli-

cation, and a slash (/) for division to obtain the tree in Fig. 5.32. (b) Scan the

tree from the left as in Fig. 5.4(b) to obtain

∗+ ∗ 2 x y ↑ − ∗ 5 a b 3

Figure 5.32:

(7). (a) There are five such trees T , which are pictured in Fig. 5-26(a). (b)

Each 2-tree T ′ with four external nodes is determined by a binary tree T with

three nodes, that is, by a tree T in part (a). Thus there are five such 2-trees T ′

which are pictured in Fig. 5.33.

(8). (a) T is a binary, search tree since each node N is greater than the values

in its left subtree and less than the values in its right subtree. (b) Compare

ITEM = 33 with the root, 60. Since 33 ¡ 60, move to the left child, 30. Since 33
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Figure 5.33:

¿ 30, move to the right child, 55. Since 33 ¡ 55, move to the left child, 35. Now

33 ¡ 35, but 35 has no left child. Hence add ITEM = 33 as a left child of the

node 35 to give the tree in Fig. 5.34. The shaded edges indicate the path down

through the tree during the insertion.

Figure 5.34:

(9). (a) The tree T will consist of one branch which extends to the right as

pictured in Fig. 5.35. (b) The branch of T has n nodes; hence d = n. (c) It is

known that d∗ = clog2n, where c ≈ 1.4. Hence: (i) d(50) = 50, d∗(50) ≈9; (ii)

d(100) = 100, d∗(100) ≈ 10; (iii) d(500) = 500, d∗(500) ≈ 12.

(10). (a) Insert the nodes one after the other to obtain the tree T in Fig.

5.36. The inorder traversal of T follows: A, D, E, F, G, H, J, M, P, Q, R, W.

Observe that this is the alphabetical listing of the letters. (The inorder traversal

of any binary search tree T yields a sorted list of the nodes.)

(11). (a) The node M has only one child, P. Hence delete M and let P become

the left child of R in place of M. (b) The node D has two children. Find the

inorder successor of D, which is the node E. First delete E from the tree, and

then replace D by the node E. Fig. 5.37 shows the updated tree T .
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Figure 5.35:

Figure 5.36:

(12). First insert ITEM as the next node in the complete tree, that is, as

the left child of node 44. Then repeatedly compare ITEM with its PARENT ,

and interchange ITEM and PARENT as long as ITEM < PARENT . Since

11 < 44, interchange 11 and 44. Since 11 < 22, interchange 11 and 22. Since

11 > 8, ITEM = 11 has found its appropriate place in the heap H. Figure

5.38 shows the final heap H. The shaded edges indicate the path of ITEM as it

moves up the tree.

(13). Multiply each weight Wi by the length Li of the path from the root of

T to the node containing the weight, and then sum all such products to obtain

P. Thus:

P = 4(2) + 15(4) + 25(4) + 5(3) + 8(2) + 16(2)

= 8 + 60 + 100 + 15 + 16 + 32

= 231

(14).Use Huffman’s algorithm. That is, repeatedly combine the two subtrees
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Figure 5.37:

Figure 5.38:

with minimum weights into a single subtree as follows: (The circled number

indicates the root of the new subtree in the step.) The tree T is drawn from

Step (f) backward, yielding Fig. 5.39. The path length of T follows:

P = 25(2) + 4(4) + 5(4) + 8(3) + 15(2) + 16(2)

= 50 + 16 + 20 + 24 + 30 + 32 = 172

(The tree in Fig. 5.40 has path length 231.)

(15). As in Fig. 5.41, apply the Huffman algorithm to find a 2-tree with a

minimum weighted path length P. (Again, the circled number indicates the root

of the new subtree in the step.) The tree T is drawn from Step (g) backward,

yielding Fig. 5.42. Assign bit labels to the edges of the tree T , 0 to a left edge

and 1 to a right edge, as in Fig. 5.42. The tree T yields the following Huffman

code:

A : 000;B : 11;C : 0010;D : 100;E : 01;F : 101;G : 0011

(16). The nodes of T ′ will be the same as the nodes of the general tree T .
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Figure 5.39:

Figure 5.40:

In particular, the root of T ′ will be the same as the root of T . Furthermore, if

N is a node in the binary tree T ′ , then its left child is the first child of N in T

and its right child is the next sibling of N in T . Constructing T ′ from the root

down we obtain the tree in Fig. 5.43.
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Figure 5.41:

Figure 5.42:
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INTRODUCTION 

Propositional logic is about reasoning with propositions. These are sentences that can 

be assigned a truth value: true or false. They are built from primitive statements, called 

atomic propositions, by using propositional logical connectives. The truth values 

propagate over all propositions through truth tables for the propositional connectives. 

In this unit we will explain how to understand propositions and compute their truth 

values, and how to reason using schemes of propositions called propositional 

formulae. I will formally capture the concept of logically correct propositional 

reasoning by means of the fundamental notion of propositional logical consequence. 

Therefore, it is necessary to know the cases in which these expressions are TRUE or 

FALSE, that is, to know the “truth value” of such expressions. We discuss these issues 

in this unit. We also investigate the truth value of quantified statements, which are 

statements which use the logical quantifiers “for every” and “there exist.” 

 

OBJECTIVES 

After completion of the unit, you will be able to: 

• Describe Propositions and Compound Statements 

• Use Basic Logic Operations. 

• Apply Truth Tables for Solution of Mathematical Problems.  

• Use Negation of Quantified Statements 

• Apply Conditional and Bi-Conditional Statements 



6.1 PROPOSITIONS AND COMPOUND STATEMENTS

A proposition (or statement) is a declarative statement which is true or false,

but not both. Consider, for example, the following six sentences:

1. Ice floats in water.

2. China is in Europe.

3. 2 + 2 = 4

4. 2 + 2 = 5

5. Where are you going?

6. Do your homework.

The first four are propositions, the last two are not. Also, (1) and (3) are

true, but (2) and (4) are false.

6.1.1 Compound Propositions

Many propositions are composite, that is, composed of subpropositions and 

various connectives discussed subsequently. Such composite propositions are 

called compound propositions. A proposition is said to be primitive if it cannot be 

broken down into simpler propositions, that is, if it is not composite.
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For example, the above propositions (1) through (4) are primitive

propositions. On the other hand, the following two propositions are composite:

“Roses are red and violets are blue.” and “John is smart or he studies every
night.”



The fundamental property of a compound proposition is that its truth value

is completely determined by the truth values of its subpropositions together with

the way in which they are connected to form the compound propositions. The

next section studies some of these connectives.

6.2 BASIC LOGICAL OPERATIONS

This section discusses the three basic logical operations of conjunction, disjunc-

tion, and negation which correspond, respectively, to the English words “and,”

“or,” and “not.”

6.2.1   Conjunction, p ∧ q

Any two propositions can be combined by the word “and” to form a compound

proposition called the conjunction of the original propositions. Symbolically,

p ∧ q

read “p and q,” denotes the conjunction of p and q. Since p ∧ q is a proposition

it has a truth value, and this truth value depends only on the truth values of p

and q. Specifically:

Definition 6.1: If p and q are true, then p ∧ q is true; otherwise p ∧ q is

false.

The truth value of p ∧ q may be defined equivalently by the table in Fig.

6.1(a). Here, the first line is a shortway of saying that if p is true and q is true,
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then p ∧ q is true. The second line says that if p is true and q is false, then p

∧ q is false. And so on. Observe that there are four lines corresponding to the

four possible combinations of T and F for the two subpropositions p and q. Note

that p ∧ q is true only when both p and q are true.

Figure 6.1:

Activity 4.1 Consider the following four statements:

(i) Ice floats in water and 2 + 2 = 4.

(ii) Ice floats in water and 2 + 2 = 5.

(iii) China is in Europe and 2 + 2 = 4.

(iv) China is in Europe and 2 + 2 = 5.

Only the first statement is true. Each of the others is false since at least one

of its substatements is false.

6.2.2   Disjunction, p ∨ q

Any two propositions can be combined by the word “or” to form a compound

proposition called the disjunction of the original propositions. Symbolically,

p ∨ q

read “p or q,” denotes the disjunction of p and q. The truth value of p ∨ q

depends only on the truth values of pand q as follows.

Definition 4.2: If p and q are false, then p ∨ q is false; otherwise p ∨ q is

true.

The truth value of p ∨ q may be defined equivalently by the table in Fig.
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6.1(b). Observe that p ∨ q is false only in the fourth case when both p and q are

false.

Activity 4.2 Consider the following four statements:

(i) Ice floats in water or 2 + 2 = 4.

(ii) Ice floats in water or 2 + 2 = 5.

(iii) China is in Europe or 2 + 2 = 4.

(iv) China is in Europe or 2 + 2 = 5.

Only the last statement (iv) is false. Each of the others is true since at least

one of its sub-statements is true.

The English word “or” is commonly used in two distinct ways. Sometimes it

is used in the sense of “p or q or both,” i.e., at least one of the two alternatives

occurs, as above, and sometimes it is used in the sense of “p or q but not both,”

i.e., exactly one of the two alternatives occurs. For example, the sentence “He

will go to Harvard or to Yale” uses “or” in the latter sense, called the exclusive

disjunction. Unless otherwise stated, “or” shall be used in the former sense.

This discussion points out the precision we gain from our symbolic language: p

∨ q is defined by its truth table and always means “p and/or q.”

6.2.3   Negation,¬p

Given any proposition p, another proposition, called the negation of p, can be

formed by writing “It is not true that . . .” or “It is false that . . .” before p

or, if possible, by inserting in p the word “not.” Symbolically, the negation of p,

read “not p,” is denoted by

¬p

The truth value of ¬p depends on the truth value of p as follows:

Definition: If p is true, then ¬p is false; and if p is false, then ¬p is true.

The truth value of ¬p may be defined equivalently by the table in Fig. 6-1(c).
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Thus the truth value of the negation of p is always the opposite of the truth value

of p.

Activity 6.3 Consider the following six statements:

(a1) Ice floats in water. (a2) It is false that ice floats in water. (a3) Ice does

not float in water.

(b1) 2 + 2 =5 (b2) It is false that 2 + 2 = 5. (b3) 2 + 2 = 5

Then (a2) and (a3) are each the negation of (a1); and (b2) and (b3) are each

the negation of (b1). Since (a1) is true, (a2) and (a3) are false; and since (b1) is

false, (b2) and (b3) are true.

The logical notation for the connectives “and,” “or,” and “not” is not com-

pletely standardized. For example, some texts use:

p & q, p · q or pq for p ∧ q

p + q for p ∨ q

p′, p or 223c p for ¬p

6.3    PROPOSITIONS AND TRUTH TABLES

Let P (p, q, . . .) denote an expression constructed from logical variables p, q, . . .,

which take on the value TRUE (T ) or FALSE (F ), and the logical connectives ∧,

∨, and ¬ (and others discussed subsequently). Such an expression P(p, q, . . .) will

be called a proposition.

The main property of the proposition P(p, q, . . .) is that its true value

depends exclusively on the true value of its variables, that is, the true value of

the proposition is known once the true value of each of its variables is known. A

simple, concise way to show this relationship is through a table of truth. We’re

describing a way to get that kind of truth table below.

Consider, for example, the proposition ¬(p ∧ ¬q). Figure 6-2(a) indicates

how the truth table of ¬(p ∧ ¬q) is constructed. Observe that the first columns

of the table are for the variables p, q, . . . and that there are enough rows in the
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table, to allow for all possible combinations of T and F for these variables. (For

2 variables, as above, 4 rows are necessary; for 3 variables, 8 rows are necessary;

and, in general, for n variables, 2n rows are required.) There is then a column for

each “elementary” stage of the construction of the proposition, the truth value

at each step being determined from the previous stages by the definitions of the

connectives ∧, ∨, ¬. Finally we obtain the truth value of the proposition, which

appears in the last column. The actual truth table of the proposition¬(p ∧ ¬q)

is shown in Fig. 6.2(b). It consists precisely of the columns in Fig. 6-2(a) which

appear under the variables and under the proposition; the other columns were

merely used in the construction of the truth table.

Figure 6.2:

In order to avoid an excessive number of parentheses, we sometimes adopt

an order of precedence for the logical connectives. Specifically,

¬has precedence over ∧ which has precedence over ∨

For example, ¬p ∧ q means (¬p) ∧ q and not ¬(p ∧ q).

6.3.1  Alternate Method for Constructing a Truth Table

Another way to construct the truth table for ¬(p ∧¬q) follows:

1. First of all, we build the truth table shown in Fig. 6.3. That is, first of all,

we list all the variables and the combinations of their true values. There is

also a final row labeled ”step.” Next, the proposition is written on the top

row to the right of its variables with enough space so that there is a column
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under each variable and under each logical operation in the proposition.

Lastly (Step 1), the truth values of the variables are entered in the table

under the variables in the proposition.

2. Now additional truth values are entered in the column of the truth table

under each logical operation as shown in Fig. 6-4.We also indicate the step

by which each column of truth values is entered in the table.

The truth table of the proposition then consists of the original columns

under the variables, and the last step, i.e. the last column, is entered in

the table.

Figure 6.3:

Figure 6.4:

6.4 TAUTOLOGIES AND CONTRADICTIONS

Some propositions P(p, q, . . .) contain only T in the last column of their truth 

tables or, in other words, they are true for any truth values of their variables. 

Such propositions are called tautologies. Analogously, a proposition P(p, q, ...)
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 is called a contradiction if it contains only F in the last column of its truth table 

or, in other words, if it is false for any truth values of its variables. For example, 

the proposition “p or not p,” that is, p ∨¬p, is a tautology, and the proposition “p 

and not p,” that is, p ∧ ¬p, is a contradiction. This is verified by looking at their 

truth tables in Fig. 6-5. (The truth tables have only two rows since each 

proposition has only the one variable p.)

Figure 6.5:

Note that the negation of a tautology is a contradiction since it is always

false, and the negation of a contradiction is a tautology since it is always true.

Now let P (p, q, . . .) be a tautology, and let P1(p, q, . . .), P2(p, q, . . .), . .

. be any propositions. Since P(p, q, . . .) does not depend upon the particular

truth values of its variables p, q, . . ., we can substitute P1 for p, P2 for q, . . .

in the tautology P(p, q, . . .) and still have a tautology. In other words:

Theorem 6.1 (Principle of Substitution): If P (p, q, . . .) is a tautology,

then P (P1, P2, . . .) is a tautology for any propositions P1, P2, . . ..

6.5 LOGICAL EQUIVALENCE

Two propositions P(p, q, . . .) and Q(p, q, . . .) are said to be logically

equivalent, or simply equivalent or equal, denoted by

P (p, q, ...) ≡ Q(p, q, ...)

if they have identical truth tables. Consider, for example, the truth tables
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of ¬(p ∧ q) and ¬p ∨ ¬q appearing in Fig. 6-6. Observe that both truth tables

are the same, that is, both propositions are false in the first case and true in the

other three cases. Accordingly, we can write

¬(p ∧ q) ≡ ¬p ∨ ¬q

In other words, the propositions are logically equivalent.

Let p be “Roses are red” and q be “Violets are blue.” Let S be the statement:

“It is not true that roses are red and violets are blue.” Then S can be written in

the form ¬(p ∧ q). However, as noted above, ¬(p ∧ q) 2261 ¬p ∨ ¬q. Accordingly,

S has the same meaning as the statement:

“Roses are not red, or violets are not blue.”

Figure 6.6:

6.6 ALGEBRA OF PROPOSITIONS

Propositions satisfy various laws which are listed in Table 6-1. (In this table,

T and F are restricted to the truth values “True” and “False,” respectively.)We

state this result formally.

Theorem 6.2: Propositions satisfy the laws of Table 6-1.
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6.7   CONDITIONAL AND BICONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

Many statements, particularly in mathematics, are of the form “If p then q.”

Such statements are called conditional statements and are denoted by

p→ q

The conditional p → q is frequently read “p implies q” or “p only if q.”

Another common statement is of the form “p if and only if q.” Such statements

are called biconditional statements and are denoted by

p↔ q

The truth values of p→ q and p↔ q are defined by the tables in Fig. 6-7(a)

and (b). Observe that:

1. The conditional p → q is false only when the first part p is true and the

second part q is false. Accordingly, when p is false, the conditional p → q

is true regardless of the truth value of q.

2. The biconditional p 2194 q is true whenever p and q have the same truth

values and false otherwise.
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The truth table of ¬p ∧q appears in Fig. 6-7(c). Note that the truth table

of ¬p ∨q and p → q are identical, that is, they are both false only in the second

case. Accordingly, p → q is logically equivalent to ¬p ∨ q; that is,

p→ q ≡ ¬p ∨ q

In other words, the conditional statement “If p then q” is logically equivalent

to the statement “Not p or q” which only involves the connectives ∨ and ¬ and

thus was already a part of our language. We may regard p→ q as an abbreviation

for an oft-recurring statement.

Figure 6.7:

6.8 ARGUMENTS

An argument is an assertion that a given set of propositions P1, P2, . . . , Pn,

called premises, yields (has a consequence) another proposition Q, called the

conclusion. Such an argument is denoted by

P1, P2, ..., Pn ` Q

The notion of a “logical argument” or “valid argument” is formalized as follows:

Definition 4.4: An argument P1, P2, ..., Pn ` Q is said to be valid if Q is

true whenever all the premises P1, P2, . . . , Pn are true. An argument which

is not valid is called fallacy.
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(a) The following argument is valid:

p, p→ q ` q (Law of Detachment)

The proof of this rule follows from the truth table in Fig. 6-7(a). Specifically,

p and p → q are true simultaneously only in Case (row) 1, and in this case q is

true.

(b) The following argument is a fallacy:

p→ q, q ` p

For p → q and q are both true in Case (row) 3 in the truth table in Fig.

6-7(a), but in this case p is false. Now the propositions P1, P2, . . . , Pn are true

simultaneously if and only if the proposition P1 ∧ P2 ∧ . . . Pn is true. Thus

the argument P1, P2, . . . , Pn $ Q is valid if and only if Q is true whenever P1

∧ P2 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn is true or, equivalently, if the proposition (P1 ∧ P2 ∧ . . . ∧

Pn) → Q is a tautology.We state this result formally.

Theorem 6.3: The argument P1, P2, . . . , Pn ` Q is valid if and only if

the proposition (P1 ∧ P2 . . .∧Pn)→ Q is a tautology.

Activity 4.5 A fundamental principle of logical reasoning states:

“If p implies q and q implies r, then p implies r”

Figure 6.8:
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That is, the following argument is valid:

p→ q, q → r ` p→ r (Law of Syllogism)

This fact is verified by the truth table in Fig. 6-8 which shows that the

following proposition is a tautology:

[(p→ q) ∧ (q → r)]→ (p→ r)

Equivalently, the argument is valid since the premises p → q and q → r are

true simultaneously only in Cases (rows) 1, 5, 7, and 8, and in these cases the

conclusion p → r is also true. (Observe that the truth table required 23 = 8

lines since there are three variables p, q, and r.)

We now apply the above theory to arguments involving specific statements.

We emphasize that the validity of an argument does not depend upon the truth

values nor the content of the statements appearing in the argument, but upon

the particular form of the argument. This is illustrated in the following example.

Activity 4.6 Consider the following argument:

S1 : If a man is a bachelor, he is unhappy.

S2 : If a man is unhappy, he dies young.

S : Bachelors die young

Here the statement S below the line denotes the conclusion of the argument, 

and the statements S1 and S2 above the line denote the premises.We claim that the 

argument S1, S2  S is valid. For the argument is of the form

p→ q, q → r ` p→ r
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where p is “He is a bachelor,” q is “He is unhappy” and r is “He dies young;”

and by Activity 6.5 this argument

(Law of Syllogism) is valid.

6.9 PROPOSITIONAL FUNCTIONS, QUANTIFIERS

Let A be a given set. A propositional function (or an open sentence or condition)

defined on A is an expression

p(x)

which has the property that p(a) is true or false for each a ∈ A. That is,

p(x) becomes a statement (with a truth value) whenever any element a ∈ A is

substituted for the variable x. The set A is called the domain of p(x), and the

set Tp of all elements of A for which p(a) is true is called the truth set of p(x).

In other words,

Tp = {x | x ∈ A, p(x) is true} or Tp = {x | p(x)}

Frequently, when A is some set of numbers, the condition p(x) has the form

of an equation or inequality involving the variable x.

Activity 6.7 Find the truth set for each propositional function p(x) defined

on the set N of positive integers.

(a) Let p(x) be “x + 2 > 7.” Its truth set is {6, 7, 8, ...} consisting of all

integers greater than 5.

(b) Let p(x) be “x + 5 < 3.” Its truth set is the empty set . That is, p(x) is

not true for any integer in N .

(c) Let p(x) be “x+ 5 > 1.” Its truth set is N . That is, p(x) is true for every

element in N .
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The above example shows that if p(x) is a propositional function defined on a

set A then p(x) could be true for all x ∈ A, for some x ∈ A, or for no x ∈ A. The

next two subsections discuss quantifiers related to such propositional functions.

6.9.1   Universal Quantifier

Let p(x) be a propositional function defined on a set A. Consider the expression

(∀x ∈ A)p(x) or ∀x p(x) (6.1)

which reads “For every x in A, p(x) is a true statement” or, simply, “For all

x, p(x).” The symbol

∀

which reads “for all” or “for every” is called the universal quantifier. The

statement (6.1) is equivalent to the statement

Tp = {x | x ∈ A, p(x)} = A (6.2)

that is, that the truth set of p(x) is the entire set A.

The expression p(x) by itself is an open sentence or condition and therefore

has no truth value. However, ∀x p(x), that is p(x) preceded by the quantifier ∀,

does have a truth value which follows from the equivalence of (6.1) and (6.2).

Specifically:

Q1 : If {x | x ∈ A, p(x)} = A then ∀x p(x) is true; otherwise, ∀x p(x) is false.

Activity 4.8

(a) The proposition (∀n ∈ N)(n + 4 > 3) is true since {n | n + 4 > 3} =

{1, 2, 3, ...} = N .

(b) The proposition (∀n ∈ N)(n + 2 > 8) is false since {n | n + 2 > 8} =

{7, 8, ...} = N .
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(c) The symbol ∀ can be used to define the intersection of an indexed collec-

tion {Ai | i ∈ I } of sets Ai as follows:

∩(Ai | i ∈ I) = {x|∀i ∈ I, x ∈ Ai}

6.9.2   Existential Quantifier

Let p(x) be a propositional function defined on a set A. Consider the expression

(∃x ∈ A)p(x) or ∃x, p(x) (6.3)

which reads “There exists an x in A such that p(x) is a true statement” or,

simply, “For some x, p(x).” The symbol

∃

which reads “there exists” or “for some” or “for at least one” is called the

existential quantifier. Statement (6.3) is equivalent to the statement

Tp = {x | x ∈ A, p(x)} 6= ∅ (6.4)

i.e., that the truth set of p(x) is not empty. Accordingly, ∃x p(x), that is,

p(x) preceded by the quantifier ∃, does have a truth value. Specifically:

Q2: If {x | p(x)} 6= ∅ then ∃x p(x) is true; otherwise, ∃x p(x) is false.

Activity 4.9

(a) The proposition (∃n ∈ N)(n + 4 < 7) is true since {n | n + 4 < 7}=

{1, 2} 6= ∅.

(b) The proposition (2203n 2208 N)(n + 6 ¡ 4) is false since {n | n + 6 < 4}

= ∅.

(c) The symbol 2203 can be used to define the union of an indexed collection

{Ai|i 2208 I } of sets Ai as follows:
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6.10   NEGATION OF QUANTIFIED STATEMENTS

Consider the statement: “All math majors are male.” Its negation reads:

“It is not the case that all math majors are male” or, equivalently, “There

exists at least one math major who is a female (not male)”

Symbolically, using M to denote the set of math majors, the above can be

written as

¬(∀x ∈M)(x is male) ≡ (∃x ∈M) (x is not male)

or, when p(x) denotes “x is male,”

¬(∀x ∈M)p(x) ≡ (∃x ∈M)¬p(x) or ¬∀x p(x) ≡ ∃x ¬p(x)

The above is true for any proposition p(x). That is:

Theorem 6.4(DeMorgan):

¬(∀x ∈ A)p(x) ≡ (∃x ∈ A)¬p(x).

In other words, the following two statements are equivalent:

(1) It is not true that, for all a ∈ A, p(a) is true. (2) There exists an a ∈ A

such that p(a) is false.

There is an analogous theorem for the negation of a proposition which con-

tains the existential quantifier.

Theorem 6.5 (DeMorgan):

¬(∃x ∈ A)p(x) ≡ (∀x ∈ A)¬p(x).
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That is, the following two statements are equivalent:

(1) It is not true that for some a ∈ A, p(a) is true. (2) For all a ∈ A, p(a) is

false.

Activity 4.10 (a) The following statements are negatives of each other:

“For all positive integers n we have n + 2 > 8”

“There exists a positive integer n such that n + 2 ≯ 8”

(b) The following statements are also negatives of each other:

“There exists a (living) person who is 150 years old”

“Every living person is not 150 years old”

The expression ¬p(x) has the obvious meaning:

“The statement ¬p(a) is true when p(a) is false, and vice versa”

Previously, ¬ was used as an operation on statements; here ¬ is used as an

operation on propositional functions.

Similarly, p(x) ∧ q(x), read “p(x) and q(x),” is defined by:

“The statement p(a) ∧ q(a) is true when p(a) and q(a) are true”

Similarly, p(x) ∨ q(x), read “p(x) or q(x),” is defined by:

“The statement p(a) ∨ q(a) is true when p(a) or q(a) is true”

Thus in terms of truth sets:

1. ¬p(x) is the complement of p(x).

2. p(x) ∧ q(x) is the intersection of p(x) and q(x).

3. p(x) ∨ q(x) is the union of p(x) and q(x).
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One can also show that the laws for propositions also hold for propositional

functions. For example, we have

DeMorgan’s laws:

¬(p(x) ∧ q(x)) ≡ ¬p(x) ∨ ¬q(x) and ¬(p(x) ∨ q(x)) ≡ ¬p(x) ∧ ¬q(x)

6.10.1  Counter Example

Theorem 6.6 tells us that to show that a statement∀x, p(x) is false, it is 

equivalent to show that ∃x¬p(x) is true or, in other words, that there is an element 

x0 with the property that p(x0) is false. Such an element x0 is called a counterexample 

to the statement ∀x, p(x).

 Activity 4.11

(a) Consider the statement ∀x ∈ R, |x| 6= 0. The statement is false since 0 is a

counterexample, that is, |0| 6= 0 is not true.

(b) Consider the statement ∀x ∈ R, x2 ≥ x. The statement is not true since,

for example, 1/2 is a counterexample. Specifically, (1/2)2 ≥ 12 is not true,

that is, (1/2)2 < 12.

(c) Consider the statement ∀x ∈ N , x2 ≥ x. This statement is true where N is

the set of positive integers. In other words, there does not exist a positive

integer n for which n2 < n.

6.10.2  Propositional Functions with more than One Variable

A propositional function (of n variables) defined over a product set A = A1×· · ·×An

is an expression

p(x1, x2, ..., xn)
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which has the property that p(a1, a2, ..., an) is true or false for any n-tuple

(a1, ...an) in A. For example,

x + 2y + 3z < 18

is a propositional function on N3 = N × N × N . Such a propositional

function has no truth value. However, we do have the following:

Basic Principle: A propositional function preceded by a quantifier for each

variable, for example,

∀x∃y, p(x, y) or ∃x ∀y ∃z, p(x, y, z)

denotes a statement and has a truth value.

Activity 6.12 Let B = {1, 2, 3, ..., 9} and let p(x, y) denote “x + y = 10.”

Then p(x, y) is a propositional function on A = B2 = B × B.

(a) The following is a statement since there is a quantifier for each variable:

∀x2203y,p(x, y), that is, “For every x, there exists a y such that x + y = 10”

(b) This statement is true. For example, if x = 1, let y = 9; if x = 2, let y = 8,

and so on.

The following is also a statement:

2203y∀x,p(x, y), that is, “There exists a y such that, for every x, we have x + y

= 10”

No such y exists; hence this statement is false.

Note that the only difference between (a) and (b) is the order of the quan-

tifiers. Thus a different ordering of the quantifiers may yield a different state-

ment.We note that, when translating such quantified statements into English,

the expression “such that” frequently follows “there exists.”
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6.10.3 Negating Quantified Statements with more than One Variable

Quantified statements with more than one variable may be negated by succes-

sively applying Theorems 6.5 and 6.6. Thus each ∀ is changed to 2203 and each

2203 is changed to ∀ as the negation symbol ¬ passes through the statement

from left to right. For example,

¬[∀x∃y∃z, p(x, y, z)] ≡ ∃x¬[∃y∃z, p(x, y, z)] ≡ ¬∃z∀y[∃z, p(x, y, z)

≡ ∃x∀y∀z,¬p(x, y, z)

Naturally, we do not put in all the steps when negating such quantified

statements.

Activity 6.13

(a) Consider the quantified statement:

“Every student has at least one course where the lecturer is a teaching 
assistant.”

Its negation is the statement:

“There is a student such that in every course the lecturer is not a teaching 

assistant.”

(b) The formal definition that L is the limit of a sequence a1, a2, . . . follows:

∀ ∈ > 0, ∃n0 ∈ N, ∀n > n0 we have | an− L| <∈

Thus L is not the limit of the sequence a1, a2, . . . when:
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6.11  SELF-ASSESSMENT

1. Let p be “It is cold” and let q be “It is raining”. Give a simple verbal

sentence which describes each of the following statements: (a) ¬p; (b)

p ∧ q; (c) p ∨ q; (d) q ∨ ¬p.

2. Find the truth table of ¬p ∧ q.

3. Verify that the proposition p ∨ ¬(p ∧ q) is a tautology.

4. Show that the propositions ¬(p ∧ q) and ¬p ∨ ¬q are logically equivalent.

5. Use the laws in Table 6-1 to show that ¬(p ∧ q) ∨ (¬p ∧ q) ≡ ¬p.

6. Rewrite the following statements without using the conditional:(a) If it is

cold, he wears a hat. (b) If productivity increases, then wages rise.

7. Consider the conditional proposition p→ q. The simple propositions q →

p,¬p→ ¬q and ¬q → ¬p are called, respectively, the converse, inverse, and

contrapositive of the conditional p→ q. Which if any of these propositions

are logically equivalent to p→ q?

8. Determine the contrapositive of each statement: (a) If Erik is a poet, then

he is poor. (b) Only if Marc studies will he pass the test.

9. Write the negation of each statement as simply as possible: (a) If she 

works, she will earn money. (b) He swims if and only if the water is warm.

(c) If it snows, then they do not drive the car.

10. Show that the following argument is a fallacy: p→ q,¬p ` ¬q.
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11. Determine the validity of the following argument: p→ q,¬p ` ¬p.

12. Prove the following argument is valid: p→ ¬q, r → q, r ` ¬p.

13. Determine the validity of the following argument:

If 7 is less than 4, then 7 is not a prime number.

7 is not less than 4.

7 is a prime number.

14. Test the validity of the following argument:

If two sides of a triangle are equal, then the opposite angles are equal.

Two sides of a triangle are not equal.

The opposite angles are not equal.

15. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Determine the truth value of each of the following

statements: (a) (∃x ∈ A)(x + 3 = 10) (b) (∀x ∈ A)(x + 3 < 10) (c)

(∃x ∈ A)(x + 3 < 5) (d) (∀x ∈ A)(x + 3 ≤ 7)

16. Determine the truth value of each of the following statements where U =

{1, 2, 3} is the universal set: (a) ∃x∀y, x2 < y + 1; (b) ∀x∃y, x2 + y2 < 12;

(c) ∀x∀y, x2 + y2 < 12.

17. Negate each of the following statements: (a) ∃x∀y, p(x, y); (b) ∃x∀y, p(x, y);

(c) ∃y∃x ∀ z, p(x, y, z).

18. Let p(x) denote the sentence “x + 2 > 5.” State whether or not p(x) is

a propositional function on each of the following sets: (a) N , the set of

positive integers; (b) M = {−1,−2,−3, ...}; (c) C, the set of complex

numbers.

19. Negate each of the following statements: (a) All students live in the dor-

mitories. (b) All mathematics majors are males. (c) Some students are 25

years old or older
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6.12 KEY POINTS

• Many algorithms and proofs use logical expressions such as: “IF p THEN

q” or “If p1 AND p2, THEN q1 OR q2”Therefore it is necessary to know 
the cases in which these expressions are TRUE or FALSE, that is, to know

the “truth value” of such expressions.

• A proposition (or statement) is a declarative statement which is true or

false, but not both.

• Many propositions are composite, that is, composed of sub propositions

and various connectives discussed subsequently. Such composite

proposi-tions are called compound propositions.

• A proposition is said to be primitive if it cannot be broken down into

simpler propositions, that is, if it is not composite.

• Any two propositions can be combined by the word “and” to form a com-

pound proposition called the conjunction of the original propositions. Sym-

bolically, p ∧ q read “p and q,” denotes the conjunction of p and q. Since p ∧
q is a proposition it has a truth value, and this truth value depends only on

the truth values of p and q. Specifically: If p and q are true, then p ∧ q is true;

otherwise p ∧ q is false.

• Any two propositions can be combined by the word “or” to form a com-

pound proposition called the disjunction of the original propositions. Sym-

bolically, p ∨ q read “p or q,” denotes the disjunction of p and q. The truth

value of p ∨ q depends only on the truth values of pand q as follows.

• If p and q are false, then p ∨ q is false; otherwise p ∨ q is true.

• Given any proposition p, another proposition, called the negation of p, can

be formed by writing “It is not true that . . .” or “It is false that . . .”
before p or, if possible, by inserting in p the word “not.” Symbolically,
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the negation of p, read “not p,” is denoted by ¬p The truth value of ¬p

depends on the truth value of p as follows:

• If p is true, then ¬p is false; and if p is false, then ¬p is true.

• Some propositions P (p, q, . . .) contain only T in the last column of their

truth tables or, in other words, they are true for any truth values of their

variables. Such propositions are called tautologies.

• (Principle of Substitution): If P (p, q, . . .) is a tautology, then P (P1, P2,

. . .) is a tautology for any propositions P1, P2, . . ..

• Many statements, particularly in mathematics, are of the form “If p then

q.” Such statements are called conditional statements and are denoted by

p→ q.The conditional p → q is frequently read “p implies q” or “p only if

q.”

• Another common statement is of the form “p if and only if q.” Such state-

ments are called biconditional statements and are denoted by p↔ q.

• An argument P1, P2, ..., Pn ` Q is said to be valid if Q is true whenever all

the premises P1, P2, . . . , Pn are true. An argument which is not valid is

called fallacy.

• The argument P1, P2, . . . , Pn ` Q is valid if and only if the proposition

(P1 ∧ P2 . . .∧Pn)→ Q is a tautology.

6.13 SOLUTION SELF-ASSESSMENT

1. In each case, translate 2227, 2228, and 223c to read “and,” “or,” and “It is 

false that” or “not,” respectively, and then simplify the English sentence.

(a) It is not cold. (b) It is cold and raining. (c) It is cold or it is raining.

(d) It is raining or it is not cold.
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2. Construct the truth table of ¬p 2227 q as in Fig. 6-9(a).

Figure 6.9:

3. Construct the truth table of p 2228¬(p 2227 q) as shown in Fig. 6-9(b).

Since the truth value of p 2228¬(p 2227 q) is T for all values of p and q,

the proposition is a tautology.

4. Construct the truth tables for ¬(p 2227 q) and ¬p 2228 ¬q as in Fig. 6.10.

Since the truth tables are the same (both propositions are false in the first

case and true in the other three cases), the propositions ¬(p 2227 q) and

¬p 2228 ¬q are logically equivalent and we can write¬(p 2227 q) 2261 ¬p

2228¬q.

Figure 6.10:

5.

6. Recall that “If p then q” is equivalent to “Not p or q;” that is, p → q 2261
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¬p 2228 q. Hence, (a) It is not cold or he wears a hat. (b) Productivity

does not increase or wages rise.

7. Construct their truth tables as in Fig. 6.11. Only the contrapositive ¬q

→ ¬p is logically equivalent to the original conditional proposition p → q.

Figure 6.11:

8. (a) The contrapositive of p → q is ¬q → ¬p. Hence the contrapositive

follows: If Erik is not poor, then he is not a poet.

(b) The statement is equivalent to: “If Marc passes the test, then he

studied.” Thus its contrapositive is: If Marc does not study, then he will

not pass the test.

9. (a) Note that ¬(p→ q) 2261 p 2227¬q; hence the negation of the statement

is: She works or she will not earn money.

(b) Note that ¬(p ↔ q) ≡ p ↔ ¬q ≡ ¬p ↔ q; hence the negation of the

statement is either of the following: He swims if and only if the water is

not warm.

He does not swim if and only if the water is warm.

(c) Note that ¬(p → ¬q) ≡ p ∧ ¬¬q ≡ p ∧ q. Hence the negation of the

statement is:

It snows and they drive the car.

10. Construct the truth table for [(p → q)2227¬p] → ¬q as in Fig. 6.12. Since

the proposition [(p → q)2227¬p] → ¬q is not a tautology, the argument is
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a fallacy. Equivalently, the argument is a fallacy since in the third line of

the truth table p → q and ¬p are true but ¬q is false.

Figure 6.12:

11. Construct the truth table for [(p → q) ∧ ¬q] → ¬p as in Fig. 6.13. Since

the proposition [(p→ q) ∧ ¬q]→ ¬p is a tautology, the argument is valid.

Figure 6.13:

12. Construct the truth table of the premises and conclusions as in Fig. 6.14(a).

Now, p → ¬q, r → q, and r are true simultaneously only in the fifth row

of the table, where ¬p is also true. Hence the argument is valid.

Figure 6.14:

13. First translate the argument into symbolic form. Let p be “7 is less than

4” and q be “7 is a prime number.” Then the argument is of the form

p → ¬q, ¬q Ŝ q
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Now, we construct a truth table as shown in Fig. 6.14(b). The above 

argument is shown to be a fallacy since, in the fourth line of the truth table, 

the premises p → ¬q and ¬p are true, but the conclusion q is false.

Remark: The fact that the conclusion of the argument happens to be a 

true statement is irrelevant to the fact that the argument presented is a 

fallacy.

14. First translate the argument into the symbolic form p → q, ¬p ` ¬q, where p 

is “Two sides of a triangle are equal” and q is “The opposite angles are equal.” 

By Problem 4.10, this argument is a fallacy.

Remark: Although the conclusion does follow from the second premise and 

axioms of Euclidean geometry, the above argument does not constitute such 

a proof since the argument is a fallacy.

15. (a) False. For no number in A is a solution to x + 3 = 10.

(b) True. For every number in A satisfies x + 3 < 10.

(c) True. For if x0 = 1, then x0 + 3 < 5, i.e., 1 is a solution.

(d) False. For if x0 = 5, then x0 + 3 is not less than or equal 7. In other

       words, 5 is not a solution to the given condition.

16. (a) True. For if x = 1, then 1, 2, and 3 are all solutions to 1 < y + 1.

(b) True. For each x0, let y = 1; then x20 + 1 < 12 is a true statement.

(c) False. For if x0 = 2 and y0 = 3, then x20 + y20 < 12 is not a true

statement.
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17. Use ¬∀xp(x) ≡ ∃x¬p(x) and ¬∃xp(x) ≡ ∀x¬p(x):

(a) ¬(∃x∀y, p(x, y)) ≡ ∀x∃y¬p(x, y)

(b) ¬(∀x∀y, p(x, y)) ≡ ∃x∃y¬p(x, y)

(c) ¬(∃y∃x∀z, p(x, y, z)) ≡ ∀y∀x∃z¬p(x, y, z)

18. (a) Yes.

(b) Although p(x) is false for every element in M , p(x) is still a proposi-

tional function on M .

(c) No. Note that 2i + 2 > 5 does not have any meaning. In other words,

inequalities are not defined for complex numbers.

19. Use Theorem 6.4 to negate the quantifiers.

(a) At least one student does not live in the dormitories. (Some students

do not live in the dormitories.)

(b) At least one mathematics major is female. (Some mathematics majors

are female.)

(c) None of the students is 25 years old or older. (All the students are

under 25.)
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in the calculus of finite 

differences and difference equations. There are several reasons for this. First, 

the advent of high speed computers has led to a need for fundamental knowledge 

of this subject. Second, there are numerous applications of the subject to fields 

ranging from engineering, physics and chemistry to actuarial science, economics, 

psychology, biology, probability and statistics. Third, the mathematical theory 

is of interest in itself especially in view of the remarkable analogy of the theory 

to that of differential and integral calculus and differential equations. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

After completion of the unit, you will be able to: 

• Use Difference, Translational and Shifting Operator 

• Apply Derivative and Differential Operator 

• Apply Factorial Functions and Polynomials 

• Use Stirling Numbers and Generalized Factorial Functions 

• Use Taylor Series and in Operator Form 

• Use Gregory-Newton Formula and Leibniz’s Rule 

• Apply Forward, Backward and Central Difference Operators. 

 

 



operators, which can be denoted by letters of the alphabet, indicating the nature

of the operation to be performed. The object on which the operation is to be

performed, or on which the operator is to act, is called the operand.

If C or []3 is the cubing operator and x is the operand then Cx or []3 x

represents the cube of x, i.e. x3. If D or d is the derivative operator and the

operand is the function of x given by f(x) = 2x4 − 3x2 + 5 then

Df(x) = D(2x4 − 3x2 + 5) =
d

dx
(2x4 − 3x2 + 5) = 8x3 − 6x

If I or
∫

() dx dx is the integral operator then

I(2x4 − 3x2 + 5) =

∫
() dx(2x4 − 3x2 + 5)

=

∫ (
2x4 − 3x2 + 5

)
dx =

2x5

5
− x3 + 5x+ c

where c is an arbitrary constant.

The doubling operator can be represented by the ordinary symbol 2. Thus

2(2x4 − 3x2 + 5) = 4x4 − 6x2 + 10

It is assumed, unless otherwise stated, that the class of operands acted upon

by a given operator is suitably restricted so that the results of the operation

will have meaning. Thus for example with the operator D we would restrict

ourselves to the set or class of differentiable functions, i.e. functions whose

derivatives exist. Note that if A is an operator and f is the operand then the

result of the operation is indicated by Af.
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7.1 OPERATORS

We are often concerned in mathematics with performing various operations such

as squaring, cubing, adding, taking square roots, etc. Associated with these are



7.2   SOME DEFINITIONS INVOLVING OPERATORS

1. Equality of operators. Two operators are said to be equal, and we

write A = B orB = A, if and only if for an arbitrary function f we have

Af = Bf .

2. The identity or unit operator. If for arbitrary f we have If = f then

I is called the identity or unit operator. For all practical purposes we can

and will use 1 instead of I.

3. The null or zero operator. If for arbitrary f we have Of = 0 then 0 is

called the null or zero operator. For all practical purposes we can and will

use 0 instead of O.

4. Sum and difference of operators. We define

(A+B)f = Af +Bf (A−B)f = Af −Bf

and refer to the operators A + B and A − B respectively as the sum and

difference of operators A and B. For Example

(C +D)x2 = Cx2 +Dx2 = x6 + 2x,

(C −D)x2 = Cx2 −Dx2 = x6 − 2x

5. Product of operators. We define

(AB)f = (AB)f = A(Bf)

and refer to the operator AB or A · B as the product of operators A and
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B. If A = B we denote AA or A ·A as A2.

(CD)x2 = C(Dx2) = C(2x) = 8x3,

C2x2 = C(Cx2) = C(x6) = x18

6. Linear operators. If operator A has the property that for arbitrary

functions f and g and an arbitrary constant a

A(f + g) = Af +Ag,

A(αf) = αAf

then A is called a linear operator. If an operator is not a linear operator

it is called a non-linear operator.

7. Inverse operators. If A and B are operators such that A(Bf) = f for

an arbitrary function f , i.e. (AR)f = f or AB = I or AB = 1, then we

say that B is an inverse of A and write B = A−1 = 1/A. Equivalently

A−1f = g if and only if Ag = f .

7.3   THE DIFFERENCE OPERATOR

Given a function f(x) we define an operator 0, called the difference operator, by

∆f(x) = f(x+ h)− f(x) (7.1)

where h is some given number usually positive and called the difference in-

terval or diferencing interval. If in particular f(x) = x we have

∆x = (x+ h)− x = h or h = ∆x (7.2)

Successive differences can also be taken. For example
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∆2f(x) = ∆[∆f(x)] = ∆[f(x+h)− f(x)] = f(x+ 2h)− 2f(x+h) + f(x) (7.3)

We call ∆2 the second order difference operator or difference operator of order

2. In general we define the nth order difference operator by

∆nf(x) = ∆[∆n−1f(x)] (7.4)

7.4   THE TRANSLATION OR SHIFTING OPERATOR

We define the translation or shifting operator E by

Ef(x) = f(x+ h) (7.5)

By applying the operator twice we have

E2f(x) = E[Ef(x)] = E[f(x+ h)] = f(x+ 2h) (7.6)

In general if n is any integer [or in fact, any real number], we define

Enf(x) = f(x+ nh) (7.7)

We can show [see Problem 1.10] that operators E and ∆ are related by

∆ = E − 1 or E = 1 + ∆ (7.8)

using 1 instead of the unit operator I.
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7.5  THE DERIVATIVE OPERATOR

From (6.1) and (6.2) we have

∆f (x)

∆x
=
f (x+ h)− f (x)

h
(7.9)

where we can consider the operator acting on f(x) to be ∆
∆x or ∆

h . The first

order derivative or briefly first derivative or simply derivative of f(x) is defined

as the limit of the quotient in (6.9) as h or ∆x approaches zero and is denoted

by

Df (x) = f ′ (x) = lim
∆x→0

∆f (x)

∆x
= lim

h→0

f (x+ h)− f (x)

h
(7.10)

if the limit exists. The operation of taking derivatives is called differentiation

and D is the derivative or differentiation operator.

The second derivative or derivative of order two is defined as the derivative

of the first derivative, assuming it exists, and is denoted by

D2f (x) = D [Df (x)] = f ′′ (x) (7.11)

We can prove that the second derivative is given by

D2f (x) = lim
∆x→0

∆2f (x)

(∆x)2 = lim
h→0

f (x+ 2h)− 2f (x+ h) + f (x)

h2
(7.12)

and can in fact take this as a definition of the second derivative. Higher ordered

derivatives can be obtained similarly.

7.6    THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR

The differential of first order or briefly first differential or simply differential of

a function f(x) is defined by
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df (x) = f ′ (x) ∆x = f ′ (x)h (7.13)

In particular if f(x) = x we have dx = ∆x = h so that (6.13) becomes

df(x) = f ′ (x) dx = f ′ (x)h or df(x) = Df(x)dx = hDf(x) (7.14)

We call d the differential operator. The second order differential of f(x) can

be defined as

d2f(x) = f ′′ (x) (∆x)2 = f ′′ (x) (dx)2 (7.15)

and higher ordered differentials are defined similarly.

Note that df(x), dx = ∆x = h, d2f(x), (dx)2 = (∆x)2 = h2 are numbers

which are not necessarily zero and not necessarily small.

It follows from (6.14) and (6.15) that

f ′ (x) =
df (x)

dx
= Df(x), f ′′ (x) =

d2f (x)

dx2
= D2f(x) (7.16)

where in the denominator of (6.16) we have written (dx)2 as dx2 as indicated

by custom or convention. It follows that we can consider the operator equivalence

D =
d

dx
, D2 =

d2

dx2
(7.17)

Similarly we shall write

∆2

(∆x)2 f (x) , as
∆2

∆x2
f (x)
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7.7 FACTORIAL FUNCTIONS

In an effort to obtain an analogous formula involving ∆ we write

∆xm

∆x
=

(x+ h)m − xm

h
(7.18)

which however does not resemble the formula for Dxm. To achieve a resemblance

we introduce the factorial function defined by

x(m) = x(x− h)(x− 2h)...(x− [m− 1]h), m = 1, 2, 3, ... (7.19)

consisting of m factors. The name factorial arises because in the special case

x = m, h = 1, we have m(m) = m(m− 1)(m− 2).2.1 = m!, i.e. factorial m.

If m = 0, we define x(m) = 1, i.e.

x(0) = 1 (7.20)

For negative integers we define

x(−m) =
1

(x+ h)(x+ 2h)...(x+mh)
=

1

(x+mh)(m)
, m = 1, 2, 3, ... (7.21)

Note that as h→ 0, x(m) → xm, x(−m) → x−m.

Using (6.19), (6.20), (6.21) it follows that for all integers m

∆xm

∆x
= mxm−1 or ∆xm = mx(m−1)h (7.22)

in perfect analogy to Dxm = mx(m−1) and d(xm) = mx(m−1)dx respectively.

We can also define x(m) for nonintegral values of m in terms of the gamma

function.
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7.8    FACTORIAL POLYNOMIALS

From (6.20) we find on putting m = 1, 2, 3, ...

x(1) = x

x(2) = x2 − xh

x(3) = x3 − 3x2h+ 2xh2 (7.23)

x(4) = x4 − 6x3h+ 11x2h2 − 6xh3

x(5) = x5 − 10x4h+ 35x3h2 − 50x2h3 + 24xh4

etc. If p is any positive integer, we define a factorial polynomial of degree p as

a0x
(p) + a1x

(p−1) + .................+ ap (7.24)

where a0 6= 0, a1,......, ap, are constants. Using (6.23) we see that a factorial

polynomial of degree p can be expressed uniquely as an ordinary polynomial of

degree p.

Conversely any ordinary polynomial of degree p can be expressed uniquely

as a factorial polynomial of degree p. This can be accomplished by noting that

x = x(1)

x2 = x(2) + xh

x3 = x(3) + 3x2h− 2xh2 (7.25)

x4 = x(4) + 6x3h− 11x2h2 + 6xh3

x5 = x(5) + 10x4h− 35x3h2 + 50x2h3 − 24xh4

etc. Another method for converting an ordinary polynomial into a factorial

polynomial uses synthetic division.
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7.9   STIRLING NUMBERS

Any of the equations (6.23) can be written as

x(n) =
n∑

k=1

snkx
knk−1 (7.26)

where the coefficients snk are called Stirling numbers of the first kind. A recursion

formula for these numbers is

sn+1
k = snk−1 − nsnk (7.27)

where we define

snn = 1, snk = 0 for k ≤ 0, k ≥ n+ 1 where n > 0 (7.28)

Similarly any of the equations (6.25) can be written as

xn =
n∑

k=1

Sn
kx

(k)hn−k (7.29)

where the coefficients Sn
k are called Stirling numbers of the second kind. A

recursion formula for these numbers is

Sn+1
k = Sn

k−1 + kSn
k (7.30)

where we define

Sn
n = 1, Sn

k = 0 for k ≤ 0, k ≥ n+ 1 where n > 0 (7.31)
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In obtaining properties of the Stirling numbers results are greatly simplified

by choosing h = 1 in (6.26) and (6.29).

7.10    GENERALIZED FACTORIAL FUNCTIONS

The generalized factorial function corresponding to any function f(x) is defined

by

[f(x)](m) = f(x)f(x− h)f(x− 2h)...f(x− [m− 1]h) m = 1, 2, 3, ... (7.32)

[f(x)](−m) =
1

f(x+ h)f(x+ 2h)f(x+mh)
m = 1, 2, 3, ... (7.33)

[f(x)](0) = 1 (7.34)

The special case f(x) = x yields (6.19), (6.21) and (6.20) respectively.

It should be noted that as h → 0, [f(x)](m) → [f(x)](m) and [f(x)](−m) →

[f(x)](−m).

7.11 TAYLOR SERIES

From the calculus we know that if all the derivatives of f(x) up to order n + 1

at least exist at a point a of an interval, then there is a number η between a and

any point x of the interval such that

f(x) = f(a) + f ′(a)(x− a) +
f ′′(a)(x− a)2

2!
+ .....+

fn(a)(x− a)n

n!
+Rn (7.35)
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where the remainder Rn is given by

Rn =
f (n+1) (η) (x− a)n+1

n+ 1
(7.36)

This is often called Taylor’s theorem or Taylor’s formula with a remainder.

The case where n = 0 is often called the law of the mean or mean value theorem

for derivatives.

If
lim
n→∞

Rn = 0 (7.37)

for all x in an interval, then

f(x) = f(a) + f ′(a)(x− a) +
f ′′(a)(x− a)2

2!
+ ........ (7.38)

is called the Taylor series of f(x) about x = a and converges in the interval.

We can also write (39) with x = a+ h so that

f(a+ h) = f(a) + f ′(a)h+
f ′′(a)h2

2!
+ ........ (7.39)

The special case where a = 0 is often called a Maclaurin series.

7.12 TAYLOR SERIES IN OPERATOR FORM

If in (6.39) we replace a by x we have

f(x+ h) = f(x) + f ′(x)h+
f ′′ (x)h2

2!
+ ...... (7.40)

which can formally be written in terms of operators as

Ef(x) =

[
1 + hD +

h2D2

2!
+
h3D3

3!
+ .....

]
f(x) = ehDf(x) (7.41)
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using the series for ehD obtained from the result 1 above on replacing x by

hD. This leads to the operator equivalence

E = ehD (7.42)

or using,

∆ = ehD − 1 or ehD = 1 + ∆ (7.43)

Such formal series of operators often prove lucrative in obtaining many im-

portant results and the methods involved are often called symbolic operator

methods.

7.13   THE GREGORY-NEWTON FORMULA

As may be expected there exists a formula in the difference calculus which is

analogous to the Taylor series of differential calculus. The formula is called the

Gregory-Newton formula and one of the ways in which it can be written is

f (x) = f (a)+
∆f (a)

∆x

(x− a)(1)

1!
+

∆2f (a)

∆x2

(x− a)(2)

2!
+.......

∆nf (a)

∆xn
(x− a)(n)

n!
+Rn

(7.44)

which is analogous to (37). The remainder Rn is given by

Rn =
f (n+1) (η) (x− a)(n+1)

(n+ 1)!
(7.45)

where η lies between a and x. If limn→∞Rn = 0 for all x in an interval, then

(44) can be written as an infinite series which converges in the interval. If f(x)

is any polynomial of degree n, the remainder Rn = 0 for all x.
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7.14   LEIBNITZ’S RULE

In the calculus there exists a formula for the nth derivative of the product of

two functions f(x) and g(x) known as Leibnitz’s rule. This states that

Dn (fg) = (f) (Dng)+

(
n

1

)
(Df)(Dn−1g)+

(
n

2

)
(D2f)(Dn−2g)+...+

(
n

n

)
(Dnf)(Dg)

where for brevity we have written f and g for f(x) and g(x) and where

(
n
)

=
n(n− 1)......(n− r + 1)

=
n!

, 0! = 1
r                                 r!                         r! (n − r)!

are the binomial coefficients, i.e. the coefficients in the expansion of (1 +x)n. An 

analogous formula exists for differences and is given by

∆n (fg) = f∆n (g)+

(
n

1

)
(∆f)(∆n−1Eg)+

(
n

2

)
(∆2f)(∆n−2E2g)+...+

(
n

n

)
(∆nf)(∆Eng)

which we shall refer to as Leibnitz’s rule for differences.

7.15   FORWARD, BACLKWARD AND CENTRAL DIFFERENCE
          OPERATORS

Various other operators are sometimes used in the difference calculus although these

can be expressed in terms of the fundamental operators ∆ and E. Two such operators

are∇ and δ defined by

∇f(x) = f(x)− f(x− h)
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δf(X) = f

(
x+

h

2

)
− f

(
x− h

2

)



We call ∇ the backward difference operator [in contrast with ∆ which is

then called the forward difference operator] and δ the central difference operator.

These are related to ∆ and E by

∇ = ∆E−1 = 1− E−1

δ = E1/2 − E−1/2 = ∆E−1/2 = ∇E1/2

Two other operators which are sometimes used are called averaging operators

and are denoted by M and µ respectively. They are defined by the equations

Mf(x) =
1

2
[f (x+ h) + f (x)]

µf(x) =
1

2

[
f

(
x+

h

2

)
+ f

(
x− h

2

)]
Some relationships of these operators to the other operators ar given by

M =
1

2
(E + 1) = 1 +

1

2
∆

µ =
1

2

(
E1/2 + E−1/2

)
7.16  KEY POINTS

• Equality of operators. Two operators are said to be equal, and we

write A = B orB = A, if and only if for an arbitrary function f we have

Af = Bf .

• The identity or unit operator. If for arbitrary f we have If = f then
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I is called the identity or unit operator. For all practical purposes we can

and will use 1 instead of I.



• The null or zero operator. If for arbitrary f we have Of = 0 then 0 is

called the null or zero operator. For all practical purposes we can and will

use 0 instead of O.

• Sum and difference of operators. We define

(A+B)f = Af +Bf (A−B)f = Af −Bf

and refer to the operators A + B and A − B respectively as the sum and

difference of operators A and B. For Example

(C +D)x2 = Cx2 +Dx2 = x6 + 2x,

(C −D)x2 = Cx2 −Dx2 = x6 − 2x

• Product of operators. We define

(AB)f = (AB)f = A(Bf)

and refer to the operator AB or A · B as the product of operators A and

B. If A = B we denote AA or A ·A as A2.

(CD)x2 = C(Dx2) = C(2x) = 8x3,

C2x2 = C(Cx2) = C(x6) = x18

• Linear operators. If operator A has the property that for arbitrary

functions f and g and an arbitrary constant a
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A(f + g) = Af +Ag,

A(αf) = αAf

• Inverse operators. If A and B are operators such that A(Bf) = f for

an arbitrary function f , i.e. (AR)f = f or AB = I or AB = 1, then we

say that B is an inverse of A and write B = A−1 = 1/A. Equivalently

A−1f = g if and only if Ag = f .



• THE DIFFERENCE OPERATOR

Given a function f(x) we define an operator ∆, called the difference operator,

by
∆f(x) = f(x+ h)− f(x)

We call ∆2 the second order difference operator or difference operator of

order 2. In general we define the nth order difference operator by

∆nf(x) = ∆[∆n−1f(x)]

• THE TRANSLATION OR SHIFTING OPERATOR

We define the translation or shifting operator E by

Ef(x) = f(x+ h)

• THE DERIVATIVE OPERATOR
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∆f (x)

∆x
=
f (x+ h)− f (x)

h

• THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR

The differential of first order or briefly first differential or simply differential

of a function f(x) is defined by

df (x) = f ′ (x) ∆x = f ′ (x)h

• FORWARD, BACLKWARD and CENTRAL DIFFERENCE OPERATORS

Various other operators are sometimes used in the difference calculus although 

these can be expressed in terms of the fundamental operators ∆ and E. Two such 

operators are ∇ and δ defined by

∇f(x) = f(x)− f(x− h)



δf(X) = f

(
x+

h

2

)
− f

(
x− h

2

)
We call ∇ the backward difference operator [in contrast with ∆ which is

then called the forward difference operator] and δ the central difference operator.

These are related to ∆ and E by

∇ = ∆E−1 = 1− E−1

δ = E1/2 − E−1/2 = ∆E−1/2 = ∇E1/2

Two other operators which are sometimes used are called averaging operators

and are denoted by M and µ respectively. They are defined by the equations
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Mf(x) =
1

2
[f (x+ h) + f (x)]

µf(x) =
1

2

[
f

(
x+

h

2

)
+ f

(
x− h

2

)]
Some relationships of these operators to the other operators ar given by

M =
1

2
(E + 1) = 1 +

1

2
∆

µ =
1

2

(
E1/2 + E−1/2

)
Self-Assessment

1.

3
√

If C is the cubing operator and D is the derivative operator, determine

each of the following. (a) C(2x+ 1) (b) D(4x− 5x3) (c) CD(2x− 3) (d)

DC(2x−3) (e) (C+D)(4x+2) (f) (D+C)(4x+2) (g) (C2−4C+1) x− 1

(h) (D2 − 2D + 1)(3x2 − 5x+ 4) (i) (C − 2)(D + 3)x2 (j) (xCxD)x3



3. Prove that (a) the cubing operator C is a nonlinear operator while (b) the

derivative operator D is a linear operator.

4. (a) If C denotes the cubing operator, explain what is meant by the inverse

operator C−1. (b) Does C−1 exist always? (c) Is C-1 unique? Illustrate

by considering C−1(8).

5. Find each of the following. (a) ∆(2x2 +3x) (b) E(4x−x2) (c) ∆2(x3−x2)

(d) E3(3x− 2) (e) (2∆2 + ∆− 1)(x2 + 2x+ 1) (f) (E2− 3E+ 2)(2x/h +x)

(g) (∆ + 1)(2∆− 1)(x2 + 2x+ 1) (h) (E − 2)(E − 1)(2x/h + x)
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2. If D is the derivative operator and f is any differentiable function, prove

the operator equivalence Dx − xD = I = 1, i.e. the unit or identity

operator.

6. Prove that (a) ∆[f(x)+g(x)] = ∆f(x)+∆g(x) and (b) ∆[αf(x)] = αf(x),

α = constant, and thus show that ∆ is a linear operator.

7.

[
f (x)

g (x)

]
=Prove that (a) ∆[f(x)g(x)] = f (x) ∆g(x)+g (x+ h) ∆f (x) (b) ∆

g (x) ∆f (x)− f (x) ∆g (x)

g (x) (x+ h)
.

8. Prove that ∆E = EA∆, i.e. the operators ∆ and E are commutative with

respect to multiplication.

9. Prove that (a) ∆ = E−1, (b)E = 1+∆, (c) ∆2 = (E−1)2 = E2−2E+1.

10. Prove that (a) E−1f(x) = f(x − h), (b) E−nf(x) = f(x − nh) for any

integer n.

11. Show that (a) lim∆x→0
∆ (

2x2 + 3x
)

= d
d
(
2x2 + 3

)
= 4x+3 (b) lim∆x→0

∆2

∆x2

(
x3 − x2

)
= d2

dx2

(
x3 − x2

)∆x x

= 6x − 2 directly from the definition.



12. Find (a) d(2x2 + 3x), (b) d2(x3 − x2).

13. Prove that D[f(x)g(x)] = f(x)Dg(x) + g(x)Df(x).

14. If x(m) = x(x − h)(x − 2h).(x − [m − 1]h), m = 1, 2, 3, ..., prove that

∆

∆x
x(m) = mxm−1 or equivalently ∆x(m) = mxm−1h where h = ∆x.

15. Find (a) ∇(x2 + 2x), (b) δ(x2 + 2x).

16. Prove that (a) ∇ = ∆E−1 = E−1∆ = 1 − E−1 (b) δ = E1/2 − E−1/2 =

∆E−1/2 = ∇E1/2

17. Find (a) M(4x2 − 8x), (b) µ(4x2 − 8x).

Solution of Self Assessment

1. (a) C(2x+ 1) = (2x+ 1)3 (b) D(4x− 5x3) = 4− 15x2 (c) CD(2x− 3) =

C ·2 = 23 = 8(d)DC(2x−3) = D(2x−3)3 = 3(2x−3)2 ·2 = 6(2x−3)2 (e)
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3
√

3
√

3
√

3
√

3
√

(C+D)(4x+2) = C(4x+2)+D(4x+2) = (4x+2)3+4(f) (D+C)(4x+2) =

D(4x+2)+C(4x+2) = 4+(4x+2)3(g)(C2−4C+1) x− 1 = C2 x− 1−

4C x− 1+1 x− 1 = (x−1)3−4(x−1)+ x− 1(h)(D2−2D+1)(3x2−

5x+4) = D2(3x2−5x+4)−2D(3x2−5x+4)+1(3x2−5x+4) = 6−2(6x−

5)+3x2−5x+4 = 3x2−17x+20(i) (C−2)(D+3)x2 = (C−2)[Dx2+3x2] =

(C−2)(2x+3x2) = C(2x+3x2)−2(2x+3x2) = (2x+3x2)3−2(2x+3x2)(j)

(xCxD)x3 = xCx(Dx3) = xCx(3x2) = xC(3x3) = x(27x9) = 27x10

2. (Dx − xD)f = Dxf − xDf = d (xf) − x df = x df + f − x df = f = Ifdx dx dx dx

Then for any differentiable f , (Dx− xD)f = If = 1 or Dx− xD = I = 1.



3. (a) If f and g are any functions we have C(f + g) = (f + g)3, Cf +

Cg = f3 + g3. Then in general since (f + g)3 6= f3 + g3 it follows that

C(f + g) 6= Cf + Cg so that C cannot be a linear operator, i.e. C is

a nonlinear operator. (b) If f and g are any differentiable functions, we

have D(f + g) = df
dx + df

dx = Df + Dg Also if α is any constant, then

D(αf) = α df
dx = αDf Then D is a linear operator.

4. (a) By definition B = C−1 is that operator such that CBf(x) = f(x) or

CB = I = 1, the unit or identity operator. Equivalently C−1f(x) = g(x)

if and only if Cg(z) = f(x) or [g(x)]3 = f(x),i.e. g(x) is a cube root of

f(x). Thus C−1 is the operation of taking cube roots. As a particularcase

C−1(8) is the result of taking cube roots of 8. (b) If f(x) is real, then

C−1[f(x)] will always exist but may or may not be real. For example if

C−1(8) is denoted by x then x3 8, i.e. (x − 2)(x2 + 2x + 4) = 0 and
√

x = 2, −1 ± 3i so that there are both real and complex cube roots. The

only case wher C−1f(x) is always real when f(x) is real is if f(x) = 0.

If f(x) is complex, C−1f(x) always exists. (c) It is clear from (b) that

C−1f(x) is not always unique since for example C−1(8) has three different

values. However if f(x) is real and if we restrict ourselves to real values only,

then C−1f(x) will be unique. Thus if we restrict ourselves to real values we

have for example C−1(8) = 2.
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5. (a) ∆(2x2 + 3x) = [2(x + h)2 + 3(x + h)] − [2x2 + 3x] = 2x2 + 4hx +

2h2 + 3x + 3h − 2x2 − 3x = 4hx + 2h2 + 3h (b) E(4x − x2) = 4(x + h) −

(x + h)2 = 4x + 4h − x2 − 2hx − h2 (c) ∆2(x3 − x2) = ∆[∆(x3 − x2)]

= A[{(x + h)3 − (x + h)2} − (x3 − x2)]=∆[3x2h + 3xh2 + h3 − 2hx − h2] −

[3(x + h)2h + 3(x + h)h2 + hS − 2h(x + h) − h2]− [3x2h + 3xh2 + h3 − 2hx

− h2]= 6h2x + 6h3 − 2h2



(d) E3(3x− 2) = E2E(3x− 2) = E2[3(x+ h)− 2] = E ·E[3(x+ h)− 2] =

E[3(x+ 2h)− 2] = 3(x+ 3h)− 2

(e) (2∆2 + ∆ − 1)(x2 + 2x + 1) = 2∆2(x2 + 2x + 1) + ∆(x2 + 2x + 1) −

1(x2 + 2x+ 1)=

2∆[{(x+h)2 + 2(x+h) + 1)− (x2 + 2x+ 1)] + [{(x+h)2 + 2(x+h) + 1)−

(x2 + 2x+ 1)]− x2 − 2x− 1=

2∆[2hx+h2 +2h]+[2hx+h2 +2h]−x2−2x−1= 2[{2h(x+h)+h2 +2h}−

(2hx+h2 +2h)]+2hx+h2 +2h−x2−2x−1= 5h2 +2hx+2h−x2−2x−1

(Note we must use 1 in 2∆2 +∆−1 instead of the unit or identity operator

I.)

(f) (E2− 3E+ 2)(2x/h +x) = E2(2x/h +x)− 3E(2x/h +x) + 2(2x/h +x)=

(2(x+2h)/h + x+ 2h)− 3(2(x+h)/h + x+ h) + 2(x+h)/h + 2x=(4 · 2x/h + x+

2h)− 3(2 · 2x/h + x+ h) + 2 · 2x/h + 2x= −h

(g) (A+1)(2A−1)(x2 +2x+1) = (∆+1)[2∆(x2 +2x+1)−1(x2 +2x+1)]=

(∆ + 1)[2{(x+ h)2 + 2(x+ h) + 1} − 3(x2 + 2x+ 1)]

=(∆ + 1)[4hx + 2h2 + 4h − x2 − 2x − 1]= ∆[4hx + 2h2 + 4h− x2 − 2x −

1] + [4hx+ 2h2 + 4h− x2− 2x− 1]

= 4h(x + h) + 2h2 + 4h − (x + h)2 − 2(x + h) − 1 

= 5h2 + 2hx + 2h − x2 − 2x − 1

Note that this result is the same as that of (e) and illustrates the operator 

equivalence (∆ + 1)(2∆ − 1) = 2∆2 + ∆ − 1.
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(h) (E − 2)(E − 1)(2x/h + x) = (E − 2)[E(2x/h + x)− (2x/h + x)]= (E −

2)[(2(x+h)/h+x+h)−(2x/h+x)]= (E−2)[2x/h+h]= E[2x/h+h]−2[2x/h+h]=

2(x+h)/h+h−2(x+h)/h−2h= −h Note that this result is the same as that

of (f) and illustrates the operator equivalence (E−2)(E−1) = E2−3E+2.

6. (a) ∆[f(x)+g(x)]=[f(x+h)+g(x+h)]− [f(x)+g(x)]=[f(x+h)−f(x)]+

[g(x+h)−g(x)] = ∆f(x)+∆g(x) (b) ∆[αf(x)] = [αf(x+h)]− [αf(x)] =

α[f(x+ h)− f(x)] = a∆f(x)

7. (a) ∆[f(x)g(x)] =f (x + h) g (x + h)-f (x) g (x)=f (x + h) g (x + h)−f (x) g 

(x + h)+ f (x) g (x + h)−f (x) g (x)=g (x + h) [f (x + h) − f (x)]+f (x) [g 

(x + h) − g (x)]=

=f (x) ∆g(x) + g (x+ h) ∆f (x) (b) ∆

[
f (x)

g (x)

]
=
f (x+ h)

g (x+ h)
− f (x)

g (x)
=

g (x) f (x+ h)− f (x) g (x+ h)

g (x) g (x+ h)
=

g (x) [f (x+ h)− f (x)]− f (x) [g (x+ h)− g (x)]

g (x) g (x+ h)
=
g (x) ∆f (x)− f (x) ∆g (x)

g (x) g (x+ h)

8. We have for arbitrary f(x) ∆Ef(x) = ∆[Ef(x)] = ∆[f(x + h)] = f(x +

2h) − f(x + h) E∆f(x) = E[f(x + h) − f(x)] = f(x + 2h) − f(x + h)

Then ∆Ef(x) = E∆f(x), i.e. ∆E = E∆.

9. (a) We have for arbitrary f(x) ∆f(x) = f(x+h)−f(x) = Ef(x)−f(x) =

(E−1)f(x) Thus ∆ = E−1 where we use 1 instead of the unit or identity

operator I. (b) We have for arbitrary f(x)Ef(x) = f(x + h) = f(x) +

[f(x+h)−f(x)] = f(x)+∆f(x) = (1+∆)f(x) Thus E = 1+∆. Note that

this illustrates the fact that we can treat operators ∆ and E as ordinary

algebraic quantities. In particular we can transpose the 1 in ∆ = E − 1 to

obtain E = 1 + ∆. (c) We have for arbitrary f(x)
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∆2f(x) = ∆[∆f(x)] = ∆[f(x + h) − f(x)]=[f(x + 2h) − f(x + h)] − [f(x + h) − f(x)]=f(x 

+ 2h) − 2f(x + h) + f(x)=E2f(x) − 2Ef(x) + f(x)=(E2 −2E + 1)f(x)=(E − 1)2f(x) 

Thus ∆2 = (E − 1)2 = E2 − 2E + 1.

10. (a) By definition if E−1f(x) = g (x), then Eg(x) = f(x), i.e. g(x + h) = f(x)

or g(x) = f(x−h) on replacing x by x−h., Thus E−1f(x) = f(x−h).

(b) Case 1. If n is a negative integer or zero, let n = −m where m is a

positive integer or zero. Then Emf(x) = f(x + mh), i.e. E−nf(x) = f(x − 

nh) Case 2. If n is a positive integer, then by definition if

E−nf(x) = g(x) then Eng(x) = f(x) or g(x + nh) = f(x) Then replacing x 

by x - nh we have E−nf(x) = g(x) = f(x−nh) In general we shall define 

Enf(x) = f(x + nh) for all real numbers n.

11. (a) From self-assessment 5(a) we have since h = ∆x ,
∆

∆x

(
2x2 + 3x

)
=

4hx+ 2h2 + 3h

h
= 4x+2h+3 Then lim∆x→0

∆

∆x

( )
2x2 + 3x = limh→0 

(4x + 2h + 3) =4x+3 = d
dx

(
2x2 + 3x

)
(b) From self-assessment 5(c) we have since h = ∆x

and h2 = (∆x)2 ,
∆2

∆x2

(
x3 − x2

)
=

6h2x+ 6h3 − 2h2

h2
= 6x+6h−2 Then

lim∆x→0
∆2

∆x2

(
x3 − x2

)
= limh→0 (6x+ 6h− 2) = 6x − 2 = d2

dx2

(
x3 − x2

)
The results illustrate the fact that lim∆x→0

∆n

∆xn
f (x) =

dn

dnx
f (x). Note

the operator equivalencelim lim∆x→0
∆n

∆xn
=

dn

dnx
.The notation D =

d

dx
,

D2 =
d2

dx2
....... Dn =

dn

dxn
can also be used. Strictlyspeaking we should

write
∆n

∆xn
as

∆n

(∆x)n
and

dn

dxn
as

dn

(dx)n
. However by custom we leave off

theparentheses in the denominator.

12. (a) By definition, using dx = ∆x = h we have d(2x2 + 3x)=
d

dx
(2x2 +

3x)dx=(4x+ 3) dx=(4x+ 3)h (b) By definition, d2(x3 − x2)=
d2

dx2
(x3 −

x2)dx2=(6x− 2) dx2=(6x− 2)h2
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14. We have ∆x(m) = (x + h)(m) − x(m)=(x + h)(x)(x − h).....(x − [m − 2]h) − 
x(x−h)(x−2h)....(x−[m − 1] h)=x(x−h)...(x−[m − 2] h) {(x + h) − (x −
[m − 1]h)}=mxm−1h Note that for m = 1 this formally reduces to∆x(1) = 

x(0)h However since

∆x(1) = ∆x = h we are led to define x(0) = 1.

15. (a) ∇
(
x2 + 2x

)
= [x2 + 2x]− [(x−h)2 + 2(x−h)]= x2 + 2x− [x2− 2hx+

h2 + 2x − 2h]=2hx + 2h − h2 (b) δ(x2 + 2x)=
[(
x+ h

2

)2
+ 2

(
x+ h

2

)]
−[(

x+ h
2

)2
+ 2

(
x− h

2

)]
=

[(
x2 + hx+

h2

4
+ 2x+ h

)]
−
[(
x2−hx+

h2

4
+2x−h

)]
=2hx+ 2h

16. (a) Given any function f(x) we have ∇f(x)=f(x) − f(x − h)=∆f(x −

h)=∆E−1f(x) so that∇ = ∆E−1. Similarly∇f(x)=f(x)−f(x−h)=E−1[f(x+

h) − f(x)] = E−1∆f(x) so that ∇ = E−1∆ Finally ∇(x) = f(x) − f(x −

h) = f(x) − E−1f(x) = (1 − E−1)f(x) so that ∇ = 1 − E−1. (b)

δf (x)=f
(
x+ h

2

)
−f
(
x− h

2

)
=E1/2f (x)−E−1/2f (x)=

(
E1/2 − E−1/2

)
f (x)

(
x+ h

2

)
−f
(
x− h

2

)
=∆f

(
x− h

2

)
=∆E−1/2f (x)

so that δ = ∆E−1/2 δf(x)=f (x + h2 )−f

so that δ = E1/2−E−1/2. 

Similarly δf(x)=f 

(x − h2
)
=∇f

(
x+ h

2

)
=∇E1/2fx

so that δ = ∇E1/2.

17. (a)M(4x2−8x) = 1
2 [4(x+h)2−8(x+h)+4x2−8x] =4x2+4hx+2h2−8x−4h

(b) µ(4x2−8x)=1
2 [4(x+h

2 )2−8(x+h
2 )+4(x−h

2 )2−8x
(
x− h

2

)
] =4x2−8x+h2
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13. From self-assessment 7
(a) we have on dividing by h = ∆x ∆

∆x
[f (x) g (x)]=f (x)

∆
[g (x)]+

g (x+ h)
∆
f (x) Then taking the limit as h = ∆x− > 0 we have

d

dx

∆x 

f (x)
d

dx

∆x

[g (x)] + g (x)
d

dx
f(x)which gives the required result on writing d/dx=D.

[f (x) g (x)]=
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INTRODUCTION 

Graphs, directed graphs, trees and binary trees appear in many areas of mathematics 

and computer science. This and the next two chapters will cover these topics. 

However, in order to understand how these objects may be stored in memory and to 

understand algorithms on them, we need to know a little about certain data structures. 

We assume the reader does understand linear and two-dimensional arrays; hence we 

will only discuss linked lists and pointers, and stacks and queues below. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

After completion of the unit, you will be able to: 

• Graphs and Multi-graphs 

• Sub-graphs, Homomorphic and Isomorphic Graphs 

• Paths, Connectivity 

• Complete, Regular and Bipartite Graphs 

• Tree Graph, Planer Graphs 

• Graph Algorithms 

• Traveling-Salesman Problem. 

 

 

 



Customer Adams Brown Clark Drew Evans Farmer Geller Hiller Infeld  Salesman

Smith Ray Ray Jones Smith Jones Ray Smith Ray.

There are two basic operations that one would want to perform on the data:

Operation A

Given the name of a customer, find his salesman.

Operation B

Given the name of a salesman, find the list of his customers.

We address a variety of ways in which data can be processed on a computer

and how simple it is to perform operations A and B on data. Obviously, the file

may be stored in a database array of two rows (or columns) of nine names. Since

the customers are identified alphabetically, operation A may easily be performed.

However, in order to perform operation B, one must scan the entire list or array.

Data can easily be stored in memory using a two-dimensional array where, say,

the rows correspond to the alphabetical listing of customers, and the columns

correspond to the alphabetical listing of salesmen, and where there is a 1 in the

matrix representing the customer’s salesman, and there are 0’s elsewhere. The

only downside to such a representation is that there may be a loss of a lot of

power, because many 0’s may be in the matrix. For example, if a business had

1,000 customers and 20 salesmen, 20 000 memory locations would be needed for

the data, but only 1,000 of them would be useful.

The following is a way to store data in memory using linked lists and pointers.

By a linked list, we mean a linear set of data elements, called nodes, where

the linear order is given by means of a pointer field. Figure 8.1 is a graphical

diagram of a connection list of six nodes. This is, each node is divided into
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8.1 LINKED LISTS AND POINTERS

Linked lists and pointers will be introduced by means of an example. Suppose a

brokerage company maintains a file containing the name of the client and the

seller for each record; claim the file contains the following data:



two parts: the first part contains the information of the entity (e.g., NAME,

ADDRESS, etc.) and the second part, called the link field or the next pointer field,

contains the address of the next node in the list. There is also a variable pointer,

called START in Fig. 8-1, which gives the address of the first node in the list.

Furthermore, the pointer field of the last node contains an invalid address, called

a null pointer, which indicates the end of the list.

Figure 8.1:

One of the key ways to store the original data pictured in Fig. 8.2, uses a

related list. Note that there are separate (alphabetically sorted) arrays for

customers and salesmen. There is also an SLSM pointer array parallel to the

CUSTOMER, which provides the location of the customer’s salesperson, so

operation A can be performed very easily and quickly. In addition, the list of

customers of each salesperson is a related list, as discussed above. Specifically,

there is a START pointer array parallel to SALESMAN that points to the first

customer of a salesman, and there is a NEXT array that points to the next

customer in the salesman’s list (or includes a 0 to signify the end of the list). It is

demonstrated by the arrows in Fig. 8.2 for Ray, the dealer.

Figure 8.2:
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Operation B can now be carried out conveniently and quickly; that is, it is

not appropriate to scan through the list of all customers in order to obtain a list

of the customers of that salesman. Figure 8.3 demonstrates an algorithm of this

kind (which is written in a pseudocode).

Figure 8.3:

Stacks, Queues, and Priority Queues

There are data structures other than arrays and related lists that will appear

in our graph algorithms. These structures, stacks, queues, and priority queues,

are briefly described below.

(a) Stack:

A stack, also called a last-in first-out (LIFO) system, is a linear list in which

insertions and deletions can take place only at one end, called the “top” of the list.

This structure is similar in its operation to a stack of dishes on a spring system, as

pictured in Fig. 8.4(a). Note that new dishes are inserted only at the top of the

stack and dishes can be deleted only from the top of the stack.

(b) Queue

A queue, also called a first-in first-out (FIFO) system, is a linear list in which

deletions can only take place at one end of the list, the “front” of the list, and

insertions can only take place at the other end of the list, the “rear” of the list.

The structure operates in much the same way as a line of people waiting at a bus 

stop, as pictured in Fig. 8.4(b). That is, the first person in line is the first person to 

board the bus, and a new person goes to the end of the line.
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(c) Priovity queue

Let S be a set of elements where new elements may be periodically inserted, but

where the current largest element (element with the “highest priority”) is always

deleted. Then S is called a priority queue. The rules “women and children first”

and “age before beauty” are examples of priority queues. Stacks and ordinary

queues are special kinds of priority queues. Specifically, the element with the

highest priority in a stack is the last element inserted, but the element with the

highest priority in a queue is the first element inserted.

Figure 8.4:

8.2 GRAPHS AND MULTI GRAPHS 

A graph G consists of two things:

1. A set V = V (G) whose elements are called vertices, points, or nodes of G.

2. A set E = E(G) of unordered pairs of distinct vertices called edges of G.

We denote such a graph by G(V,E) when we want to emphasize the two

parts of G. Vertices u and v are said to be adjacent or neighbors if there is an

edge e = {u, v}. In such a case, u and v are called the endpoints of e, and e is

said to connect u and v. Also, the edge e is said to be incident on each of its

endpoints u and v. Graphs are pictured by diagrams in the plane in a natural
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way. Specifically, each vertex v in V is represented by a dot (or small circle), and

each edge e = {v1, v2} is represented by a curve which connects its endpoints v1

and v2 For example, Fig. 8.5 represents the graph G(V,E) where

1. V consists of vertices A,B,C,D.

2. E consists of edges e1 = {A,B}, e2 = {B,C}, e3 = {C,D}, e4 = {A,C}, e5 =

{B,D}.

In fact, we will usually denote a graph by drawing its diagram rather than

explicitly listing its vertices and edges.

Figure 8.5:

8.2.1  Multi Gaphs

Take a diagram in Fig. 8.6 of the situation. The edges e4 and e5 are called

multiple edges because they bind the same endpoints, and the edge e6 is called a

loop because its endpoints are the same vertex. Such a diagram is called a multi

graph; the formal definition of a graph does not allow multiple edges or loops.

Thus, a graph can be defined as a multi graph without multiple edges or loops.

Many texts use the term graph to include multi graphs and use the term

simple graph to indicate a graph without many edges and loops.
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Figure 8.6:

8.2.2  Degree of a Vertex

The degree of the vertex v in graph G, written deg(v), is equal to the number

of edges in G that contain v, i.e. that are incidental to v. Because each edge

is counted twice in the count of the degrees of the vertices of G, we have the

following simple yet important result.

Theorem 8.1:

The sum of the degrees of the vertices of a graph G is equal to twice the number

of edges in G.

Consider, for example, the graph in Fig. 8-5(a).We have deg(A) = 2,

deg(B) =3, deg(C) = 3, deg(D) = 2.

The sum of the degrees is equal to 10 which, as predicted, is twice the number

of edges. The vertex is said to be even or odd, depending on whether its degree

is an even number or an odd number. Thus, A and D are similar vertexes, while

B and C are odd vertexes.

Theorem 8.1 also holds for multi graphs where a loop is counted twice toward
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the degree of its endpoint. For example, in Fig. 8-5(b) we have deg(D) = 4 since

the edge e6 is counted twice; hence D is an even vertex. A vertex of degree zero

is called an isolated vertex.

8.2.3  Finite Graphs, Trivial Graph

A multi graph is said to be finite if it has a finite number of vertexes and a

finite number of edges. Note that a graph with a finite number of vertexes must

necessarily have a finite number of edges, so it must be finite.The finite graph

with a single vertex and no edges, i.e. a single point, is called the trivial graph.

The multi graphs in this book shall be finite, unless otherwise stated.

8.3   SUBGRAPHS, ISOMORPHIC AND HOMEOMORPHIC
        GRAPHS 

This section will discuss important relationships between graphs.

8.3.1   Subgraphs

Consider a graph G = G(V,E). A graph H = H(V ′, E′) is called a subgraph of

G if the vertices and edges of H are contained in the vertices and edges of G,

that is, if V ′ ⊆ V and E′ ⊆ E. In particular:

(i) A subgraph H(V ′, E′) of G(V,E) is called the subgraph induced by its

vertices V ′ if its edge set E′ contains all edges in G whose endpoints belong to

vertices in H.

(ii) If v is a vertex in G, then G−v is the subgraph of G obtained by deleting

v from G and deleting all edges in G which contain v.

(iii) If e is an edge in G, then G− e is the subgraph of G obtained by simply

deleting the edge e from G.
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8.3.2   Isomorphic Graphs

Graphs G(V,E) and G(V ∗, E∗) are said to be isomorphic if there exists a one-

to-one correspondence f : V → V ∗ such that {u, v} is an edge of G if and

only if {f(u), f(v)} is an edge of G∗. Normally, we do not distinguish between

isomorphic graphs (even though their diagrams may “look different”). Figure

8.8 gives ten graphs pictured as letters.We note that A and R are isomorphic

graphs. Also, F and T are isomorphic graphs, K and X are isomorphic graphs

and M,S, V , and Z are isomorphic graphs.

Figure 8.7:

8.3.3   Homeomorphic Graphs

Given any graph G, we can obtain a new graph by dividing an edge of G with

additional vertices. Two graphs G and G∗ are said to homeomorphic if they can

be obtained from the same graph or isomorphic graphs by this method. The

graphs (a) and (b) in Fig. 8.9 are not isomorphic, but they are homeomorphic

since they can be obtained from the graph (c) by adding appropriate vertices.

Figure 8.8:
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8.4 PATHS, CONNECTIVITY

A path in a multi graph G consists of an alternating sequence of vertices and

edges of the form

v0, e1, v1, e2, v2, ..., en−1, vn−1, en, vn

where each edge ei contains the vertices vi−1 and vi (which appear on the

sides of ei in the sequence). The number n of edges is called the length of the

path. When there is no ambiguity, we denote a path by its sequence of vertices

(v0, v1, ..., vn). The path is said to be closed if v0 = vn. Otherwise, we say the

path is from v0, to vn or between v0 and vn, or connects v0 to vn. A simple path

is a path in which all vertices are distinct. (A path in which all edges are distinct

will be called a trail.) A cycle is a closed path of length 3 or more in which all

vertices are distinct except v0 = vn. A cycle of length k is called a k-cycle.

Activity 8.1 Consider the graph G in Fig. 8-8(a). Consider the following

sequences:

α = (P4, P1, P2, P5, P1, P2, P3, P6) , β = (P4, P1, P5, P2, P6),

γ = (P4, P1, P5, P2, P3, P5, P6), δ = (P4, P1, P5, P3, P6).

The sequence α is a path from P4 to P6; but it is not a trail since the edge

{P1, P2} is used twice. The sequence

β is not a path since there is no edge {P2, P6}. The sequence γ is a trail since

no edge is used twice; but it is

not a simple path since the vertex P5 is used twice. The sequence δ is a

simple path from P4 to P6; but it is

not the shortest path (with respect to length) from P4 to P6. The shortest

path from P4 to P6 is the simple path

(P4, P5, P6) which has length 2.
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Figure 8.9:

By eliminating unnecessary edges, it is not difficult to see that any path from a

vertex u to a vertex v can be replaced by a simple path from u to v.We state this

result formally.

Theorem 8.2: There is a path from a vertex u to a vertex v if and only if

there exists a simple path from u to v.

8.4.1 Connectivity, Connected Components

A graph G is connected if there is a path between any two of its vertices. The

graph in Fig. 8-8(a) is connected, but the graph in Fig. 8-8(b) is not connected

since, for example, there is no path between vertices D and E.

Suppose G is a graph. A connected subgraph H of G is called a connected

component of G if H is not contained in any larger connected subgraph of G. It

is intuitively clear that any graph G can be partitioned into its connected

components. For example, the graph G in Fig. 8-8(b) has three connected

components, the subgraphs induced by the vertex sets {A, C, D}, {E, F }, and{B}.

The vertex B in Fig. 8-8(b) is called an isolated vertex since B does not

belong to any edge or, in other words, deg(B) = 0. Therefore, as noted, B itself

forms a connected component of the graph.

Formally speaking, assuming any vertex u is connected to itself, the relation

“u is connected to v” is an equivalence relation on the vertex set of a graph G

and the equivalence classes of the relation form the connected components of G.
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8.4.2 Distance and Diameter

Consider a connected graph G. The distance between vertices u and v in G,

written d(u, v), is the length of the shortest path between u and v. The diameter

of G, written diam(G), is the maximum distance between any two points in G.

For example, in Fig. 8-9(a), d(A,F ) = 2 and diam(G) = 3, whereas in Fig.

8-9(b), d(A,F ) = 3 and diam(G) = 4.

8.4.3 Cutpoints and Bridges

Let G be a connected graph. A vertex v in G is called a cutpoint if G − v is

disconnected. (Recall that G−v is the graph obtained from G by deleting v and

all edges containing v.) An edge e of G is called a bridge if G−e is disconnected.

(Recall that G − e is the graph obtained from G by simply deleting the edge

e). In Fig. 8-9(a), the vertex D is a cutpoint and there are no bridges. In Fig.

8-9(b), the edge = {D,F} is a bridge. (Its endpoints D and F are necessarily

cutpoints.)

Figure 8.10:

8.4.4    Traversable and Eulerian Graphs, Bridges of  Königsberg

The 18th-century East Prussian town of Königsberg included two islands and 

seven bridges, as shown in Fig. 8.10(a). (a). Question: Starting anywhere and

finishing anywhere, can a person walk through the city crossing all seven bridges
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but not cross any bridge twice? The people of Königsberg wrote to the famous

Swiss mathematician L. Euler is on this question. In 1736, Euler proved that

such a walk was impossible. The islands and the two sides of the river were

replaced by dots and bridges by curves, obtaining Fig. 8-10(b) of this. Take a

look at that fig. 8.10(b) is a multi-graph. A multigraph is said to be crossable

if it ”can be drawn without any breaks in the curve and without repeating any

edges,” that is, if there is a path that includes all vertexes and uses each edge

exactly once. Such a path must be a trail (because no edge is used twice) and

it will be called a traversable trail. Clearly, the transverse multigraph must be

finite and connected.

Figure 8.11:

Now we’re going to show how Euler proved the multigraph in Fig. 8.10(b)

is not traversable and therefore it is impossible to walk in Königsberg. First,

remember that the vertex is even or odd, depending on the degree of the vertex,

even or odd number. Suppose a multigraph is crossable and a crossable trail

does not begin or end at the vertex P . We’re saying that P is even a vertex. For

whenever the path passes through the edge of P , there must always be an edge

not previously used to allow the trail to leave P . Thus, the edges of the trail

incident with P must appear in pairs, so that P is even a vertex. Therefore, if

the vertex Q is odd, the path must start or end at Q. As a result, a multigraph

with more than two odd vertexes can not be crossed. Note that there are four

odd vertexes in the multigraph corresponding to the Königsberg bridge problem.

Thus, one can not walk through Königsberg in such a way that each bridge is

crossed exactly once.
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Euler actually proved the converse of the above statement, which is contained

in the following theorem and corollary. (The theorem is proved in Problem 8.9.)

A graph G is called an Eulerian graph if there exists a closed traversable trail,

called an Eulerian trail.

Theorem 8.3 (Euler): A finite connected graph is Eulerian if and only if each

vertex has even degree.

Corollary 8.4: Any finite connected graph with two odd vertices is traversable.

A traversable trail may begin at either odd vertex and will end at the other odd

vertex.

8.4.5 Hamiltonian Graphs

The previous description of Eulerian graphs emphasised the traveling edges;

here we focus on visiting vertices. The Hamiltonian circuit in Graph G, named

after the Irish mathematician William Hamilton (1803-1865) of the nineteenth

century, is a closed path that reaches every vertex in G exactly once. (Such a

closed path must be a cycle.) If G does admit a Hamiltonian circuit, then G is

called a Hamiltonian graph. Note that an Eulerian circuit traverses every edge

exactly once, but may repeat vertices, while a Hamiltonian circuit visits each

vertex exactly once but may repeat edges. Figure 8-11 gives an example of a

graph which is Hamiltonian but not Eulerian, and vice versa.

Figure 8.12:

Although it is clear that only connected graphs can be Hamiltonian, there is

no simple criterion to tell us whether or not a graph is Hamiltonian as there is
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for Eulerian graphs.We do have the following sufficient condition which is due

to G. A. Dirac.

Theorem 8.5: Let G be a connected graph with n vertices. Then G is

Hamiltonian if n ≥ 3 and n ≤ deg(v) for each vertex v in G.

8.4.6 Labeled and Weighted Graphs

A graph G is called a labeled graph if its edges and/or vertices are assigned data

of one kind or another. In particular, G is called a weighted graph if each edge

e of G is assigned a nonnegative number w(e) called the weight or length of v.

Figure 8-12 shows a weighted graph where the weight of each edge is given in

the obvious way. The weight (or length) of a path in such a weighted graph G

is defined to be the sum of the weights of the edges in the path. One important

problem in graph theory is to find a shortest path, that is, a path of minimum

weight (length), between any two given vertices. The length of a shortest path

between P and Q in Fig. 8-12 is 14; one such path is

(P,A1, A2, A5, A3, A6, Q)

The reader can try to find another shortest path.

Figure 8.13:

8.5   COMPLETE, REGULAR, AND BIPARTITE GRAPHS

There are a number of different types of graphs. This section considers three of

them as follows: complete, regular, and bipartite graphs.
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8.5.1 Complete Graphs

A graph G is said to be complete if every vertex in G is connected to every other

vertex in G. Thus a complete graph G must be connected. The complete graph

with n vertices is denoted by Kn. Figure 8-13 shows the graphs K1 through K6.

8.5.2 Regular Graphs

A graph G is regular of degree k or k−regular if every vertex has degree k.

In other words, a graph is regular if every vertex has the same degree. The

connected regular graphs of degrees 0, 1, or 2 are easily described. The connected

0-regular graph is the trivial graph with one vertex and no edges. The connected

1-regular graph is the graph with two vertices and one edge connecting them.

The connected 2-regular graph with n vertices is the graph which consists of a

single n-cycle. See Fig. 8-14.

The 3-regular graphs must have an even number of vertices since the sum of

the degrees of the vertices is an even number (Theorem 8.1). Figure 8-15 shows

two connected 3-regular graphs with six vertices. In general, regular graphs can

be quite complicated. For example, there are nineteen 3-regular graphs with

ten vertices. We note that the complete graph with n vertices Kn is regular of

degree n− 1.

Figure 8.14:
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Figure 8.15:

Figure 8.16:

8.5.3 Bipartite Graphs

A graph G is said to be bipartite if its vertices V can be partitioned into two

subsets M and N such that each edge of G connects a vertex of M to a vertex of

N . By a complete bipartite graph, we mean that each vertex of M is connected

to each vertex of N ; this graph is denoted by Km,n where m is the number of

vertices in M and n is the number of vertices in N , and, for standardization, we

will assume m ≤ n. Figure 8-16 shows the graphs K2,3, K3,3, and K2,4, Clearly

the graph Km,n has mn edges.
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Figure 8.17:

8.6 TREE GRAPHS

A graph T is called a tree if T is connected and T has no cycles. Examples of

trees are shown in Fig. 8-17. A forest G is a graph with no cycles; hence the

connected components of a forest G are trees. A graph without cycles is said

to be cycle-free. The tree consisting of a single vertex with no edges is called

the degenerate tree. Consider a tree T . Clearly, there is only one simple path

between two vertices of T ; otherwise, the two paths would form a cycle. Also:

(a) Suppose there is no edge {u, v} in T and we add the edge e = {u, v} to

T . Then the simple path from u to v in T and e will form a cycle; hence T is no

longer a tree.

(b) On the other hand, suppose there is an edge e = {u, v} in T , and we

delete e from T . Then T is no longer connected (since there cannot be a path

from u to v); hence T is no longer a tree.

The following theorem (proved in Problem 8.14) applies when our graphs are

finite.

Theorem 8.6:

Let G be a graph with n ¿ 1 vertices. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) G is a tree.

(ii) G is a cycle-free and has n− 1 edges.
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(iii) G is connected and has n− 1 edges.

This theorem also tells us that a finite tree T with n vertices must have n−1

edges. For example, the tree in Fig. 8-17(a) has 9 vertices and 8 edges, and the

tree in Fig. 8-17(b) has 13 vertices and 12 edges.

Figure 8.18:

8.6.1 Spanning Trees

A subgraph T of a connected graph G is called a spanning tree of G if T is a

tree and T includes all the vertices of G. Figure 8-18 shows a connected graph

G and spanning trees T1, T2, and T3 of G.

8.6.2 Minimum Spanning Trees

Suppose G is a connected weighted graph. That is, each edge of G is assigned

a nonnegative number called the weight of the edge. Then any spanning tree T

of G is assigned a total weight obtained by adding the weights of the edges in

T . A minimal spanning tree of G is a spanning tree whose total weight is as

small as possible. Algorithms 8.2 and 8.3, which appear in Fig. 8-19, enable us

to find a minimal spanning tree T of a connected weighted graph G where G has

n vertices. (In which case T must have n− 1 vertices.)
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The weight of a minimal spanning tree is unique, but the minimal spanning

tree itself is not. Different minimal spanning trees can occur when two or more

edges have the same weight. In such a case, the arrangement of the edges in Step 1
of Algorithms 8.2. or 8.3 is not unique and hence may result in different minimal

spanning trees as illustrated in the following example.

Figure 8.19:

Activity 8.2 Find a minimal spanning tree of the weighted graph Q in Fig.

8-20(a). Note that Q has six vertices, so a minimal spanning tree will have five

edges.

(a) Here we apply Algorithm 8.2. First we order the edges by decreasing

weights, and then we successively delete edges without disconnecting Q until five

edges remain. This yields the following data:

Edges BC AF AC BE CE BF AE DF BD

Weight 8 7 7 7 6 5 4 4 3

Delete Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Thus the minimal spanning tree of Q which is obtained contains the edges

BE,CE,AE,DF,BD

The spanning tree has weight 24 and it is shown in Fig. 8-20(b).
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Observe that this spanning tree is not the same as the one obtained using

Algorithm 8.2 as expected it also has weight 24.

The above algorithms are easily executed when the graph G is relatively small

as in Fig. 8-20(a). Suppose G has dozens of vertices and hundreds of edges which,

say, are given by a list of pairs of vertices. Then even deciding whether G is

connected is not obvious; it may require some type of depth-first search (DFS) or

breadth-first search (BFS) graph algorithm. Later sections and the next chapter

will discuss ways of representing graphs G in memory and will discuss various

graph algorithms.



8.7 PLANAR GRAPHS

A graph or multigraph which can be drawn in the plane so that its edges do not

cross is said to be planar. Although the complete graph with four vertices K4

is usually pictured with crossing edges as in Fig. 8-21(a), it can also be drawn

with noncrossing edges as in Fig. 8-21(b); hence K4 is planar. Tree graphs form

an important class of planar graphs. This section introduces our reader to these

important graphs.

Figure 8.21:

8.7.1 Maps, Regions

A particular planar representation of a finite planar multigraph is called a map.

We say that the map is connected if the underlying multigraph is connected. A

given map divides the plane into various regions. For example, the map in Fig.

8-22 with six vertices and nine edges divides the plane into five regions. Observe

that four of the regions are bounded, but the fifth region, outside the diagram, is

unbounded. Thus there is no loss in generality in counting the number of regions

if we assume that our map is contained in some large rectangle rather than in

the entire plane.

Observe that the border of each region of a map consists of edges. Sometimes

the edges will form a cycle, but sometimes not. For example, in Fig. 8-22 the

borders of all the regions are cycles except for r3. However, if we do move
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counterclockwise around r3 starting, say, at the vertex C, then we obtain the

closed path

(C,D,E, F,E,C)

where the edge {E,F} occurs twice. By the degree of a region r, written deg(r),

we mean the length of the cycle or closed walk which borders r. We note that

each edge either borders two regions or is contained in a region and will occur

twice in any walk along the border of the region. Thus we have a theorem for

regions which is analogous to Theorem 8.1 for vertices.

fig823

Theorem 8.7: The sum of the degrees of the regions of a map is equal to

twice the number of edges. The degrees of the regions of Fig. 8-22 are:

deg(r1) = 3, deg(r2) = 3, deg(r3) = 5, deg(r4) = 4, deg(r5) = 3 The sum of

the degrees is 18, which, as expected, is twice the number of edges.

For notational convenience we shall picture the vertices of a map with dots

or small circles, or we shall assume that any intersections of lines or curves in

the plane are vertices.

8.7.2 Euler’s Formula

Euler gave a formula which connects the number V of vertices, the number E of

edges, and the number Rof regions of any connected map. Specifically:

Theorem 8.8 (Euler): V − E +R = 2.

(The proof of Theorem 8.8 appears in Problem 8.18.)

Observe that, in Fig. 8-22, V = 6, E = 9, and R = 5; and, as expected by

Euler’s formula.

V − E +R = 6− 9 + 5 = 2
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We emphasize that the underlying graph of a map must be connected in order

for Euler’s formula to hold. Let G be a connected planar multigraph with three

or more vertices, so G is neither K1 nor K2. Let M be a planar representation

of G. It is not difficult to see that (1) a region of M can have degree 1 only if

its border is a loop, and (2) a region of M can have degree 2 only if its border

consists of two multiple edges. Accordingly, if G is a graph, not a multigraph,

then every region of M must have degree 3 or more. This comment together

with Euler’s formula is used to prove the following result on planar graphs.

Theorem 8.9: Let G be a connected planar graph with p vertices and q

edges, where p ≥ 3. Then q ≥ 3p− 6.

Note that the theorem is not true for K1 where p = 1 and q = 0, and is not

true for K2 where p = 2 and q − 1.

Proof:

Let r be the number of regions in a planar representation of G. By Euler’s

formula, p− q + r = 2.

Now the sum of the degrees of the regions equals 2q by Theorem 8.7. But

each region has degree 3 or more; hence 2q ≥ 3r. Thus r ≥ 2q/3. Substituting

this in Euler’s formula gives

2 = p− q + r ≤ p− q +
2q

3
or 2 ≤ p− q

3

Multiplying the inequality by 3 gives 6 ≤ 3p− q which gives us our result.

Nonplanar Graphs, Kuratowski’s Theorem

We give two examples of nonplanar graphs. Consider first the utility graph; that

is, three houses A1, A2, A3 are to be connected to outlets for water, gas and

electricity, B1, B2, B3, as in Fig. 8-23(a). Observe that this is the graph K3,3

and it has p = 6 vertices and q = 9 edges. Suppose the graph is planar. By

Euler’s formula a planar representation has r = 5 regions. Observe that no three
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vertices are connected to each other; hence the degree of each region must be 4

or more and so the sum of the degrees of the regions must be 20 or more. By

Theorem 8.7 the graph must have 10 or more edges. This contradicts the fact

that the graph has q = 9 edges. Thus the utility graph K3,3 is nonplanar.

Consider next the star graph in Fig. 8-23(b). This is the complete graph K5

on p = 5 vertices and has q = 10 edges. If the graph is planar, then by Theorem

8.9.

10 = q ≤ 3p− 6 = 15− 6 = 9

which is impossible. Thus K5 is nonplanar.

For many years mathematicians tried to characterize planar and nonplanar

graphs. This problem was finally solved in 1930 by the Polish mathematician K.

Kuratowski. The proof of this result, stated below, lies beyond the scope of this text.

Theorem8.10: (Kuratowski)A graph is nonplanar if and only if it contains

a subgraph homeomorphic to K3,3 or K5.

8.8 GRAPH COLORINGS

Consider a graph G. A vertex coloring, or simply a coloring of G is an assignment

of colors to the vertices of G such that adjacent vertices have different colors.We

say that G is n-colorable if there exists a coloring of G which uses n colors.

(Since the word “color” is used as a noun, we will try to avoid its use as a verb

by saying, for example, “paint” G rather than “color” G when we are assigning

colors to the vertices of G.) The minimum number of colors needed to paint G

is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted by χ(G). Fig. 8-24 gives an

algorithm by Welch and Powell for a coloring of a graph G. We emphasize that

this algorithm does not always yield a minimal coloring of G.
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Activity 8.3

(a) Consider the graph G in Fig. 8-25.We use theWelch-PowellAlgorithm 8.4

to obtain a coloring of G. Ordering the vertices according to decreasing degrees

yields the following sequence:

A5, A3, A7, A1, A2, A4, A6, A8

Figure 8.22:

The first color is assigned to vertices A5 and A1. The second color is assigned

to vertices A3, A4, and A8. The third color is assigned to vertices A7, A2, and

A6. All the vertices have been assigned a color, and so G is 3-colorable. Observe

that G is not 2-colorable since vertices A1, A2, and A3, which are connected to

each other, must be assigned different colors. Accordingly, χ(G) = 3.

(b) Consider the complete graph Kn with n vertices. Since every vertex is 

adjacent to every other vertex, Kn requires n colors in any coloring. Thus

 χ(Kn) = n. There is no simple way to actually determine whether an arbitrary 

graph is n-colorable. However, the following theorem (proved in Problem 8.19)

gives a simple characterization of 2-colorable graphs.
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Theorem 8.11: The following are equivalent for a graph G:

(i) G is 2-colorable.

(ii) G is bipartite.

(iii) Every cycle of G has even length.

     There is no limit on the number of colors that may be required for a coloring of an 

arbitrary graph since, for example, the complete graph Kn requires n colors.

However, if we restrict ourselves to planar graphs, regardless of the number of

vertices, five colors suffice. Specifically, in Problem 8.20 we prove:

Theorem 8.12:Any planar graph is 5-colorable.

Actually, since the 1850s mathematicians have conjectured that planar graphs

are 4-colorable since every known planar graph is 4−colorable. Kenneth Appel

and Wolfgang Haken finally proved this conjecture to be true in 1976. That is:

Four Color Theorem (Appel and Haken)

Any planar graph is 4-colorable.

We discuss this theorem in the next subsection.

Dual Maps and the Four Color Theorem

Consider a map M, say the map M in Fig. 8-26(a). In other words, M is a planar

representation of a planar multi graph. Two regions of M are said to be adjacent if

they have an edge in common. Thus the regions r2
 and r5

 in Fig. 8-26(a) are

adjacent, but the regions r3
 and r5

 are not. By a coloring of M we mean an

assignment of a color to each region of M such that adjacent regions have different

colors. A map M is n-colorable if there exists a coloring of M which uses n colors.

Thus the mapM in Fig. 8-26(a) is 3-colorable since the regions can be assigned the

following colors:

r1 red, r2 white, r3 red, r4 white, r5 red, r6 blue

Observe the similarity between this discussion on coloring maps and the

previous discussion on coloring graphs. In fact, using the concept of the dual
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map defined below, the coloring of a map can be shown to be equivalent to the

vertex coloring of a planar graph.

Consider a map M. In each region of M we choose a point, and if two regions

have an edge in common then we connect the corresponding points with a curve

through the common edge. These curves can be drawn so that they are non

crossing. Thus we obtain a new map M, called the dual of M, such that each

vertex of M corresponds to exactly one region of M. Figure 8-26(b) shows the

dual of the map of Fig. 8-26(a). One can prove that each region of M will

contain exactly one vertex of M and that each edge of M will intersect exactly

one edge of M and vice versa. Thus M will be the dual of the map M.

Figure 8.23:

Observe that any coloring of the regions of a map M will correspond to a

coloring of the vertices of the dual map M*. Thus M is n-colorable if and only

if the planar graph of the dual map M* is vertex n-colorable. Thus the above

theorem can be restated as follows:

Four Color Theorem (Appel and Haken): If the regions of any map M are

colored so that adjacent regions have different colors, then no more than four

colors are required.The proof of the above theorem uses computers in an essential

way. Specifically,Appel and Haken first showed that if the four color theorem was

false, then there must be a counterexample among one of approximately

2000different types of planar graphs. They then showed, using the computer, that

none of these types of graphs has such a counterexample. The examina-tion of

each different type of graph seems to be beyond the grasp of human beings

without the use of a computer. Thus the proof, unlike most proofs in
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mathematics, is technology dependent;that is, it depended on the development

of high-speed computers.

8.9 GRAPH ALGORITHMS

This section discusses two important graph algorithms which systematically ex-

amine the vertices and edges of a graph G. One is called a depth-first search

(DFS) and the other is called a breadth-first search (BFS). Other graph algo-

rithms will be discussed in the next chapter in connection with directed graphs.

Any particular graphalgorithm may depend on the way G is maintained in mem-

ory. Here we assume G is maintained in memory by its adjacency structure. Our

test graph G with its adjacency structure appears in Fig. 8-30 where we assume

the vertices are ordered alphabetically.

During the execution of our algorithms, each vertex (node) N of G will be in

one of three states, called the status of N , as follows:

STATUS = 1: (Ready state) The initial state of the vertex N .

STATUS = 2: (Waiting state) The vertex N is on a (waiting) list, waiting

to be processed.

STATUS = 3: (Processed state) The vertex N has been processed.

The waiting list for the depth-first seach (DFS) will be a (modified) STACK

(which we write horizontally with the top of STACK on the left), whereas the

waiting list for the breadth-first search (BFS) will be a QUEUE.

8.9.1 Depth-first Search

The general idea behind a depth-first search beginning at a starting vertex A is

as follows. First we process the starting vertex A. Then we process each vertex

N along a path P which begins at A; that is, we process a neighbor of A, then

a neighbor of A, and so on. After coming to a “dead end,” that is to a vertex

with no unprocessed neighbor, we backtrack on the path P until we can continue
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along another path P . And so on. The backtracking is accomplished by using

a STACK to hold the initial vertices of future possible paths.We also need a

field STATUS which tells us the current status of any vertex so that no vertex

is processed more than once.

The depth-first search (DFS) algorithm appears in Fig. 8-31. The algorithm

will process only those vertices which are connected to the starting vertex A,

that is, the connected component including A. Suppose one wants to process

all the vertices in the graph G. Then the algorithm must be modified so that

it begins again with another vertex (which we call B) that is still in the ready

state (STATE = 1). This vertex B can be obtained by traversing through the

list of vertices.

The structure STACK in the above algorithm is not technically a stack

since, in Step 5(b), we allow a vertex J to be deleted and then inserted in the

front of the stack. (Although it is the same vertex J , it usually represents a

different edge in the adjacency structure.) If we do not delete J in Step 5(b),

then we obtain an alternate form of DFS.

Activity 8.4 Suppose the DFS Algorithm 8.5 in Fig. 8-31 is applied to the

graph in Fig. 8-30. The vertices will be processed in the following order:

A,D,L,K,C, J,M,B
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      Specifically, Fig. 8-32(a) shows the sequence of vertices being processed and the 

sequence of waiting lists in ST ACK. (Note that after vertex A is processed, its

neighbors, B, C, and D are added to ST ACK in the order first B, then C, and

finally D; hence D is on the top of the ST ACK and D is the next vertex to be

processed.) Each vertex, excluding A, comes from an adjacency list and hence

corresponds to an edge of the graph. These edges form a spanning tree of G which

is pictured in Fig. 8-32(b). The numbers indicate the order that the edges are

added to the spanning tree, and the dashed lines indicate backtracking.

Figure 8.24:

8.9.2  Breadth-first Search

The general idea behind a breadth-first search beginning at a starting vertex

A is as follows. First we process the starting vertex A. Then we process all

the neighbors of A. Then we process all the neighbors of neighbors of A. And

so on. Naturally we need to keep track of the neighbors of a vertex, and we

need to guarantee that no vertex is processed twice. This is accomplished by

using a QUEUE to hold vertices that are waiting to be processed, and by a

field STATUS which tells us the current status of a vertex. The breadth-first

search (BFS) algorithm appears in Fig. 8-33, Again the algorithm will process

only those vertices which are connected to the starting vertex A, that is, the

connected component including A. Suppose one wants to process all the vertices
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in the graph G. Then the algorithm must be modified so that it begins again with

another vertex (which we call B) that is still in the ready state (STATUS = 1).

This vertex B can be obtained by traversing through the list of vertices.

Activity 8.5 Suppose the breadth-first search (BFS) Algorithm 8.6 in Fig.

8-33 is applied to the graph in Fig. 8-30. The vertices will be processed in the

following order:

A,B,C,D,K,L, J,M

Specifically, Fig. 8-34(a) shows the sequence of waiting lists in QUEUE and

the sequence of vertices being processed (Note that after vertex A is processed,

its neighbors, B, C, and D are added to QUEUE in the order first B, then C,

and finally D; hence B is on the front of the QUEUE and so B is the next vertex

to be processed.) Again, each vertex, excluding A, comes from an adjacency list

and hence corresponds to an edge of the graph. These edges form a spanning tree

of G which is pictured in Fig. 8-34(b). Again, the numbers indicate the order

that the edges are added to the spanning tree. Observe that this spanning tree

is different from the one in Fig. 8.32(b) which came from a depth-first search.
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Figure 8.25:

8.10 TRAVELING-SALESMAN PROBLEM

Let G be a complete weighted graph. (We view the vertices of G as cities, and

the weighted edges of G as the distances between the cities.) The “traveling-

salesman” problem refers to finding a Hamiltonian circuit for G of minimum

weight. First we note the following theorem, proved in Problem 8.33: Theorem

8.13:

The complete graph Kn with n ≥ 3 vertices has H = (n− 1)!/2 Hamiltonian

circuits (where we do not distinguish between a circuit and its reverse).

Consider the complete weighted graph G in Fig. 8-35(a). It has four vertices,

A, B, C, D. By Theorem 8.13 it has H = 3!/2 = 3 Hamiltonian circuits.

Assuming the circuits begin at the vertex A, the following are the three circuits

and their weights

|ABCDA| = 3 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 21

|ACDBA| = 2 + 6 + 9 + 3 = 20

|ACBDA| = 2 + 5 + 9 + 7 = 23
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Figure 8.26:

Thus ACDBA with weight 20 is the Hamiltonian circuit of minimum weight.

We solved the “traveling-salesman problem” for the weighted complete graph in

Fig. 8-35(a) by listing and finding the weights of its three possible Hamiltonian

circuits. However, for a graph with many vertices, this may be impractical or

even impossible. For example, a complete graph with 15 vertices has over 40

million Hamiltonian circuits. Accordingly, for circuits with many vertices, a

strategy of some kind is needed to solve or give an approximate solution to the

traveling-salesman problem. We discuss one of the simplest algorithms here.

8.10.1 Nearest-Neighbor Algorithm

The nearest-neighbor algorithm, starting at a given vertex, chooses the edge

with the least weight to the next possible vertex, that is, to the “closest” vertex.

This strategy is continued at each successive vertex until a Hamiltonian circuit

is completed.

Activity 8.6

Let G be the weighted graph given by the table in Fig. 8-35(b). That is, G

has the vertices P,Q, ..., T , and the distance from P to Q is 18, from P to R is

22, and so on until the distance from T to S is 13. We apply the nearest-neighbor

algorithm to G starting at: (a) P , (b) Q.

(a) Starting at P , the first row of the table shows us that the closest vertex

to P is S with distance 15. The fourth row shows that the closest vertex to S

is Q with distance 12. The closest vertex to Q is R with distance 11. From R,
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there is no choice but to go to T with distance 10. Finally, from T , there is no

choice but to go back to P with distance 20. Accordingly, the nearest-neighbor

algorithm beginning at P yields the following weighted Hamiltonian circuit:

|PSQRTP | = 15 + 12 + 11 + 10 + 20 = 68

(b) Starting at Q, the closest vertex is R with distance 11; from R the closest

is T with distance 10; and from T the closest is S with distance 13. From S we

must go to P with distance 15; and finally from P we must go back to Q with

distance 18. Accordingly, the nearest-neighbor algorithm beginning at Q yields

the following weighted Hamiltonian circuit:

|QRTSPQ| = 11 + 10 + 13 + 15 + 18 = 67

The idea behind the nearest-neighbor algorithm is to minimize the total

weight by minimizing the weight at each step. Although this may seem rea-

sonable, Example 8.6 shows that we may not get a Hamiltonian circuit of min-

imum weight; that is, it cannot be both 68 and 67. Only by checking all H

= (n − 1)!/2 = 12 Hamiltonian circuits of G will we really know the one with

minimum weight. In fact, the nearest-neighbor algorithm beginning at A in Fig.

8-35(a) yields the circuit ACBDA which has the maximum weight. However, the

nearest-neighbor algorithm usually gives a Hamiltonian circuit which is relatively

close to the one with minimum weight.
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Figure 8.27:

2. Consider the graph G in Fig. 8-36(b). Find: (a) all simple paths from A
to F; (b) all trails from A to F; (c) d(A, F ), the distance from A to F ; (d)
diam(G), the diameter of G; (e) all cycles which include vertex A; (f) all

cycles in G.

Figure 8.28:

3. Consider the multigraphs in Fig. 8-37. (a) Which of them are connected?If a
graph is not connected, find its connected components. (b) Which are cycle-

free (without cycles)? (c) Which are loop-free (without loops)? (d) Which

are (simple) graphs?
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8.11 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1. Consider the graph G in Fig. 8-36(a). (a) Describe G formally, that is, find

the set V (G) of vertices of G and the set E(G) of edges of G. (b) Find the

degree of each vertex and verify Theorem 8.1 for this graph.

Figure 8.29:



4. Let G be the graph in Fig. 8-38(a). Find: (a) all simple paths from A to
C; (b) all cycles; (c) subgraph H generated by V ′ = {B, C, X, Y }; (d) G
- Y ; (e) all cut points; (f) all bridges.

Figure 8.30:

5. Consider each graph in Fig. 8-40. Which of them are traversable, that is,
have Euler paths? Which are Eulerian, that is, have an Euler circuit? For

those that do not, explain why. G is traversable (has an Euler path) if only

0 or 2 vertices have odd degree, and G is Eulerian (has an Euler circuit) if
all vertices are of even degree (Theorem 8.3).

6. Draw all trees with exactly six vertices.

7. Find all spanning trees of the graph G shown in Fig
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8. Find a minimal spanning tree T for the weighted graph G in Fig. 8-44(a).

Figure 8.32:

9. Draw a planar representation, if possible, of the graphs (a), (b), and (c) in
Fig. 8-46.

Figure 8.33:

10. Count the number V of vertices, the number E of edges, and the number R
of regions of each map in Fig. 8-48; and verify Euler’s formula. Also find the
degree d of the outside region.
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11. Consider the graph G in Fig. 8-56(a) (where the vertices are ordered

alphabetically). (a) Find the adjacency structure of G. (b) Find the order

in which the vertices of G are processed using a DFS (depth-first search)

algorithm beginning at vertex A

Figure 8.35:

12. Repeat Problem 8.11 for the graph G in Fig. 8-56(b).
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Figure

 

8.37:

13. Apply the nearest-neighbor algorithm to the complete weighted graph G
in Fig. 8-57 beginning at: (a) vertex A; (b) vertex D.

Solution of Self-Assessment

1. (a) There are five vertices so V (G) = {A, B, C, D, E}. There are seven pairs
{x, y}of vertices where the vertex x is connected with the vertex y, hence E(G) =
[{A, B}, {A, C}, {A, D}, {B, C}, {B, E}, {C, D}, {C, E}].
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(b) The degree of a vertex is equal to the number of edges to which it

belongs; e.g., deg(A) = 3 since A belongs to the three edges{A, B}, {A, C},
{A, D}. Similarly, deg(B) = 3, deg(C) = 4, deg(D) = 2, deg(E) = 2.The sum

of the degrees is 3 + 3 + 4 + 2 + 2 = 14 which does equal twice the number

of edges

2. (a) Asimple path from A to F is a path such that no vertex, and hence no

edge, is repeated. There are seven such paths, four beginning with the edges

{A,B} and three beginning with the ege {A, D}: (A, B, C, F ),(A, B, C, E, F ),
(A, B, E, F ), (A, B, E, C, F ), (A, D, E, F ), (A, D, E, B, C, F ),



(A, D, E, C, F ). (b) A trail from A to F is a path such that no edge is
repeated. There are nine such trails, the seven simple paths from

(a) together with (A, D, E, B, C, E, F ) and (A, D, E, C, B, E, F ). (c) There

is a path, e.g., (A, B, C, F ), from A to F of length 3 and no shorter path from

A to F ; hence d(A, F ) = 3.(d) The distance between any two vertices is not

greater than 3, and the distance from A to F is 3; hence diam(G) = 3.(e) A 
cycle is a closed path in which no vertex is repeated (except the first and

last). There are three cycles which include vertex A: (A, B, E, D, A),(A, B, C,
E, D, A), (A, B, C, F, E, D, A). (f) There are six cycles in G; the three in (e)
and (B, C, E, B), (C, F, E, C), (B, C, F, E, B).

3. (a) Only (1) and (3) are connected, (2) is disconnected; its connected

components are {A, D, E} and {B, C}. (4) is disconnected; its connected

components are {A, B, E} and {C, D}. (b) Only (1) and (4) are cycle-free.

(2) has the cycle (A, D, E, A), and (3) has the cycle (A, B, E, A). (c) Only

(4) has a loop which is {B, B}. (d) Only (1) and (2) are graphs. Multigraph

(3) has multiple edges {A, E} and {A, E}; and (4) has both multiple edges

{C, D} and {C, D} and a loop {B, B}.
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4. (a) There are two simple paths from A to C: (A, X, Y, C) and (A, X, B, Y,
C).(b) There is only one cycle: (B, X, Y, B). (c) As pictured in Fig. 8-38(b), H
consists of the vertices V and the set E of all edges whose endpoints belong to
V , that is, E = [{B, X}, {X, Y }, {B, Y }, {C, Y }]. (d) Delete vertex Y from G
and all edges which contain Y to obtain the graph G − Y in Fig. 8-38(c). (Note Y
is a cutpoint since G − Y is disconnected.) (e) Vertices A, X, and Y are cut points.
(f) An edge e is a bridge if G − e is disconnected. Thus there are three bridges: {A,
Z}, {A, X}, and {C, Y }.

Figure 8.38:



Figure 8.39:
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5. (a)Traversable, since there are two odd vertices. The traversable path

must begin at one of the odd vertices and will end at the other. (b)

Traversable, since all vertices are even. Thus G has an Euler circuit. (c)
Since six vertices have odd degrees, G is not traversable.

6. There are six such trees which are exhibited in Fig. 8-42. The first tree has

diameter 5, the next two diameter 4, the next two diameter 3, and the last

one diameter 2. Any other tree with 6 nodes is isormorphic to one of these

trees.

Figure 8.40:

7. There are eight such spanning trees as shown in Fig. 8-43(b). Each span-

ning tree must have 4 − 1 = 3 edges since G has four vertices. Thus each

tree can be obtained by deleting two of the five edges of G. This can be done

in 10 ways except that two of the ways lead to disconnected graphs. Hence

the above eight spanning trees are all the spanning trees of G.

Figure 8.41:



9. (a) Redrawing the positions of B and E, we get a planar representation of

the graph as in Fig. 8-47(a). (b) This is not the star graph K5. This has a
planar representation as in Fig. 8-47(b). (c) This graph is non-planar. The

utility graph K3,3 is a subgraph as shown in Fig. 8-47(c) where we have

redrawn the positions of C and F .

Figure 8.43:

10. (a) V = 4,E = 6,R = 4. Hence V − E + R = V − E + R = 4 − 6 + 4 = 2. Also

d = 3. (b) V = 6,E = 9,R = 5; so V − E + R = 6 − 9 + 5 = 2. Here d = 6
since two edges are counted twice. (c) V = 5,E = 10,R = 7. Hence V − E + R
= 5 − 10 + 7 = 2. Here d = 5.
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11. (a) List the neighbors of each vertex as follows:

G = [A : B, C, D; B : A, J; C : A; D : A, K; J : B, K, M; K : D, J, L; L : K,
M; M : J, L]

(b) During the DF S algorithm, the first vertex N in ST ACK is processed

and the neighbors of N (which have not beenpreviously processed) are then

pushed onto ST ACK. Initially, the beginning vertex A is pushed onto ST
ACK. Thefollowing shows the sequence of waiting lists in ST ACK and the

vertices being processed:

8. Since G has n = 9 vertices, T must have n − 1 = 8 edges. Apply Algo-rithm 8.2,

that is, keep deleting edges with maximum length and without disconnecting

the graph until only n − 1 = 8 edges remain.Alternatively, applyAlgorithm 8.3,
that is, beginning with the nine vertices, keep adding edges with minimum length
and without forming any circle until n− 1 = 8 edges are added. Both methods give a
minimum spanning tree such as that shown in Fig. 8-44(b).

Figure 8.42:



In other words the vertices are processed in the order: A,D,K,L,M, J,C,B.

12. (a) List the neighbors of each vertex as follows:

G = [A : B, C, D; B : A; C : A, K, L; D : A; J : K, M; K : C, J, M; L : C, M; M : J, K, L]

(b) The following shows the sequence of waiting lists in STACK and the

vertices being processed:

ST ACK A DCB CB LKB MKB KJB JB B Φ V ertex A D C L M K J B

In other words the vertices are processed in the order: A,D,C,L,M,K, J,B.

13.
(a) Starting at A, the closest vertex is B with distance 100; from B, the

closest is C with distance 125; and from C the closest is E with distance 275.

From E we must go to D with distance 75; and finally from D we must go

back to A with distance 150. Accordingly, the nearest-neighbor algorithm 
beginning at A yields the following weighted Hamilto-nian circuit:|ABCEDA| = 
100+125+275+75+150 = 725 (b) Starting at D, we must go to E, then A, then B 
then C and finally back to D. Accordingly, the nearest-neighbor algorithm 
beginning at D yields the following weighted Hamiltonian circuit:|DEABCD| = 75 
+ 175 + 100 + 125 + 300 =775
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Directed graphs are graphs with one-way edges. Such graphics are often more useful in a 

variety of dynamic systems, such as digital computers or ow systems. However, this added 

feature makes it more difficult to determine certain characteristics of the graph. In other 

words, the processing of such graphs may be similar to traveling in a city with many one-

way streets. This chapter sets out the basic definitions and properties of the directed graphs. 

Many of the definitions will be similar to those in the previous chapter on (non-directed) 

graphs. However, for educational reasons, this chapter will be largely independent of the 

preceding chapter. 

 

 

OBJECTIVES 
 

After completion of the unit, you will be able to: 

 Explain Directed Graphs 

 Represent Graphs Sequentially 

 Apply Warshall’s Algorithm, Shortest Paths Solution of Mathematical Problems 

 Use Directed Cycle-free Graphs and Topological Sort 

 Apply Pruning Algorithm for Shortest Path 



9.1 DIRECTED GRAPHS

A directed graph G or digraph (or simply graph) consists of two things:

1. A set V whose elements are called vertices, nodes, or points

2. A set E of ordered pairs (u, v) of vertices called arcs or directed edges or

simply edges.

We will write G(V,E) when we want to emphasize the two parts of G. We

will also write V (G) and E(G) to denote, respectively, the set of vertices and

the set of edges of a graph G. (If it is not explicitly stated, the context usually

determines whether or not a graph G is a directed graph.)

Suppose e = (u, v) is a directed edge in a digraph G. Then the following

terminology is used:

(a) e begins at u and ends at v.

(b) u is the origin or initial point of e, and v is the destination or terminal

point of e.

(c) v is a successor of u.

(d) u is adjacent to v, and v is adjacent from u.

If u = v, then e is called a loop. The set of all successors of a vertex u is

important; it is denoted and formally defined by

succ(u) = {v ∈ V | there exists an edge (u, v) ∈ E}

It is called the successor list or adjacency list of u.

A picture of a directed graph G is a representation of G in the plane. That is,

each vertex u of G is represented by a dot (or small circle), and each (directed)

edge e = (u, v) is represented by an arrow or directed curve from the initial point
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Figure 8.1:

u of e to the terminal point v. One usually presents a digraph G by its picture

rather than explicitly listing its vertices and edges.

If the edges and/or vertices of a directed graph G are labeled with some type

of data, then G is called a labeled directed graph. A directed graph (V,E) is

said to be finite if its set V of vertices and its set E of edges are finite.

Activity 9.1 (a) Consider the directed graph G pictured in Fig. 9.1(a). It

consists of four vertices, A, B, C, D, that is, V (G) = {A,B,C,D} and the seven

following edges:

E(G) = {e1, e2, ..., e7} = {(A,D), (B,A), (B,A), (D,B), (B,C), (D,C), (B,B)}

The edges e2 and e3 are said to be parallel since they both begin at B and

end at A. The edge e7 is a loop since it begins and ends at B.

(b) Suppose three boys, A,B,C, are throwing a ball to each other such that

A always throws the ball to B, but B and C are just as likely to throw the ball

to A as they are to each other. This dynamic system is pictured in Fig. 9-1(b)

where edges are labeled with the respective probabilities, that is, A throws the

ball to B with probability 1, B throws the ball to A and C each with probability

1/2, and C throws the ball to A and B each with probability 1/2.
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9.1.1 Sub-graphs

Let G = G(V,E) be a directed graph, and let V ′ be a subset of the set V of

vertices of G. Suppose E′ is a subset of E such that the endpoints of the edges in

E′ belong to V ′. Then H(V ′, E′) is a directed graph, and it is called a subgraph

of G. In particular, if E′ contains all the edges in E whose endpoints belong

to V ′, then H(V ′, E′) is called the subgraph of G generated or determined by

V ′. For example, for the graph G = G(V,E) in Fig. 9-1(a), H(V ′, E′) is the

subgraph of G determine by the vertex set V where

V = {B,C,D}

E = (e4, e5, e6, e7) = {(D,B), (B,C), (D,C), (B,B)}

9.2 BASIC DEFINITIONS

This section discusses the questions of degrees of vertices, paths, and connectivity

in a directed graph.

9.2.1 Degrees

Suppose G is a directed graph. The outdegree of a vertex v of G, written

outdeg(v), is the number of edges beginning at v, and the indegree of v, written

indeg(v), is the number of edges ending at v. Since each edge begins and ends

at a vertex we immediately obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 9.1 The sum of the outdegrees of the vertices of a digraph G equals the 

sum of the indegrees of the vertices, which equals the number of edges in G.

A vertex v with zero indegree is called a source, and a vertex v with zero outde-

gree is called a sink.

Activity 9.2 Consider the graph G in Fig. 9-1(a).We have outdeg(A) = 1,

outdeg(B) = 4, outdeg(C) = 0, outdeg(D) = 2, indeg(A) = 2, indeg(B) = 2,

indeg(C) = 2, indeg(D) = 1. As expected, the sum of the outdegrees equals the

sum of the indegrees, which equals the number 7 of edges. The vertex C is a

sink since no edge begins at C. The graph has no sources.

Paths

Let G be a directed graph. The concepts of path, simple path, trail, and cycle

carry over from nondirected graphs to the directed graph G except that the

directions of the edges must agree with the direction of the path.

Specifically:

1. A (directed) path P in G is an alternating sequence of vertices and directed

edges, say,

P = (v0, e1, v1, e2, v2, ..., en, vn)

such that each edge ei begins at vi−1 and ends at vi. If there is no ambiguity,

we denote P by its sequence of vertices or its sequence of edges.

2. The length of the path P is n, its number of edges.

3. A simple path is a path with distinct vertices. A trail is a path with distinct

edges.

4. A closed path has the same first and last vertices.
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5. A spanning path contains all the vertices of G.

6. A cycle (or circuit) is a closed path with distinct vertices (except the first

and last).

7. Asemipath is the same as a path except the edge ei may begin at vi−1

or vi and end at the other vertex. Semitrails and semisimple paths are

analogously defined.

Avertex v is reachable from a vertex u if there is a path from u to v. If v is

reachable from u, then (by eliminating redundant edges) there must be a simple

path from u to v.

Activity 9.3

Consider the graph G in Fig. 9.1(a).

(a) The sequence P1 = (D,C,B,A) is a semi path but not a path since

(C,B) is not an edge; that is, the direction of e5 = (C,B) does not agree with

the direction of P1. (b) The sequence P2 = (D,B,A) is a path from D to A

since (D,B) and (B,A) are edges. Thus A is reachable from D.

Connectivity

There are three types of connectivity in a directed graph G:

1. G is strongly connected or strong if, for any pair of vertices u and v in

G, there is a path from u to v and a path from v to u, that is, each is

reachable from the other.

2. G is unilaterally connected or unilateral if, for any pair of vertices u and

v in G, there is a path from u to v or a path from v to u, that is, one of

them is reachable from the other.
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3. G is weakly connected or weak if there is a semi path between any pair of

vertices u and v in G.

Let G′ be the (non directed) graph obtained from a directed graph G by

allowing all edges in G to be non directed. Clearly, G is weakly connected if

and only if the graph G′ is connected. Observe that strongly connected implies

unilaterally connected which implies weakly connected. We say that G is strictly

unilateral if it is unilateral but not strong, and we say that G is strictly weak

if it is weak but not unilateral. Connectivity can be characterized in terms of

spanning paths as follows:

Theorem 9.2:

Let G be a finite directed graph. Then:

1. G is strong if and only if G has a closed spanning path.

2. G is unilateral if and only if G has a spanning path.

3. G is weak if and only if G has a spanning semi path

Activity 9.4

Consider the graph G in Fig. 9.1(a). It is weakly connected since the underlying

non directed graph is connected. There is no path from C to any other vertex,

that is, C is a sink, so G is not strongly connected. However, P = (B,A,D,C) is

a spanning path, so G is unilaterally connected. Graphs with sources and sinks

appear in many applications (such as flow diagrams and networks).Asufficient

condition for such vertices to exist follows.

Theorem 9.3

Suppose a finite directed graph G is cycle-free, that is, contains no (directed)

cycles. Then G contains a source and a sink.
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Proof: Let P = (v0, v1, ..., vn) be a simple path of maximum length, which

exists since G is finite. Then the last vertex vn is a sink; otherwise an edge(vn, u)

will either extend P or form a cycle if u = vi, for some i. Similarly, the first

vertex v0 is a source.

9.2.3 Rooted Trees

Recall that a tree graph is a connected cycle-free graph, that is, a connected

graph without any cycles. A rooted tree T is a tree graph with a designated

vertex r called the root of the tree. Since there is a unique simple path from the

root r to any other vertex v in T , this determines a direction to the edges of T .

Thus T may be viewed as a directed graph. We note that any tree may be made

into a rooted tree by simply selecting one of the vertices as the root.

Consider a rooted tree T with root r. The length of the path from the root r

to any vertex v is called the level (or depth) of v, and the maximum vertex level

is called the depth of the tree. Those vertices with degree 1, other than the root

r, are called the leaves of T , and a directed path from a vertex to a leaf is called

a branch.

One usually draws a picture of a rooted tree T with the root at the top of the

tree. Figure 9-2(a) shows a rooted tree T with root r and 10 other vertices. The

tree has five leaves, d, f , h, i, and j. Observe that: level(a) = 1, level(f) = 2,

level(j) = 3. Furthermore, the depth of the tree is 3. The fact that a rooted tree

T gives a direction to the edges means that we can give a precedence relationship

between the vertices. Specifically, we will say that a vertex u precedes a vertex

v or that v follows u if there is a (directed) path from v to u. In particular, we

say that v immediately follows u if (u, v) is an edge, that is, if v follows u and v

is adjacent to u. We note that every vertex v, other than the root, immediately

follows a unique vertex, but that v can be immediately followed by more than

one vertex. For example, in Fig. 9-2(a), the vertex j follows c but immediately
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Figure 8.2:

follows g. Also, both i and j immediately follow g.

A rooted tree T is also a useful device to enumerate all the logical possibilities

of a sequence of events where each event can occur in a finite number of ways.

This is illustrated in the following example.

Activity 9.5

Suppose Marc and Erik are playing a tennis tournament such that the first

person to win two games in a row or who wins a total of three games wins the

tournament. Find the number of ways the tournament can proceed. The rooted

tree in Fig. 9-2(b) shows the various ways that the tournament could proceed.

There are 10 leaves which correspond to the 10 ways that the tournament can

occur:

MM, MEMM, MEMEM, MEMEE, MEE, EMM, EMEMM, EMEME,

EMEE, EE

Specifically, the path from the root to the leaf describes who won which

games in the particular tournament.

Ordered Rooted Trees

Consider a rooted tree T in which the edges leaving each vertex are ordered.

Then we have the concept of an ordered rooted tree. One can systematically
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label (or address) the vertices of such a tree as follows: We first assign 0 to the

root r. We next assign 1, 2, 3,. . . to the vertices immediately following r

according as the edges were ordered. We then label the remaining vertices in

the following way. If a is the label of a vertex v, then a.1, a.2, . . . are assigned

to the vertices immediately following v according as the edges were ordered. We

illustrate this address system in Fig. 9.3(a), where edges are pictured from left

to right according to their order. Observe that the number of decimal points in

any label is one less than the level of the vertex. We will refer to this labeling

system as the universal address system for an ordered rooted tree.

The universal address system gives us an important way of linearly describing

(or storing) an ordered rooted tree. Specifically, given addresses a and b, we let

a < b if b = a · c, (that is, a is an initial segment of b), or if there exist positive

integers m and n with m < n such that a = r.m.s and b = r.n.t

This order is called the lexicographic order since it is similar to the way

words are arranged in a dictionary. For example, the addresses in Fig. 9.3(a) are

linearly ordered as pictured in Fig. 9.3(b). This lexicographic order is identical

to the order obtained by moving down the leftmost branch of the tree, then the

next branch to the right, then the second branch to the right, and so on.

9.3  SEQUENTIAL REPRESENTATION OF DIRECTED GRAPHS

There are two main ways of maintaining a directed graph G in the memory of a

computer. One way, called the sequential representation of G, is by means of its

adjacency matrix A. The other way, called the linked representation of G, is by

means of linked lists of neighbors. This section covers the first representation.

The linked representation will be covered in coming sections. Suppose a graph

G has m vertices (nodes) and n edges. We say G is dense if m = O(n2) and

sparse if m = O(n) or even if m = O(nlogn). The matrix representation of G
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is usually used when G is dense, and linked lists are usually used when G is

sparse. Regardless of the way one maintains a graph G in memory, the graph

G is normally input into the computer by its formal definition, that is, as a

collection of vertices and a collection of edges (pairs of vertices).

In order to avoid special cases of our results, we assume, unless otherwise

stated, that m > 1 where m is the number of vertices in our graph G. Therefore,

G is not connected if G has no edges.

9.3.1 Digraphs and Relations, Adjacency Matrix

Let G(V,E) be a simple directed graph, that is, a graph without parallel edges.

Then E is simply a subset of V ×V , and hence E is a relation on V . Conversely,

if R is a relation on a set V , then G(V,R) is a simple directed graph. Thus the

concepts of relations on a set and simple directed graphs are one and the same.

We already introduced the directed graph corresponding to a relation on a set.

Suppose G is a simple directed graph with m vertices, and suppose the vertices

of G have been ordered and are called v1, v2, . . . , vm. Then the adjacency matrix

A = [aij ] of G is the m×m matrix defined as follows:

aij = {.1 if there is an edge (vi, vj)0 otherwise

Such a matrix A, which contains entries of only 0 or 1, is called a bit matrix

or a Boolean matrix. (Although the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph

is symmetric, this is not true here for a directed graph.) The adjacency matrix

A of the graph G does depend on the ordering of the vertices of G. However,

the matrices resulting from two different orderings are closely related in that

one can be obtained from the other by simply interchanging rows and columns.

Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the vertices of our matrix have a fixed

ordering. The adjacency matrix A = [aij ] may be extended to directed graphs
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Figure 8.3:

with parallel edges by setting

aij = the number of edges beginning at vi and ending at vj

Then the entries of A will be nonnegative integers. Conversely, every m×m

matrix A with nonnegative integer entries uniquely defines a directed graph with

m vertices.

Activity 9.6 Let G be the directed graph in Fig. 9.4(a) with vertices v1,

v2, v3, v4. Then the adjacency matrix A of G appears in Fig. 9.4(b). Note that

the number of 1’s in A is equal to the number (eight) of edges.

Consider the powers A, A2, A3,. . . of the adjacency matrix A = [aij ] of a

graph G. Let

aK(i, j) = the ij entry in the matrix AK

Note that a1(i, j) = aij gives the number of paths of length 1 from vertex vi

to vertex vj . One can show that a2(i, j) gives the number of paths of length 2

from vi to vj . In fact, we prove in self-assessment the following general result.

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph G. Then aK(i, j), the ij entry in

the matrix AK , gives the number of paths of length K from vi to vj .

Activity 9.7 Consider again the graph G and its adjacency matrix A ap-
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pearing in Fig. 9.4. The powers A2, A3, and A4 of A follow:

A2 =



1 0 1 0

2 0 1 2

1 0 1 1

1 0 0 2


A3 =



1 0 0 2

3 0 2 3

2 0 1 2

2 0 2 1


A4 =



2 0 2 1

5 0 3 5

3 0 2 3

3 0 1 4


Observe that a2(4, 1) = 1, so there is a path of length 2 from v4 to v1. Also,

a3(2, 3) = 2, so there are two paths of length 3 from v2 to v3; and a4(2, 4) = 5,

so there are five paths of length 4 from v2 to v4.

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph G, and let Br be the matrix defined

by:

Br = A+A2 +A3 + .......+Ar

Then the ij entry of the matrix Br gives the number of paths of length r or less

from vertex vi to vertex vj .

9.3.2 Path Matrix

Let G = G(V,E) be a simple directed graph with m vertices v1, v2, . . ., vm.

The path matrix or reachability matrix of G is the m-square matrix P = [pij ]

defined as follows:

pij = {.1 if there is a path from to vi to vj0 otherwise

(The path matrix P may be viewed as the transitive closure of the relation

E on V .)

Suppose now that there is a path from vertex vi to vertex vj in a graph G

with m vertices. Then there must be a simple path from vi to vj when vi = vj ,

or there must be a cycle from vi to vj when vi = vj . Since G has m vertices,

such a simple path must have length m − 1 or less, or such a cycle must have
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length m or less. This means that there is a nonzero ij entry in the matrix Bm

(defined above) where A is the adjacency matrix of G.

Accordingly, the path matrix P and Bm have the same nonzero entries.We

state this result formally.

Proposition

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph G with m vertices. Then the path

matrix P and Bm have the same nonzero entries where

Bm = A+A2 +A3 + .......+Am

Recall that a directed graph G is said to be strongly connected if, for any pair

of vertices u and v in G, there is a path from u to v and from v to u. Accordingly,

G is strongly connected if and only if the path matrix P of G has no zero entries.

This fact together with Proposition 9.5 gives the following result.

Proposition

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph G with m vertices. Then G is

strongly connected if and only if Bm has no zero entries where

Bm = A+A2 +A3 + .......+Am

Activity 9.8 Consider the graph G and its adjacency matrix A appearing

in Fig. 9.4. Here G has m = 4 vertices. Adding the matrix A and matrices

A2, A3, A4 in Example 9.7, we obtain the following matrix B4 and also path

(reachability) matrix P by replacing the nonzero entries in B4 by 1:

B4 =



4 0 3 4

11 0 7 11

7 0 4 7

7 0 4 7


P =



1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1

1 0 1 1
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Figure 8.4:

Examining the matrix B4 or P , we see zero entries; hence G is not strongly

connected. In particular, we see that the vertex v2 is not reachable from any of

the other vertices.

The adjacency matrix A and the path matrix P of a graph G may be viewed

as logical (Boolean) matrices where 0 represents “false” and 1 represents “true.”

Thus the logical operations of ∧ (AND) and ∨ (OR) may be applied to the

entries of A and P where these operations, used in the next section, are defined

in Fig. 9.5.

9.3.3 Transitive Closure and the Path Matrix

Let R be a relation on a finite set V with m elements. As noted above, the

relation R may be identified with the simple directed graph G = G(V,R).We

note that the composition relation R2 = R × R consists of all pairs (u, v) such

that there is a path of length 2 from u to v. Similarly:

RK = {(u, v) |there is a path of length K from u to v}.

The transitive closure R∗ of the relation R on V may now be viewed as the

set of ordered pairs (u, v) such that there is a path from u to v in the graph

G. Furthermore, by the above discussion, we need only look at simple paths of

length m − 1 or less and cycles of length m or less. Accordingly, we have the

following result which characterizes the transitive closure R∗ of R.

Theorem 9.7: Let R be a relation on a set V with m elements. Then:
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1. R∗ = R ∪R2 ∪ ...∪ Rm is the transitive closure of R.

2. The path matrix P of G(V,R) is the adjacency matrix of G′(V,R∗).

9.4 WARSHALL’S ALGORITHM, SHORTEST PATHS

Let G be a directed graph with m vertices,v1, v2,. . . ,vm. Suppose we want

to find the path matrix P of the graph G.Warshall gave an algorithm which

is much more efficient than calculating the powers of the adjacency matrix A.

This algorithm is defined in this section, and a similar algorithm is used to find

shortest paths in G when G is weighted.

9.4.1 Warshall’s Algorithm

First we define m-square Boolean matrices P0, P1, ..., Pm where Pk[i, j] denotes

the ij entry of the matrix Pk

1 if there is a simple path from vi to vj which does not use any 
othervertices Pk[i, j] = {.

except possibly v1, v2, . . . , vk, 0 otherwise

For example,

P3[i, j] =

1 if there is a simple path from vi to vj which does not use 
any othervertices

except possibly v1, v2, v3 

Observe that the first matrix P0 = A, the adjacency matrix of G. Further 
more, since G has only m vertices, the last matrix Pm=P, the path matrix of G.

Warshall observed that Pk[i, j] = 1 can occur only if one of the following 
two cases occurs:

1. There is a simple path from vi to vj which does not use any other vertices

except possibly v1, v2,. . .,vk−1; hence Pk−1[i, j] = 1

2. There is a simple path from vi to vk and a simple path from vk to vj where

each simple path does not use any other vertices except possibly v1, v2,. . . ,

vk−1; hence Pk−1[i, k] = 1 and Pk−1[k, j] = 1
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Figure 8.5:

These two cases are pictured as follows:

(1)vi → ......→ vj ; (2)vi → ....→ vk → ....vj

where → .... → denotes part of a simple path which does not use any other

vertices except possibly v1,v2,. . . ,vk−1. Accordingly, the elements of Pk can be

obtained by:

Pk[i, j] = Pk−1[i, j] ∨ (Pk−1[i, k] ∧ Pk−1[k, j])

where we use the logical operations of a ∧ (AND) and ∨ (OR). In other words

we can obtain each entry in the matrix Pk by looking at only three entries in

the matrix Pk−1.Warshall’s algorithm appears in Fig. 9.6.

9.4.2 Shortest-path Algorithm

Let G be a simple directed graph withmvertices, v1, v2, . . ., vm. Suppose G

is weighted; that is, suppose each edge e of G is assigned a nonnegative number

w(e) called the weight or length of e. Then G may be maintained in memory by

its weight matrix W = [wij ] defined as follows:

wij =

{.w(e) if there is an edge e from vi to vj0 if there is no edge from vi to vj
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Figure 8.6:

The path matrix P tells us whether or not there are paths between the

vertices. Now we want to find a matrix Q which tells us the lengths of the

shortest paths between the vertices or, more exactly, a matrix Q = [qij ] where

qij = length of the shortest path from vi to vj

Next we describe a modification of Warshall’s algorithm which efficiently

finds us the matrix Q.

Here we define a sequence of matrices Q0,Q1, . . .,Qm (analogous to the

above matrices P0, P1, . . ., Pm) where Qk[i, j], the ij entry of Qk, is defined as

follows:

Qk[i, j] =the smaller of the length of the preceding path from vi to vj or the

sum of the lengths of the preceding paths from vi to vk and from vk to vj .

More exactly,

Qk[i, j] = MIN(Qk−1[i, j], Qk−1[i, k] +Qk−1[k, j])

The initial matrix Q0 is the same as the weight matrix W except that each

0 in w is replaced by 221e (or a very, very large number). The final matrix Qm

will be the desired matrix Q.

Activity 9.9 Figure 9.7 shows a weighted graph G and its weight matrix W

where we assume that v1 = R, v2 = S, v3 = T , v4 = U .
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Suppose we apply the modified Warshall’s algorithm to our weighted graph

G in Fig. 9.7. We will obtain the matrices Q0, Q1, Q3, and Q4 in Fig. 9.8.

(To the right of each matrix Qk in Fig. 9-8, we show the matrix of paths which 

correspond to the lengths in the matrix Qk.) The entries in the matrix Q0 are 

the same as the weight matrix W except each 0 in W is replaced by ∞ (a very large 

number). We indicate how the circled entries are obtained:

Q1[4, 2] = MIN(Q0[4, 2], Q0[4, 1] +Q0[1, 2]) = MIN(∞, 4 + 5) = 9

Q2[1, 3] = MIN(Q1[1, 3], Q1[1, 2] +Q1[2, 3]) = MIN(∞, 5 +∞) =∞

Q3[4, 2] = MIN(Q2[4, 2], Q2[4, 3] +Q2[3, 2]) = MIN(9, 3 + 1) = 4

Q4[3, 1] = MIN(Q3[3, 1], Q3[3, 4] +Q3[4, 1]) = MIN(10, 5 + 4) = 9

The last matrix Q4 = Q, the desired shortest-path matrix.

9.5  LINKED REPRESENTATION OF DIRECTED GRAPHS

Let G be a directed graph with m vertices. Suppose the number of edges of G

is O(m) or even O(m logm), that is, suppose G is sparse. Then the adjacency

matrix A of G will contain many zeros; hence a great deal of memory space will

be wasted. Accordingly, when G is sparse, G is usually represented in memory

by some type of linked representation, also called an adjacency structure, which

is described below by means of an example.

Consider the directed graph G in Fig. 9.9(a). Observe that G may be

equivalently defined by the table in Fig. 9.9(b), which shows each vertex in G

followed by its adjacency list, also called its successors or neighbors. Here the
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Figure 8.7:

Figure 8.8:
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symbol ∅ denotes an empty list. Observe that each edge of G corresponds to a

unique vertex in an adjacency list and vice versa. Here G has seven edges and

there are seven vertices in the adjacency lists. This table may also be presented

in the following compact form where a colon “:” separates a vertex from its list

of neighbors, and a semicolon “;” separates the different lists:

G = [A : B,C,D; B : C; C : ∅; D : C,E; E : C]

The linked representation of a directed graph G maintains G in memory by

using linked lists for its adjacency lists. Specifically, the linked representation

will normally contain two files (sets of records), one called the Vertex File and

the other called the Edge File, as follows.

Vertex File

The Vertex File will contain the list of vertices of the graph G usually maintained

by an array or by a linked list. Each record of the Vertex File will have the form

VERTEX NEXT-V PTR ��������������������

Here VERTEX will be the name of the vertex, NEXT-V points to the next

vertex in the list of vertices in the Vertex File, and PTR will point to the first

element in the adjacency list of the vertex appearing in the Edge File. The shaded

area indicates that there may be other information in the record corresponding

to the vertex.

Edge File

The Edge File contains the edges of G and also contains all the adjacency lists

of G where each list is maintained in memory by a linked list. Each record of

the Edge File will represent a unique edge in G and hence will correspond to a

unique vertex in an adjacency list. The record will usually have the form
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EDGE BEG-V END-V NEXT-E ��������������������

Here:

1. EDGE will be the name of the edge (if it has a name).

2. BEG-V- points to location in the Vertex File of the initial (beginning)

vertex of the edge.

3. END-V points to the location in the Vertex File of the terminal (ending)

vertex of the edge. The adjacency lists appear in this field.

4. NEXT-E points to the location in the Edge File of the next vertex in the

adjacency list.

We emphasize that the adjacency lists consist of terminal vertices and hence

are maintained by the END-V field. The shaded area indicates that there may

be other information in the record corresponding to the edge.We note that the

order of the vertices in any adjacency list does depend on the order in which the

edges (pairs of vertices) appear in the input.

Figure 9.10 shows how the graph G in Fig. 9-9(a) may appear in memory.

Here the vertices of G are maintained in memory by a linked list using the

variable START to point to the first vertex. (Alternatively, one could use a

linear array for the list of vertices, and then NEXT −V would not be required.)

The choice of eight locations for the Vertex File and 10 locations for the Edge

File is arbitrary. The additional space in the files will be used if additional

vertices or edges are inserted in the graph. Figure 9.10 also shows, with arrows,

the adjacency list [B,C,D] of the vertex A.
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Figure 8.9:

Figure 8.10:

9.6   GRAPH ALGORITHMS: DEPTH-FIRST AND 
        BREADTH-FIRST SEARCHES

This section discusses two important graph algorithms for a given graph G. Any

particular graph algorithm may depend on the way G is maintained in memory.

Here we assume G is maintained in memory by its adjacency structure. Our test

graph G with its adjacency structure appears in Fig. 9.11. Many applications of

graphs require one to systematically examine the vertices and edges of a graph

G. There are two standard ways that this is done. One way is called a depth-

first search (DFS) and the other is called a breadth-first search (BFS). (These

algorithms are essentially identical to the analogous algorithms for undirected

graphs in unit 8.)
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During the execution of our algorithms, each vertex (node) N of G will be

in one of three states, called the status of N , as follows:

STATUS = 1: (Ready State) The initial state of the vertex N.

STATUS = 2: (Waiting State) The vertex N is on a (waiting) list,
waiting to be processed.

STATUS = 3: (Processed State) The vertex N has been processed.

The waiting list for the depth-first search will be a (modified) STACK (which

we write horizontally with the TOP of STACK on the left), whereas the waiting list 
for the breadth-first search will be a QUEUE.

(a) Depth-first Search

The general idea behind a depth-first search beginning at a starting vertex A is

as follows. First we process the starting vertex A. Then we process each vertex

N along a path P which begins at A; that is, we process a neighbor of A, then a

neighbor of a neighbor of A, and so on. After coming to a “dead end,” that is, to

a vertex with no unprocessed neighbor, we backtrack on the path P until we can

continue along another path P . And so on. The backtracking is accomplished

by using a STACK to hold the initial vertices of future possible paths.We also

need a field STATUS which tells us the current status of any vertex so that no

vertex is processed more than once. The algorithm appears in Fig. 9.12.

Algorithm 9.2 will process only those vertices which are reachable from a

starting vertex A. Suppose one wants to process all the vertices in the graph

G. Then the algorithm must be modified so that it begins again with another

vertex that is still in the ready state (STATE = 1). This new vertex, say B, can

be obtained by traversing through the list of vertices.

The structure STACK in Algorithm 9.2 is not technically a stack since, in

Step 5(b), we allow a vertex J to be deleted and then inserted in the front of

the stack. (Although it is the same vertex J, it will represent a different edge.)

If we do not delete the previous J in Step 5(b), then we obtain an alternative
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Figure 8.11:

traversal algorithm.

Activity 9.10 Consider our test graph G in Fig. 9.11. Suppose we want

to find and print all the vertices reachable from the vertex J (including J itself

). One way to do this is to use a depth-first search of G starting at the vertex

J . Applying Algorithm 9.2, the vertices will be processed and printed in the

following order:

J, K, L, E, F, D, C

Specifically, Fig. 9.13(a) shows the sequence of waiting lists in STACK and

the vertices being processed. (The slash / indicates that vertex is deleted from

the waiting list.)We emphasize that each vertex, excluding J , comes from an

adjacency list and hence it is the terminal vertex of a unique edge of the graph.

We have indicated the edge by labeling the terminal vertex with the initial vertex

of the edge as a subscript. For example,

Dj

means D is in the adjacency list of J , and hence D is the terminal vertex of

an edge beginning at J . These edges form a rooted tree T with J as the root,
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Figure 8.12:

which is pictured in Fig. 9.13(b). (The numbers indicate the order the edges are

added to the tree.) This tree T spans the subgraph G of G consisting of vertices

reachable from J .

(b) Breath-first Search

The general idea behind a breadth-first search beginning at a starting vertex A is as

follows. First we process the starting vertex A. Then we process all the neighbors of

A. Then we process all the neighbors of neighbors of A. And so on. Naturally we

need to keep track of the neighbors of a vertex, and we need to guarantee that no

vertex is processed twice. This is accomplished by using a QUEUE to hold vertices

that are waiting to be processed; and by a field STATUS which tells us the current

status of a vertex. The algorithm appears in Fig. 9.14.

Algorithm 9.3 will process only those vertices which are reachable from a

starting vertex A. Suppose one wants to process all the vertices in the graph

G. Then the algorithm must be modified so that it begins again with another

vertex that is still in the ready state (STATE = 1). This new vertex, say B,

can be obtained by traversing through the list of vertices.

Activity 9.11 Consider our test graph G in Fig. 9-11. Suppose G represents

the daily flights between cities, and suppose we want to fly from city A to city

J with the minimum number of stops. That is, we want to find a shortest path
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Figure 8.13:

Figure 8.14:

P from A to J (where each edge has weight 1). One way to do this is to use

a breadth-first search of G starting at the vertex A, and stop as soon as J is

encountered.

Figure 9.15(a) shows the sequence of waiting lists in QUEUE and the vertices

being processed up to the time vertex J is encountered. We then work backwards

from J to obtain the following desired path which is pictured in Fig. 9.15(b):

JC ← CL ← LB ← BA ← A or A→ B → L→ C → J

Thus a flight from city A to city J will make three intermediate stops at B,

L, and C. Note that the path does not include all of the vertices processed by

the algorithm.
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Figure 8.15:

9.7  DIRECTED CYCLE-FREE GRAPHS, TOPOLOGICAL
 SORT

Let S be a directed graph with the following two properties:

1. Each vertex vi of S represents a task.

2. Each (directed) edge (u, v) of S means that task u must be completed

before beginning task v.

We note that such a graph S cannot contain a cycle, such as P = (u, v, w, u),

since, otherwise, we would have to complete u before beginning v, complete v

before beginning w, and complete w before beginning u. That is, we cannot

begin any of the three tasks in the cycle.

Such a graph S, which represents tasks and a prerequisite relation and which

cannot have any cycles, is said to be cycle-free or acyclic. A directed acyclic

(cycle-free) graph is called a dag for short. Figure 9.16 is an example of such a

graph.

A fundamental operation on a dag S is to process the vertices one after the

other so that the vertex u is always processed before vertex v whenever (u, v) is

an edge. Such a linear ordering T of the vertices of S, which may not be unique,
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Figure 8.16:

is called a topological sort. Figure 9.17 shows two topological sorts of the graph

S in Fig. 9-16. We have included the edges of S in Fig. 9.17 to show that they

agree with the direction of the linear ordering.

The following is the main theoretical result in this section.

Theorem 9.8: Let S be a finite directed cycle-free graph. Then there exists

a topological sort T of the graph S.

Note that the theorem states only that a topological sort exists. We now give

an algorithm which will find a topological sort. The main idea of the algorithm is

that any vertex (node) N with zero indegree may be chosen as the first element

in the sort T . The algorithm essentially repeats the following two steps until S

is empty:

1. Find a vertex N with zero indegree.

2. Delete N and its edges from the graph S.

We use an auxiliary QUEUE to temporarily hold all vertices with zero degree.

The algorithm appears in Fig. 9.18.

Activity 9.12 Suppose Algorithm 9.4 is applied to the graph S in Fig.

9.16.We obtain the following sequence of the elements of QUEUE and sequence

of vertices being processed
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Figure 8.17:

Figure 8.18:

QUEUE GEB DGE DG FAD FA CF C ∅

V ertex B E G D A F C

Thus the vertices are processed in the order: B, E, G, D, A, F.

9.8   PRUNING ALGORITHM FOR SHORTEST PATH

Let G be a weighted directed cycle-free graph.We seek the shortest path between

two vertices, say u and w. We assume G is finite so at each step there is a finite

number of moves. Since G is cycle-free, all paths between u and w can be given

by a rooted tree with u as the root. Figure 9.19(b) enumerates all the paths

between u and w in the graph in Fig. 9.19(a).

One way to find the shortest path between u and w is simply to compute

the lengths of all the paths of the corresponding rooted tree. On the other
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hand, suppose two partial paths lead to an intermediate vertex v. From then

on, we need only consider the shorter partial path; that is, we prune the tree at

the vertex corresponding to the longer partial path. This pruning algorithm is

described below.

9.8.1 Pruning Algorithm

This algorithm finds the shortest path between a vertex u and a vertex w in a

weighted directed cycle-freegraph G. The algorithm has the following properties:

(a) During the algorithm each vertex v′ of G is assigned two things:

(1) A number l(v′) denoting the current minimal length of a path from u to

v′ .

(2) A path p(v′) from u to v of length l(v′).

(b) Initially, we set l(u) = 0 and p(u) = u. Every other vertex v is initially

assigned l(v) =∞ and p(v) = ∅.

(c) Each step of the algorithm examines an edge e = (v′, v) from v′ to v with,

say, length k.We calculate l(v′) + k.

(1) Suppose l(v′) + k < l(v). Then we have found a shorter path from u to v.

Thus we update:

l(v) = l(v′) + k and p(v) = p(v′)v

(This is always true when l(v) =∞, that is, when we first enter the vertex v.)

(2) Otherwise, we do not change l(v) and p(v).

If no other unexamined edges enter v, we will say that p(v) has been

determined.

(d) The algorithm ends when p(w) has been determined.
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The edge e = (v′, v) in (c) can only be chosen if v has been previously visited,

that is, if p(v) is not empty. Furthermore, it is usually best to examine an edge

which begins at a vertex v whose path p(v) has been determined.

Activity 9.13 We apply the pruning algorithm to the graph G in Fig.

9.19(a).

From u: The successive vertices are x, y, and z, which are all entered for

the first time. Thus:

1. set l(x) = 4, p(x) = ux.

2. set l(y) = 6, p(y) = uy.

3. set l(z) = 2, p(z) = uz.

Note that p(x) and p(z) have been determined.

From x: The successive vertices are r, entered for the first time, and y.

Thus:

1. Set l(r) = 4 + 4 = 8 and p(r) = p(x)r = uxr.

2. We calculate:

l(x) + k = 4 + 3 = 7 which is not less than l(y) = 6.

Thus we leave l(y) and p(y) alone.

Note that p(r) has been determined.

From z: The successive vertices are t, entered for the first time, and y.

Thus:

1. Set l(t) = l(z) + k = 2 + 5 = 7 and p(t) = p(z)t = urt.

2. We calculate:

l(z) + k = 2 + 3 = 5 which is less than l(y) = 6.
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We have found a shorter path to y, and so we update l(y) and p(y); set:

l(y) = l(z) + k = 5 and p(y) = p(z)y = uzy

Now p(y) has been determined.

From y: The successive vertices are s, entered for the first time, and t.

Thus:

1. Set l(s) = l(y) + k = 5 + 2 = 7 and p(s) = p(y)s = uzys.

2. We calculate:

l(y) + k = 5 + 1 = 6 which is less than l(t) = 7.

Thus we change l(t) and p(t) to read:

l(t) = (y) + 1 = 6 and p(t) = p(y)t = uzyt.

Now p(t) has been determined.

From r: The successive vertices are w, entered for the first time, and s.

Thus:

1. Set l(w) = (r) + 3 = 11 and p(w) = p(r)w = uxrw.

2. We calculate:

l(r) + k = 8 + 2 = 10 which is less than l(s) = 7.

Thus we leave l(s) and p(s) alone.

Note that p(s) has been determined.

From s: The successive vertex is w.We calculate:

l(s) + k = 7 + 3 = 10 which is less than l(w) = 11.

Thus we change, l(w) and p(w) to read:

l(w) = l(s) + 3 = 10 and p(w) = p(s)w = uzysw.
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Figure 8.19:

From t: The successive vertex is w.We calculate:

l(t) + k = 6 + 3 = 9 which is less than l(w) = 10.

Thus we undate l(w) and p(w) as follows:

l(w) = l(t) + 3 = 9 and p(w) = p(t) = uzytw

Now p(w) has been determined.

The algorithm is finished since p(w) has been determined. Thus p(w) =

uzytw is the shortest path from u to w and l(w) = 9.

The edges which were examined in the above example form the rooted tree

in Fig. 9.20. This is the tree in Fig. 9.19(b) which has been pruned at vertices

belonging to longer partial paths. Observe that only 13 of the original 23 edges

of the tree had to be examined.

9.9 SELF-ASSESSMENT

1. Let G be the directed graph in Fig. 9.21(a). (a) Describe G formally. (b)

Find all simple paths from X to Z. (c) Find all simple paths from Y to

Z. (d) Find all cycles in G. (e) Is G unilaterally connected? (f) Is G

strongly connected?
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Figure 8.20:

2. Let G be the directed graph in Fig. 9.21(a). (a) Find the indegree and

outdegree of each vertex of G. (b) Find the successor list of each vertex

of G. (c) Are there any sources or sinks? (d) Find the subgraph H of G

determined by the vertex set V ′ = X,Y, Z.

3. Let G be the directed graph in Fig. 9.21(b). (a) Find two simple paths

from v1 to v6. Is α = (v1, v2, v4, v6) such a simple path? (b) Find all

cycles inG which include v3. (c) Is G unilaterally connected? Strongly

connected? (d) Find the successor list of each vertex of G. (e) Are there

any sources in G? Any sinks?

4. Let G be the directed graph with vertex set V (G) = (a, b, c, d, e, f, g} and

edge set:

E(G) = {(a, a), (b, e), (a, e), (e, b), (g, c), (a, e), (d, f), (d, b), (g, g)}

(a) Identify any loops or parallel edges. (b) Are there any sources in G?

(c) Are there any sinks in G? (d) Find the subgraph H of G determined

by the vertex set V = {a, b, c, d}.

5. Let T be the rooted tree in Fig. 9-22.

(a) Identify the path α from the root R to each of the following vertices,

and find the level number n of the vertex: (i) H; (ii) F; (iii) M. (b) Find
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Figure 8.21:

Figure 8.22:

the siblings of E. (c) Find the leaves of T .

6. Let T be the ordered rooted tree in Fig. 9. 23 whose vertices are labeled

using the universal address system. Find the lexicographic order of the

addresses of the tree T .

7. Consider the graph G in Fig. 9.21(a), and suppose the vertices are stored

in memery in the array:

DATA : X,Y, Z,W

(a) Find the adjacency matrix A of the graph G and the powers A2, A3,

A4. (b) Find the path matrix P of G using the powers of A. Is G strongly

connected?

8. Consider the adjacency matrix A of the graph G in Fig. 9-19(a) obtained
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Figure 8.23:

in Self-Assessment 9.7. Find the path matrix P of G usingWarshall’s al-

gorithm rather than the powers of A.

9. Draw a picture of the weighted graph G which is maintained in memory by

the following vertex array DATA and weight matrix W: DATA: X, Y, S, T

; W =



0 0 3 0

5 0 1 7

2 0 0 4

0 6 8 0


The picture appears in Fig. 9.24(a). The vertices are

labeled by the entries in DATA.

9.10 KEY POINTS

• A directed graph G or digraph (or simply graph) consists of two things:

A set V whose elements are called vertices, nodes, or points and A set E

of ordered pairs (u, v) of vertices called arcs or directed edges or simply

edges.

• Let G = G(V,E) be a directed graph, and let V ′ be a subset of the set V

of vertices of G. Suppose E′ is a subset of E such that the endpoints of

the edges in E′ belong to V ′. Then H(V ′, E′) is a directed graph, and it
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is called a subgraph of G. In particular, if E′ contains all the edges in E

whose endpoints belong to V ′, then H(V ′, E′) is called the subgraph of G

generated or determined by V ′.

• The outdegree of a vertex v of G, written outdeg(v), is the number of edges

beginning at v, and the indegree of v, written indeg(v), is the number of

edges ending at v.

• The sum of the outdegrees of the vertices of a digraph G equals the sum

of the indegrees of the vertices, which equals the number of edges in G.

A vertex v with zero indegree is called a source, and a vertex v with zero

outdegree is called a sink.

• The concepts of path, simple path, trail, and cycle carry over from nondi-

rected graphs to the directed graph G except that the directions of the

edges must agree with the direction of the path.

• There are three types of connectivity in a directed graph G: G is strongly

connected or strong if, for any pair of vertices u and v in G, there is a path

from u to v and a path from v to u, that is, each is reachable from the

other. G is unilaterally connected or unilateral if, for any pair of vertices

u and v in G, there is a path from u to v or a path from v to u, that is,

one of them is reachable from the other. G is weakly connected or weak if

there is a semi path between any pair of vertices u and v in G.

• A rooted tree T is a tree graph with a designated vertex r called the root

of the tree. Since there is a unique simple path from the root r to any

other vertex v in T , this determines a direction to the edges of T . Thus T

may be viewed as a directed graph. We note that any tree may be made

into a rooted tree by simply selecting one of the vertices as the root.
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9.10.1 Solution of Self-Assessment

1.

(W,Z)}.

(a) The vertex set V has four vertices and the edge set E has seven

(directed) edges as follows: V = {X, Y, Z, W} and E = {(X, Y ), (X, Z), (X,

W ), (Y, W ), (Z, Y ), (Z, W ),

(b) There are three simple paths from X to Z, which are  (X, Z), (X, W, Z),

and (X, Y, W, Z).

(c) There is only one simple path from Y to Z, which is (Y, W, Z).

(d) There is only one cycle in G, which is (Y, W, Z, Y).

(e) G is unilaterally connected since (X, Y, W, Z) is a spanning path.

(f)  G is not strongly connected since there is no closed spanning path.

2. (a) Count the number of edges ending and beginning at a vertex v to

obtain, respectively, indeg(v) and outdeg(v). This yields the data:

indeg(X) = 0, indeg(Y ) = 2, indeg(Z) = 2, indeg(W ) = 3

outdeg(X) = 3, outdeg(Y ) = 1, outdeg(Z) = 2, outdeg(W ) = 1

(As expected, the sum of the indegrees and the sum of the outdegrees each

equal 7, the number of edges.)

(b) Add vertex v to the successor list succ(u) of u for each edge(u, v) in

G. This yields:

succ(X) = [Y, Z,W ], succ(Y ) = [W ], succ(Z) = [Y,W ], succ(W ) = [Z]

(c) X is a source no edge enters X, that is, indeg(X) = 0. There are no

sinks since every vertex is the initial point of an edge, that is, has nonzero

outdegree.

(d) Let E′consists of all edges of G whose endpoints lie in V ′. This yield

E′= {(X,Y ), (X,Z), (Z, Y )}. Then H = H(V ′, E′)
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(a) A simple path is a path where all vertices are distinct. Thus (v1, v5, v6) 

and (v1, v2, v3, v5, v6) are two simple paths from v1 to v6. The sequence is 

not even a path since the edge joining v4to v6 does not begin at v4. 

(b) There are two such cycles: (v3, v1, v2, v3) and (v3, v5, v6, v1, v2, v3).

(c) G is unilaterally connected since (v1, v2, v3, v5, v6, v4) is a spanning

path. G is not strongly connected since there is no closed spanning path.

(d) Add vertex v to the successor list succ(u) of u for each edge(u, v) in

G. This yields:

succ(v1) = [v2, v5], succ(v2) = [v3, v4], succ(v3) = [v1, v5]

succ(v4) =, succ(v5) = [v6], succ(v6) = [v1, v4]

(As

 

expected,

 

the

 

number

 

of

 

successors

 

equals

 

9,

 

which

 

is

 

the

 

number

 

of

edges.)

(e) There are no sources since every vertex is the endpoint of some edge.

Only v4 is a sink since no edge begins at v4, that is, succ(v4) = ∅ , the

empty set.

4. (a) Aloop is an edge with the same initial and terminal points; hence (a, a)

and (g, g) are loops. Two edges are parallel if they have the same initial

and terminal points. Thus (a, e) and (a, e) are parallel edges.

(b) The vertex d is a source since no edge ends in d, that is, d does not

appear as the second element in any edge.

There are no other sources.

(c) Both c and f are sinks since no edge begins at c or at f, that is, neither c

nor f appear as the first element in any edge. There are no other sinks. (d)

Let E consist of all edges of G whose endpoints lie in V ′ = {a, b, c, d}. This 

yields E′ = {(a, a), (d, b)}. Then H = H(V ′, E′).
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(b) The siblings of E are F and G since they all have the same parent

B. (c) The leaves are vertices with no children, that is, H,D, I, J,K,M,N.

6. An ordered rooted tree T is usually drawn so the edges are ordered from

left to right as in Fig. 9.23. The lexicographic order can be obtained by

reading down the leftmost branch, then the second branch from the left,

and so forth. Reading down the leftmost branch of T we obtain:

0, 1, 1.1, 1.1.1

The next branch is 1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.1.1, so we add this branch to the list to

obtain

0, 1, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.21.2.1, 1.2.1.1

Proceeding in this manner, we finally obtain

0, 1, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.1.1, 1.2.2, 1.3, 2, 2.1, 2.2.1

7. (a) The vertices are normally ordered according to the way they appear

in memory; that is, we assume v1 = X, v2 = Y ,v3 = Z, v4 = W . The

adjacency matrix A = [aij ] is obtained by setting aij = 1 if there is an

edge from vi to vj ;and 0 otherwise. The matrix A and its powers follow:

A2 =



0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0

 , A
2 =



0 1 1 2

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1

 , A
3 =



0 1 2 2

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1


A4 =



0 1 2 3

0 0 1 1

0 1 1 2

0 1 1 1



(b) Since G has 4 vertices, we need only find the matrix B4 = A + A2 +
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5. (a) List the vertices while proceeding f rom R down the tree to the vertex.

The number of vertices, other than R, is the level number: (i) α = (R, A, C, H),

n = 3; (ii) α = (R, B, F ), n = 2; (iii) α = (R, B, G, L, M), n = 4.



A3 +A4, and then the path matrix P = [pij ]is obtained by setting pij = 1

whenever there is a nonzero entry in the matrix B4, and 0 otherwise. The

matrices B4 and P follow:

B4 =



0 5 6 8

0 1 2 3

0 3 3 5

0 2 3 5


, P =



0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1


The path matrix P shows there is no path from any node to v1. Hence G

is not strongly connected.

8. Initially set P0 = A. Then, P1,P2, P3, P4 are obtained recursively by

setting

Pk[i, j] = Pk−1[i, j] ∨ (Pk−1[i, k] ∧ Pk−1[k, j])

where Pk[i, j] denotes the ij-entry in the matrix Pk. That is, by setting

Pk[i, j] = 1 if Pk−1[i, j] = 1 or if both Pk−1[i, k] = 1 and Pk−1[k, j] = 1

Then matrices P1, P2, P3, P4 follow:

P1 =



0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0


, P2 =



0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0


, P3 =



0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 1



, P4 =



0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1


Observe that P1 = P2 = A. The changes in P3 occur for the following 
reasons:

P3[4, 2] = 1 because P2[4, 3] = 1 and P2[3, 2] = 1
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P3[4, 4] = 1 because P2[4, 3] = 1 and P2[3, 4] = 1

9. Assuming v1 = X, v2 = Y , v3 = S, v4 = T , the order the vertices appear

in the array DATA, we draw an edgefrom vi to vj with weight wij when

wij 6= 0.
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